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CINCHO-QTININE.
tNCHe-QUININE which was placed in the hands of physicians in 1869, has been tested in all parts of the country,

qý1,and the testimony lu its favor l's decided and unequivocal. It contains the important constituents of Poruvian Racle,

lia, Quinidia, Cinchonia and Cinchonidia, in their alkaloidal condition, and no external agents.
UNIVERsITY OF PENNsYLVANIA, Jan. 22, 1875.

have tested CINno-QUININE, and have found it to contain quinine, guinidine, cinchonise, and ainchonidine."
F. A. GENTH, Prof. of Chemistry and Mineralogy.

LABoRATORY OF THE UNIVERsITY OF CHICAGO, February 1, 1875.

Ihereb certify that I have made a chemical examination of the contents of a bottle of CINCHo-QUININE, and by direc-

Imade a qualitative examination for quinine, quinidine, and cinchonine, and hereby Certify that I found these alka-

'sde in CINCJo-QUININ." C. GILBERT WHEELER, Professer of Chemistry.

«I have made a careful analysis of the contents of a bottle of your CINCHo-QUINa, and mnd it te contain quinine,
t
'idine, cinchonine, and cinchonidine." S. P. SHARPLES, State Assayer of Mass.

no other form are contained the important alka-
Nlprincipes of Bark, se as to be accessible te
>%ical gentlemen.

45iit is found Quinidia, which is believed to be a

- r anti-periodic than Quinine ; and the alkaloids

4iÏgin association, unquestionably produce favor-

remedial influences which can be obtained from

One alone.
In addition to its superior efficacy as a tonic and

t

ati-periodic, it has the following advantages which

etatly increase its value te physicians
t It exerts the full therapeutic influence of Sul-
e4t6 of Quinine, in the same doses, without oppress-
th stomach, creating naùsea, or proJucing

tbral distress, as the Sulphate of Qtiineii fre-

tntly does, and it produces much less constitutional
turbance.
ad It has the great advantage of being nearly

4Ateless. The bitter is very slight, and not un-

ý .t to the most sensitive or delicate woman or

3d. It is less costly ; the price will fluctuate with the

and fall of barks; but will always be much less
the Sulphate of Quinine.

4th. It meets indications net met by that Sait.

Middleburg, Pa.,
April 13, 1875.

Gentlemen. I cannot refrain from giving you my
4

t
imony regarding CINCHO-QUININE.
n a practice of twenty years, eight of which were
connection with a drug store. I have used Quinint
Such cases as are generally recommended by the

t0fession. In the last four or five years I have used
frequently your CINCHO-QUININE in place of

Inmne, and I have Piever been disappointed in my
Þectations.

Gents: It may be of some satisfaction to you to
know that I have used the alkaloid for two years or

nearly, in my practice, and I haye found it reliable,
and all I think that you claim for it. For children
and those of irritable stomachs, as well as those too
easily quininized by the ;Sulphate, the Cincho acts

like a charm, and we can hardly see how we did with-

out it se long. I hope the supply will continue.
Yours, with due regard,

J. R. TAYLoR, Kosse, Texas

I have used your CINcHo-QUININE exclusively for

four years in this malarial region.
It is as active an anti-periodic as the Sulphate, and

more agreeable to administer. It gives great satisfac-
tion.

D. H. CHAS, M.D., Louisville, Ky.

I have used the CINcHO-QUININE ever since its

introduction, and am se well satisfied witht its results

that I use it in all cases in which I formerly used the

Sulphate, and in intermittents it can be given during

the paroxysm of fever with perfect safety, and thus
[ose no time. W. E. SCHENCK, M.D., Pekin, Ill.

I am using CINCHo-QUININE, and fmid it to act as

reliably and efficiently as the Sulphate.
In the case of children, I employ it almost exclu-

evely, and deem its action upon them more beneficial

-d O chan that of the time-honored Sulphate.
W. C. SCHULTZE, M.D.,

Marengo, Iowa.

CINCHO-QUININE in my practice has given the best

à >f results, being in my estimation tar superior to Sul-

>hate of Quinine, and has many advantages over the

,ulphate. G. INGALLs, M.D.,
Northampton, Ma2s.

Vour CINCHO-QUININE I have used with marked

success. I prefer it in every way to the Sulphate.
D. MAcK AY, M.D , Dallas, Texas.

We will send a sample package, for trial, containing fifty grains of CINCHo-QUININE, onrecelpt of twenty-five cents., or

% ounce on receipt of one dollar and sixty cents, post paid. Special prices given for orders amouating to one hundred

%ces and upwards.
WE MANUFACTURE CHIEMICALLY PURE SALTS OF

Arsenic, Ammonium, Antimony, Barium, Bromine, Bismuth. Cerium, Calcium, Copper, Gold- Iodine, Iron, Lead,

Manganese, MercurY, Nic¾el, Phosphorus, Potassium, Silver, Sodium, Tin, Zikc. etc.

eîi Price List and Detcriptive Cataloguefurnished upon application.

BILLINGS, CLAPP & 00., Manufacturing Chemists,
(SUCCESSORS To JAMES R. NICHOLS & CO.)

BOSTON, MASS.

JNo. Y. SHINDEL, M.D. m
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MOLLER'S
PUtST NOlWEfAiN 0OD-.UtZv Ott+

Di BEscsx, Physician in ordinary to H. M. the King of Sweden and Norway, says:
the very best ever prepared for medicinal purposes."

ABBoTTs Sitrru, M.D., M.R.C.P., North London Consumption Hospital, says: "It Io I3or
easily assimilated and is productive of more immediate benefit than the other klnd 0'
oil are."

Da. RUDDoCKS, M.D., L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S., says: " We are glad to be able to give Our 61'
phatic recommendation to so pure a preparation."

J. MARioN Sims, M. D., New York, says: "I have prescribed it almost daily, and have every
reason to h- perfectly satisfied with it."

Da. L. A. SAynz, New York, saya: " Moller, of Christiania preparea an Oil which s per
fectly pure, and in every respect ail that can be wished.'

N. B. SANDs, M.D., New York, says: It is remarkably free from impurities."
W. H. Schieffelin & Co., NEW YORK.

Sole Agents for United States and Canad•

MICROSCOPES.
JAMES W. QUIEEN & C.,

924 Chestnut-St, - - - PRILADELPHIA•
JEEP constantly in stock, the most complet. assortment of MICROSCOPES and ACCESSORIES to be found in s

house in the WORLD. In addition to their own Manufactures, they have always on hand Stands and ObjectîleS
by Powell & Laaland, Rosa, Crouch, Hartnach, Nachett, etc., etc.; and being the exclusive Agente, for the United States'
of Mussas. R. & J. BECK of London, keep in stock all the productions of these most eminent manufacturera. AlSO, cf

10,000 pRE pAR EID OBJECTS:
IN EVERY DEPARTMENT OF THE SCIENCES.

An illustrated and priced catalogue, of 118 pages, will be mailed to any address on receipt of Ten Cents.
Address as above.

Anatomical Models and Osteological Preparations,
SKELETONS, SKULL8, MICRO800PIC PREPARATIONS.

Special attention is hereby called to the fact, that we can supply a nunber
of MEDICAL WORKS and CHARTS, either American, English or French
Publications, at second-hand, at greatly reduced prices.

W ORDERS FOR' THE IMPORTATION OF BOOKS TAKEN. '"M
Letters will be promptly answered and catalogues sent. Address

BERENDSOHN B.ROS., 202 William Street, New York.
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WILLING &. WILLIAMSON'S

\EW MEDICAL WORKS.

PAGET.-Clinical Lectures and Essays, by Sir James Paget, Bart. Edited by Howard Marsh, F.R.C.S.

$5.00.

WAGNER.-Manual of General Pathology. For the use of students and practitioners of Medicine.' By

Ernest Wagner, M.D., $5.50.

hILLROTH.-General Surgical Pathology and Therapeutics, in fifty lectures. A text book for students

and physicians. Translated and revised from the sixth German edition; by Chas. E. Hackley,

M.D., $5.00.

IIOSPITAL PLANS.-Five essays relating to the construction, organization, and management of Hos-

pitals. Contributed for the use of the Johns Hopkin's Hospital of Baltimore, $6.00.

VAN BUREN & KEYES.-Iiseases of the genito-urinary organs, with Syphilis. With engravings

and cases, $5.00.

8EGUIN-MedicaI ThermometrY and Human Temperature. By E. Seguin, M.D,, $3.50.

ýALTER-Dental Patholbgy and Surgery. By J. A. Salter, M.B., F.R.S., $4.50.

IAYLOR.-Syphilitic lesions of the osseous system in infants and young children. By R. W. Taylor,

M.D., $2.50.

tORING.-Determination of the refraction of the eye, by means of the ophthalmoscope, 50c. net.

LOOMIS.-Lectures on the respiratory organs, heart and kidneys. By A. L. Loomis, M.D., $5.00.

ItINGER.-A handbook of Therapeutics. By Sydney Ringer, M.D., 4th ed., $4.25.

WILLING & WILLIAMSON

12 King Street East, IToronto.
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PNEUMATIC ASPIRATION,
After the Manner of Dieulafoy.

" It it always possible, owing to Aspiration, to search for a fluid collection without any danger, whatever may be its seat or its nature.
"I have thrust these Needles into almost every part of the body, into the Joints, the Liver, the Spleen, the Bladder, the Intestines,

Lungs and the Meninges. and I can affirn, and a great number of observers airm with me, that we have never seen consecutive accidents.
Dieulafoy on Pneumatic Asoiration, pp. 21, 24.W E invite the attention of the Medical Profession to this New Apparatus for Aspiration, constructed upon the geners

VV plan of Potain's modification of Dieulafoy's Aspirator, but containing the following improvements and inventilo
of our own:-

Fle. 68.frn
lst. Means of changing the pumP

an exhaust to a force-pump, and esce ie
thereby enabling the operator not onY t
withdraw an abnormal fluid, but to
ject the cavity through the tubes
needle of the apparatus with one ad&P

N * to induce healthy action.-Se, DieO
on A siration, I .276,278.

2nd. The emptyment in our aprarste
No. 1, of a metal Screw Cap, fitto et
neck of the rèceiver supplied with th.
apparatus so securely that it cannot bd
forced from its place by condensed e1while injecting, or accidentally reino ,
white the receiver is in a state of VacSOU"
for aspiration.

Fie. 69. The Stopper and 3rd. The substitution, for the ordina1
Cocks supplied with Ap- oiled silk valves of other apparatuses a
paratus No. 2. a kind indestructible both in forIn

material. 9
4th. A simple and comparatively In b

pensive attachment for evacuatillno t

contents of the stomach, equal,
superior, to any in use hitherto. tCommenda ions bestowed upon our Aspirators, by physicians familiar with the latest European and American ones, lead us to believe tha

in some important particulars at least, they are superior to any. eIn his work on Pneumatic Aspirations, Dieulafoy shows the harmlessness of the Aspiratory Puncture and its great superiority to the
plring Trocar as a means of accurate diagnosis in all collections of Pathological Fluids. It has been used with unprecedented succes
Rention of Urine, Reduction of Strangulated-Hernia, in Ascites, Hydrothorax, Empyema, Pneumothorax, Effusions into the PericardiqK
Serous, Purulent and Hematic Effusions of the Knee, Hydrocele, Hydatid Cysts, Abscesses of the Liver, and in various other Pathole
Lesions.

APPARATUS.
No 1. Air Pump-exhaust or condensing as described; 16 No. 3. Dieulafoy's l¶otched Aspirator, Nickel-plated, léoz. receiver, of strong glass, 'with screw cap; three steel, with two Needles, tubes, &c., in case ...............

gold-plated Aspiratory Needles, together with the necessary No. 4. Stom4ch Attachment, as described, adapted to pumP ¢tubes, stop-cocks, &c., as shown in Fig. 68, fitted in a neat I accompanying Nos. 1 and 2, additional.. .............
case, accompanied.with printed directions............... $18 00 i The foregoing are the p oduct of our own factory, and are

No. 2. The same, without receiver and with rubber stopper warranted in every res/ect.
(Sèe Fig. 69) to fit almost any bottle of quart capacity, or Also,.Dieulafoy on Pneumatic Aspiration, post-paid, by 3less, instead of screw-cap arrangement, also with printed riail, on receipt of.............
directions .......--............................. 16 00 g2w Ful description on afflication.

An Illustrated Catalogue of Surgical and Atomizing Instruments sent by mail, postpaid, on application.

CODMAN & SHURLEFF,
Makers of Surgical Instruments, 13 and 15 Tremont Street, BOSTON

N.B.-See our other advertisement in alternate numbers of this journal.

Mrs. Pearson's 'Abdominal Supporter.
PATENTED OCTOBER, 1870.

T HE attention of the Medical profession is called to the great benefat'that has been derived by those who have fo"d il
necessary to use the Abdominal Supporter. Its great use bas been to those who are suffering from partial Procide

tia Uteri, Ante, or Retroversion of the Uterus, and in Leucorrha, depending on those defects : by removing the caus
it quickly cures the discharges. It is also of marked service to persons, suffering from a lax, or pendulous state of th
abdominal walls, and during pregnancy, it furnishes the much needed support to. the Abdomen. A perineal Pad _
also be attached to the Supporter when required.

The following gentlemen, having tested its value in their practice, kindly allow reference to them as to its exeel 11 01
and efficiency :-
E. M. Hodder, M.D., F.R.C.S. E.; Toronto. D. McIntosh, M.D., Edin. ; Hamilton.N. Bethune, M.D., F.R.C.S., Ed.; Toronto. Edwin Henwood, M.D., Hamilton.
Augustus Jukes, M.B., St. Catharines. Uzziel Ogden, M.D., Toronto.
Dr. Rowand (M.D., Edin.) ; Quebec. H. H. Wright, M.D., Toronto.
W. W. Ogden, M.B., Toronto. Dr. G. L. Mackelcan, Hamilton.
J. Mackelcan, M.R.C.S. E. ; Hamilton. Dr. McDonald, Hamilton.
Dr. Henry J. Ridley, Hamilton. Edwin Goodman, M.B., St. Catharines.
M. Lavell, M.D.,Kingston. J. Fulton, M.D., M.R.C.S. E. ; Toronto.
H. Blackstock, M.D., Hillsdale. M. Hillary, M.R.C.S. Irel'd., Toronto.

PRicE, from $7 to $10. Please send measurement around largeat part of the hipe.
MRS. J. E. PEARSON, Box 770, or 132 Adelaide St. West, Toronto-
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DR. BUTLER'S

PURE BEAUGENCY STOCK.

VACCINE VIRUS.

T HIs Vaccine Virus is taken only from young heifers, of which I
have a well stocked farm in the neighborhood. These heifers are

Vaccinated by myself and the establishment under my own personal
supervision. I can, therefore, offer to the profession a reliable lymph,
Which I guarantee in all primary vaccinations, in which ordinary pre-
Cautions are taken.

Ivory Points, in quantities less than one dozen, each
Do. - - - - - - - per doz.

Crqst,- - - - - - - - - 1
Tube, - - - - - - - - - -
Eight-day lymph dried and powdered tube, - -

- $0 20
- 2 00
50 to 3 00
- 2 00
- 1 50

The price should accompany the order in all cases. A sample point
sent free to any physician.

JOHN BUTLER, M.D.,
L.R.C.P., Edin., and L.R.C.s.,ý I.

Formerly Visitinq Physician to Newport Infirmary,
Monmouthshire, England.

98 Lafayette Avenue, - BROOKLYN, N.Y.

i. e. GEMRIG,
MANUFACTURER OF

SURGrL~ICAL
AND

ORTHOPŒDICAL INSTRUMENTS,
l09 SOUTH EIGHTH STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

Ampirators, Axilla Thermometers, Hypodermie Sfringes
Nelaton's Catheters, Plaited Satin Sewing Silk for

Surgical purposes, Hawksley's Metallio
Stethoscopes, Elasti Stooking,

Apparatus for Club Foot,
Bow Legs, Spine

Diseases- &c.

Illustrated Catalogue and Price List sent on application.

E8TABLI8HED 1886. NE W YORK.

H. PLANTEN & SON,

MEDICINAL CAPSULES
OF ALL KINDS. ALSO,

Empty Capsules (s sizes), for the easy administration of
nauseous mediçinal preparations.

ist ansd Sa siesisont on application. £5 Sold by al Drugglsts.

JOSEPH DAVIDS & CO.

CHEMISTS & DRUGGISTS,
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

DBUGS, CHEM1CALS, TBUSSES,

SURGICAL APPLIANCES, &c., &c.

PROPRIETOR OF DAVIDs' MOTH-PROOF LINEN

BAGS.

QUEEN'S OWN BOUQUET.

171 KING-STREET EAST, TORONTO.

DR, RHODE'S

MEIDICAL HOME,
OR the Treatment of Paralysis, Deformitýies,
J Spinal and Nervous Diseases, Epilepsy,

Convulsions, Hysteria, and all diseases of the
Brain, No. 298, Shawmut Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Office hours from 8 to i i A.M., and from 2 to 5
P.M. Branch of the Institute, io8, Kendall street,
Boston. Prices of Board and Treatment at the
Branch Institute, from $40 to $6o a month.
Office hours at 1o8, Kendall street, from 1i
A.M. tO 2 P.M., and from 5 P.M. to 8 o'clock P.M.

GEORGE W. RHODES, M. D.,

Medical Director.

THE CENTRAL PHARMACY.

Chemists and Druggists,
Corner of Queen and Elizabeth Streets, Toronto,

AVE on hand the following new remedies which will
be sent to any address In ail quantities,

Cincho-Quinine, Mono-Bromide Camphor,

Guarana, Jaborandi.
Croton-Chloral Hydrate, Salicyllc Acid,

&c., &c., &C.
special attention given to. Physicians' prescriptions for

Office use, such as Elizirs, Fluid Extracts,
Pille, Syrups, etc.
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* * * * *Sugar Coated Pills are more soluble than Gelatine or Compressed Pills.-Prof Remington's paer r-ead
before Amercan Pharmaceutical Association, Boston, 1875.

WARNER & CO'S

HoSPHoaUS RILLS.

PHOSPHORUS is an important constituent of the animal economy, particularly of the brain and nervoue
system, and is regarded as a valuable remedy for the following diseases:

Lapse of Memory, Impotency, Softening of.the Brain, Los$
of Nerve Power, Phthisis, Paralysie and Neuralgia.

The Pilularform has been deemed the most desirable for the administration qf Phosphorus. It is in a perfect state of
subdivision, as it is incorporated with the material while in solution, and is not extinguisbed by oxidation.

This method of preparing Phosphorus has been discovered and brought to PURFECTI0N by us, and is thus presented i0
Its elementary state, free from repulsive qualities, which have so long militated against the use of this potent and
valuable remedy. This is a matter requiring the notice of the physician, and under ail circumstances the admini'
tration of Phosphorus should be guarded with the greatest care, and a perfect preparation only used.

Its use in the above named complaint, je supported by no less authority than Prof. Delpech, Prof. Fisher, to
Berlin, Dr. Eames, (in the Dublin Journal,) Dr. Burgess, and Dr. Hammond, of New York. The special treatnllet
indicated in these cases is: 1st. Complete rest of mind, especially abstention from ail occupations resembling tbaupon which the mind has been overworked; 2nd. The encouragement of any new hobby or study not in itself pain'fui, which the patient might select; 3rd. Tranquility to the senses, which expressly give in these cases incorrect
Imprtesions, putting only those objects before them calculated to soothe the mind ; 4th. A very nourishing diet,
especially of shell-ish; 5th. The internal administration of Phosphorus in Pitular form, prepared by WILLIA R.WARNER 4- CO.

WirPILLS SENT BY MAIL ON RECEIPT OF LIST OF PRICE8.-i
PueS Per O

Pil Phosphori, 1-100 gr. in each, . .0
Pil Phosphori, 1-50 " " . . .
Pil Phosphori, 1-25 " " . .

Pil Phosphori Comp. . . . .
Phosphorus, 1-100 gr. Ext. Nuc. Vomice, j gr.

Pil Phosphori et Nucis VomicS, . .
Phosphorus, 1-50 gr. Ext. Nuc. Vomice, i gr.Pil Phosphori, et Ferri et Nuc. Vom.
Phosphorus, 1-100 gr. Feorri Charb. (Vallet) 1 gr. Ext. Ne. Vom., gr.

Pil Phosphori, et Ferri et Quinie, . .
Phosphorus, 1-100 gr. Ferri Carb. (Vallet) 1 gr. Quinia Sulph., i gr,

Pil Phosphori et Ferri et Nuc. Vom. et Quiniæ,
Phosphorus, 1-100 gr. Ferri Carb. (Vallet) 1 gr.
Ext. Ne. VoiE.x j gr. Quinia Sulph., .gr.

Trease cind PEOSIPHIO3US; Ilte c1dm au a thrapeutio agent."
Furnished on application. Address,

WILLIAM R. WÂRNER & (JO., Manufacturig ChemistS,
No. 1228 Market St., Philadephia.

Warner & Co's. Standard Preparations for sale by

ELLIOT & C0., Wholesaje Dr-ggist$,

TORONTO, CANADA1
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HARVARD UNIVERSITY.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT-BoSTON, MASS.

Ninety-Second Annual Announcement, 1875-76.

FACULTY OF MEDICINE:

CHARLES W. ELIOT, LL.D., President. HENRY P. BOWDITCH, M.D., Asslt. Prof. of Physllgy.
CALVIN ELLIS, M.D., Prof. of Clinical Medicine, Dean. CHARLES B. PORTER, M.D., Demonstrator of Anatomy.
JOHN B. S. JACKSON, M.D., Prof. of Pathol. Anatomy. and Instructor in Surgery.
OLIVER W. HOLMES, M.D., Professor of Anatomy. FREDERIO I. KNIGHT, M.D., Instruotor in Percussion,
RENRY J. BIGELOW, M.D., Professor of Surgery. Auscultation and Laryngosoopy.
JOHN E. TYLER, M.D., Professor of Mental Diseases. J. COLLINS WARREN, M.D., Instructor in Surgery.
-CHARLES E. BUCKINGHAM, M.D., Professor of Obstetrics REGINALD H. FITZ, M.D., Assistant Professer of Patholo-

and Medical Jurisprudence. gicai Anatomy.
FRANCIS MINOT, M.D., Hersey Professor of the Theory WILLIAM L. RICHARDSON, M.D., Instniotor in Clinical

and Practice of Medicine. Obstetrics.
JOHN P. REYNOLDS, M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics. THOMAS DWIGHT, Ja., M.D., Instructor in Histelogy.
HENRY W. WILLIAMS, M.D., Prof. of Ophthalmology. EDWARD S. WOOD, M.D., Assistant Professor ofChemistry.
DAVID W. CHEEVER, M.D., Prof. of Clinical Surgery. HENRY H. A. BEACH, M.D., Assistant Demonstrator of
JAMES'C. WHITE, M.D., Professor of Dermatology. Anatomy.
PHOBERT T. EDES, M.D., Prof. of Materia Medica. WILLIAM B. HILLS, M.D., Instructor In Chemistry.

Other Instructors t
GEORGE H. F. MARKOE, Instructor in Materia Medica.
FRANK W. DRAPER, M.D., Lecturer on Hygiene.

THE FOLLOWXNG GENTLEMEN WILL GIVIC SPBCIÀL CLINICAL IÊBTRUOTION:
FRANCIS B. GREENOUGH, M.D., and EDWARD WIGGLESWORTH, Ja., M.D., in Syphilis.
JORN . GREEN, M.D., and CLARENCE J. BLAKE, M.D., inA Otology.
JAMES R. CHADWICK, M.D.W and WILLIAM H. BAKER, M.D., nn Diseases of Women.
CHARLES P. PUTNAM, M.D. Tnd JOSEPH P. OLIVER, M.D., un DiseaTes of C.ildren.
SAMUEL G. WEBBER, M.D., and JAMES J. PUTNAM, M.D., in DiseaAes of the Nervous System.

rHE plan of Study Pas radically changed in 1871.* Instruction is nov given by lectures, recitations, clinical teaching
'-r and practical exercises, distributed throughout the academie year. This year begins September 30, 1875, and ends on

the last W ednesday in June, 1876 ; it is divided into tvo equai terme, vith a recess of one, veek between them. Either
Of these tvo terme is more than equivalent to the former «IWinter Session," as regarde the amount and character of the
Instruction. The course cf instruction bas been greatly enlarged, so as to extend over three years, and bas been so
%rranged as te carry the student progressively and systematacally from one subjeot to anether in a just and natural order.
l, the subjects of anatomy, histology, chemistry, and patholegical anatemy, iaboratory vork is largely substituted for, or

added to, the usual methods of ifIstruction.
Instead of the customary Iasty oral examination for the degree f Doctor of Medicine, held at the enMd cf the tree

Fears' period cf Atudy, a series cf examinations on ail the main subjects cf medical instruction has been distributed
through the ole three years; and every candidate for the degree mut p a a atisfactory examinatin in every one cf
the principal departmnenta cf medical instruction during bis pericd cf stu dy.

DIVISION 0F STUDIES.
FEr . C Fir Yer-Anatomy, Pysiology and General Chemistry.
For the Second Y ar-Medical Chemistry, Matria Medica, Pathological Anatomy, Clinicai Medicine, Surgery and

Olinical Surgery.
Fr ta Third Year-Therapeutics, Obstetrihs, Tbeory and Practice cf Medicine, Clinica Medicine, Surgery and

Clinica Surgery.
Students are divided into three classes, acc"rding to their time cf study and proficiency. Studento fho began their

lirefessional studies elsevhere, may be admitted to, advanced standing; but aIl persons vho appiy for admission te, tbe
second or third year's class, must pass an examination in the branches already pursued by the clasa t, dhich tbey sek
#àdmission. Examinations are beld in the folloving erder:

At the end cf the first year-Anatomy, Physiotogy and generao Chemistry.
n ub o secondyear-Medica Chemistry, Materla Medica, and Pathological Anatomy.

third year-Therapeutic, Obstetrios, Theory and Practice of Medicine, Clinica Medicine, and
Surgery.

Examinations are u a aeid before the pening of the Smhoai, beginning September 27th. Studentas bo do nt intend
tO offer themselves for a degree ii ase be received at any part cf the course, for one term or more. 'Any student may
Obtain, cithout an examination, a certificate f bis period cf connection ith the suhody.

REQUIRiNT TarAa DomePy.-Every candidate must be twenty-one years cf age; muet bave studied medicine tree
full years, have spent at oast one continueus year at this School, bave paseed the required examinaties, and have

presented a thesis.
CoURSE R GaUTeraS.-Fer the purpose cf affording t these already Graduates of Medicine, additional facilities
Str pursuing clinicai, laboratory and other studies, to such subjects as may specialy interent them, the Facuity bas

%stabdished a course n icn comprises the following branches :--Physiology, e ical Chemietry, I'athological Anatcmy,
8 urgery, Auscultatien, Percussion and Laryngoscopy, Op.thaimology, Otology, Hygiene, Dermatology, Syphilis, Pysbo-

"08ical Medicine, Electro-therapeutice, Gynecolmgy tnd Obstetries.
Single branches may be pursued, and on payment cf the ful fee aiso the privilege cf attending any ef the ,ther

Oltercises cf the Medicai Scool, the use eflts laberatories and iibrary, and ail cth er righ te accerded b y the Universly
lxl be granted. Graduates o of ther MedicaS Shools ,ho may desire to obtain the degree cf M.D. at this University,

to11 be admitted te examination fer tbi delsree after a year's study in the Gradjates r Course.
tai s.-For Matriculation, $ 5; for tie Year, $200 ; fer ee Ter alene, $120; for Graduation, $30; fer Graduates,

Course, the fee fer ene year le $200, for ue Ter, $120; and for single courses yueh faes as are specified n the Cata-
lorue. Paymest lt advance.

Mm eof any on. department cf Harvard Univereity have a rigbt te, attend lectures and racitatilous lu aDy ether
CoREment itb.ut paying additiona fos.
for furtber information, or Catalogue, addres,

1rrDR. R. H. FITZ, Socretary, 108 Boyi ton, Street, Boston, Mass.
*llu ad aftr Septembr, 1877, an examinatien on etrance iin be required. For partieulars se Catalogu.
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SA'vOR f & MuOkl-, as, Aew houci Street, London, beg to cali the attention of the Professonl
generally, to some of the later preparations brought out in England, the purity, and unifor 0n
strength of which can be guaranteed.

-· GENUINE
PANCREATIO EMULSION and PANCJREATINE.

The reputation of these preparations la now so thoroughly established, that they may be said to be the
only remedies of the description recognised and prescribed by the leading members of the Medical
Profession. No smail portion of their popularity is to be ascribed to the fact, that they are palatable
to the most fastidious, keep good in all climates, and are readily miscible in water, milk, &c. In ail
cases where Cod Liver Oil fails to afford relief, or cannot be retained by the stomach, Pancreatie
Emulsion and Pancreatine are the only remedies to supply its place, increasing weight, and ensuring
strength and appetite ; whilst in many cases they prove a most valuable adjunct to the Oil, which they
assist in digesting.

PANOREATINE W INE. A most pleasant vehicle for administering Cod Liver Oil, with which
if shaken, it readily forma an Emulsion. This preparation wbe

prescribed by itself will be found to be a powerful assistant to digestion, and as a remedy for this purpose is largel
used in England.
PANCREATISED OOD LIVER OIL : A reliable conbination of Pancreatine with thePAN EATI ED OD L VER IL:Oil, rendering its digestion easy and rapid.
PEPTODYN, the New Digestive ligesta all kinds of Food-the FARINAcEoUs, FIBRINFro'

, and OLEAGINOUS, (being a combination of the severa
active principles of the digestive secretions, Peptic, Pancreatic, &c.)

Five grains of the Powder digests-100 grains of Coagulated Albumen, 100 grains of Fat, 100 grains of StarcbBEST FOOD FOR INFANTS As Supplied to the Royal Families of England and RUssà-FO Feeding Infants on the best, i. e. the most nouriaking and
digested Fodd, has recently occupied much of the attention of the Profession, and the fallacy and danger of emplOY'
Starch, in the form of Corn Flour and other high-sounding titles, has been repeatedly pointed out.

This Food resembles Mother's Milk more closely than any other kind, containing the highest amount of nourishrnte
in the Most digestible and convenient form.
DATURA TATULA, for Asthma and Chronic Bronchiti5•
Recommended hy the Profession as a remedy of great power and usefulness in cases of short and difficult breathPi0'
spaamodic coughing, &c. Grown only by Savory and Moore; and prepared in ail forms for smoking and inhalation.

Wholesale of Messrs LYMAN, CLARE & Co., and Retail of the Principal Druggists in the DorniI1*
and America.

Minerai Waters of Vais.
IN a generai manner, the springs Satnt-Jean, Precieuse.,

Desiree. Rigolette, Magdeleine, by their alkaliuity,
fluidify the liquids of the abdominal organs, and com-
municate to them a reparative impulse. They increase
and facilitate the urinary secretion and cutaneous perspi.
ration. They disaggregate the molecules which con-
stitute, by their union, gravel or calculus of the kidneys
or of the liver, and prevent nephritic or hepatic colics.
They ward off gouty attacks, and lessen notably their
violence; they prevent green sickness by restoring regu.
lar movements to the organs; they awaken vital motion ,
neutralise the aciditles and dispel the heaviness of the
stomach, prepare it for easy digestion, and give,in short, to
the whole economy a comfort that one would vainly seek
elsewhere.

Natural Bitter Water of Friedrichshall.
" The chlorides of sodium and magnesium and bromide of

magnesium which the bitter water of Friedrichshall contains,
places it amongst the most efficacious in Europe, and I
regard this spring as a real treasure, whose great value must
be recognized by aIl who have experienced its salutary and
beneficial effecta."

JUSTIN VON LIEBIG.

Vechy Water Company,
27' MARGARET ST., REGENT ST., LONDON.

Exportation of aIl French and German Waters, Wines,
andies, ete.

JOHN REYNDERS & CO.,
(Late of Otto & Reynders.)

No. 309 Fourth Avenue, New York,
UNDER THE COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONs'

Manufacturera and Importer of

SURGICAL
AND

Orthopedical Instru'met

SKELETONS,
AND

ANATOMICAL

PREPARATIONS•

The Manufacture and lmportation of ervel
article used by Physicians and Surgeons our Specialties.

Our Illustrated Catalogue and Price
miailed on application, enclosing twelve cents for Postig•
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TREATMENT OF CONSTIPATION.

By L. D. HEALY, M.D., Port Burwell, Ont.

Constipation indicates rarity ,or absence of the
&tvine evacuations. Within certain limits it is not

·fncommon occurrence; indeed in individual
cases it may be compatible with perfect health, forWhat is pathological in one is physiological in an-
Other. Cases are on record in which comparative
good health has been maintained for many years
with fecal evacuations only at intervals of six
Weeks, or two months, and Dr. Williams mentions
thcase of a lady of but four in the year at inter-
va's of three mQnths. But those who naturally
have rare evacuations are more liable to be deran-
ged than those who go more frequently. It is not
a diease but only a symptom, therefore we shallendeavor to lay down some general rules that shall
eide us in its treatment.

The treatment for each particular case will
t&rY according to the special causes and the symp-
tOrrS arising therefrom. Trousseau's remarks
are so wise and excellent, I shall first give them -
hhat Which is due to atony of the intestinal

u4lscular tunic may be treated by hygienic and localreans. Among the former the wi/l, patiently and
reg1larly applied, triumphs the most frequently

this infirmity, especially when it is in conse-
ruence of the habit which certain persons have of

the "'ng the feces. Each day at the same hour
Patient should go to the closet and make

berong efforts a pretty long time and if these haveteen unfruitful wait till the next day-wait even
thoUg a desire should be felt beforehand. If theSecond d
tiond day, after new attempts there be no evacua-

bà , take immediately an injection, not with cold
t with tepid water and later on with cold water.

le,txt day new efforts should be made and re-Itted, the next day if unsuccessful, and this

second time a fresh cool injection taken if no evac-
uation has been obtained. This repetition invari-
ably at the same hour ends. by inducing a feeling
of want at the moment that one wishes to go to
the closet, and it is rare that after"eight or ten days'
of these patient and methodic manœuvres a daily
evacuation is not obtained. The morning is the
best time to practise it, just after breakfast, whether
that the accumulation of ingesta tends to expel in
some way mechapically the contents of the large
intestine, or whether, and this is the most reasor-
able, the work of digestion arouses in all the diges-
tive canal; a preparatory muscular work. The
diet plays a very important role. The means the
surest to overcome constipation, are to make the
vegetable exceed the animal, and especially
herbaceous and raw fruits. Certain animal foods
such as the milky have a slightly laxative action on
many. Coffee, or tea is a powerful remedy for
constipation. Among drinks, beer, probably is.
that which agrees best with the constipa-ted ; cider
also, does very well. A drink of cold water in the
morning on an emptystomach,in some excites an im-
mediate call. . Brown bread often relieves consti-
pation, though its modus operandi is perhaps not
very clear. Corn meal bread, or corn. and milk
are very good, also cracked wheat, or porridge. If
these do not suffice, local means should be tried.
After clysters, as above indicated, suppositories
which for men especially are easier employed than
injections. Those of butter of cocao generally
answer; those of soap are more energetic and surer,
and those of hardened honey by cooking, still
more useful. The addition of from one to 5 grs.
of extract of belladonna is very useful.

If constipation be due to want of intestinal secre-
tion we should seek to excite it. The first means
is the injection of highly mucilaginous substances
e.g. linseed, white of egg, oil, and even when irrit-
tants are indicated it is well first to try the preced-
ing. The application of cold by compresses to
the abdomen has been stated by some as a very
valuable remedy in renoving constipation.

Among therapeutic agents, belladonna has ren-
dered great service. Trousseau prescribed i gr.
each, of the extract and powder to form a pill and
for the patient to take one such in the morning, on
an empty stomach, rather than at night. He then
goes to two days, afterwards to five or six days and
rarely exceeds four or five pills at a dose.
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Al should be taken at once, whatever the number. medicines should be used with circumspection, for
As soon.as the bowel can be got to act without its if it is true that where ail other remedies have
assistance, the medicine should be suspended. If faiied they succeqded, it is fot less true that it will
the belladonna does not act at evening a teaspoon- be very imprudent to wish always to use them to
ful of castor-oil should be taken, and the intestine overcome constipation. They fot only end b>
prepared by the belladonna yields to the purgative irritating the digestive passages and producing
influence of the oil, and it is repeated once or very grave enteritis, but they also give rise to in
twice a week, according to the requirements of the testinal atony. Their action is exhausted and
case. When belladonna was first introduced it constipation which had been overcome is no
was used empirically ; its mode of action was not ger 50, and it becomes more and more obstinate
known, but observation and experience have fully Very often constipation recognises no other
demonstrated its use. One observer remarks causes.
that ail poisons and ail foreign substances to the
economy are inassimilable,and as soon as introduced
tend to be eiiMinatedf; so it is with atropine. But EPITHELIAL CANCER 0F THE IN-
as elimination is made especiavln bti the kidneys TERNAL EAR.
and the mucous membrane of the bowel, it is upon
these organs first that its effects are seen. It in- BY J. S. BENSON, M.D., M.R.C.S.E., CHATHAM, &N. B.
duces in themn e redness and dryness, and an irri- The following case presents mand points Otation ieading to tenesmus and frequent desire to interest among which ar , the rarit of the disease ,
urinate. That atropine is eliminated b> the urine and the value 0f the microscope as an auxiliar tO
is easicy demonstrated, so aoso by the intestine. the means of diagnosiso
Diarrhga so frequent as an effect, is a good proof On the 2 th of December of last year I was sute.
of it. Besides, atropine has been found in the moned b>' a professional brother to visit with hiflPfeces. Thus the process is one of irritation and a patient who he said was suffering from oteInflarn
active congestion of the intestinal mucous mem- tion of the abyrinth ?" I accompanied himc at
brane by the effort to eliminate the poison, and once to the place and found the patient sitting 011therefore it should be especialla prescribe d in defi- a chair with his head resting on a pilow on thie
cient secretion. When these means fail and that table. On examining the ear, I observed llrst the
is frequent; when constipation is at the sake time whole external ear much swoysen and of a purplish
due to intestinal sluggishness and disorder colour, and about ý< of an inch inside the meatUS
of secretion, purgatives, must be had recourse was to be seen the jagged, indurated edge of to, but they ought to be handled with certain pre- foui looking ulcer, and just beyond this, a smag
cautions and much prudence. teat like process showed itself ver red in color.

Trousseau thinks that in general the saline pur- There was a profus discharge resembiing beef tgatives should be excluded. They act rapidis, ai. with a most offensive smeil. The pain was flot
most instantaneous>, and of ver> short duration, severe; appetite fair, and bowes regular. T
and lfke certain saits upon the buccal membrane, tongue was f a fond red, and fissured in différen t

after having excited an abundant secretion of saliva, directions. The history which was obtainable w»>leave a dryness of the nouth and a thirst in pro- exceedingl> vague; ail that I could ascertain W 
portion to the intensityof the first effect produced. that the patient was for man years in the habit
Podophyllin is very active. If a pili of i gr. each picking his ears with lucifer matches, and s50weof it and ext. belladonna be made and the patient three Or four years agowas treated for comenfOi-
take one, two, or three of themn morning or night ear-ache by a medical man. His ear had beCItfasting, a good evacuation will resu t easily and discharging for some months and about five or tha
without colic or heat if the stomach. weeks previous to my flrst visit ai the small bofls

To the abve ma be added the drastic purga- of the ear, suc as the stapes, malleus, &c., &-
tives aloes , colcynth, j mauap, &c. n order to pre- came away in the discharge which was first heaithy
vent colic, &c., a litte h>oscyamus, o of anise or looking pus and then changed to that befpre
sog ething of like nature shouid be added. These described. There was also a constaalt hawk*
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of mucus, mixed with similar matter to that dis-
charged from the ear.

My diagnosis was epithelial cancer, and
I asked for some of the discharge to be examined
by rneans of the microscope. This fully confirmed
mlY diagnosis, as immense numbers of cells charac-
teristic of the disease could be seen. I cannot
give you a drawing of the appearance of those cells,
but Will refer your readers to Fig. 205, page 503 of
EJrichsen's last edition of Surgery, where can be
seen cells exactly similar to those seen in the field
of the microscope.

In about a month from my first visit I observed
shght paralysis of the facial muscles which gradually
'lcreased until it was complete, the orbicularis
PalPebrarum would not act, the eye remaining
oPen during sleep. Matters continued getting

* orse ;emaciation progressing ; strength rapidly
filng; appetite almost ,completely gone ; degluti-
tion very difficult and causing much suffering and
Pain. On the 27th of February was sent for at mid-
]ight in haste, the messenger stating that Mr. C.
W bleeding to death. Previous to my arrival,
however, the bloòd had ceased to flow, although
rauch had been lost and the patient was very weak.

emorrhage returned three ôr four times subse.
ently and once required the application&f per-

ehlrîide of iron before it ceased. Ulceration con-
irued within until a cavity was soon formed by
e destruction of bone, which would hold a con-

Siderable quantity of fluid as proved in syringing
the ear. Shortly before death, which took place
rl the 5th March, a red spot with a small ulcerated0"ening appeared on the mastaid process imme-diately behind the ear. I need scarcely say that&it treatment was merely palliative, supporting the
atrength by means of iron, quinine, ammonia, beef

Milk, eggs, and such like, giving an occasional
e of chloral or morphine at bed time to induce
9. The ear was syringed out every three or

hours with a lotion of carbolic acid or per-
angalnate of potash and cotton wool saturated with

htbOlized oil or glycerine constantly kept in it.
sfectants were freely used about the room.

an 'c9 interesting to notice that as epithelial
er is said to be caused by some local irritant,

lcedher the matches could in any way have in-
this state of things. The disease is very

Sa'd so is the habit of using matches for this
P-"oe. A very curiou's circumstance connected

with it, is that of the disease spreading from with-
out inwards, never showing any disposition to
come to the surface until the redness appeared
over the mastoid process. The absence of much
pain is another interesting fact. I made a ÊAsI
mortem examination 36 hours after death. On re-
moving the top of the skull and examining the
brain I found it healthy. Nothingabnormal could
be noticed except a darkening of the dura mater
over the petrous bone on the affected side. On
cutting thro' the dura mater at this part, scarcely
any bone was left, a cavity large enough to hold a
pigeon's egg, and containing a little fluid resembl-
ing beef tea or dirty suds. A communication from
this cavity could be traced through the meatus, and
another leading into the pharynx which appeared
to be the eustachian tube enormously enlarged by
ulceration. The osseous surface of the dura
mater was covered by a thick velvety substance
which, when cut through, resembled cheese in con-
sistence but was of a dark color.

It was singular to find such a bard bone as the
petrous portion of the temporal, so rapidly des-
troyed, and so completely, as not to leave even a
small loose particle. It was also singular to find
the dura mater so entire over such a large cavity
and showing no disposition to ulceration, and it
would appear that nature had even strengthened
it by adding this additional thickness. The canal
through which the 7th nerve passed was entirely
destroyed for a greater portion of its length, and
the nerve partially disorganized, which, of course,
accounted for the paralysis. The supra-clavicular
glands were very much enlarged. Owing to a
promise which I made to the friends that I would
do no more than find corroborative proof of my
diagnosis, and that I would not disfigure the body,
I did not make such a thorough investigation as I
would like, but quite sufficient to show the above
facts.

STRANGULATED INGUINAL HERNIA.
By GEORGE HODGE, M.D., Mitchell, Ont.

On Tuesday, December 14th, 1875, I was called
to see G. W., who was reported to.be suffering
from a hernia that could not be replaced. On
visiting him, I learned the following history of the
case. First suffered from hernia about four years
ago, since which time the bowel occasionally
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came down, especially after lifting, but was always
easily replaced. On this occasion it came down
a few hours previous to my seeing him, owing to
his lifting bags containing grain. On exam'ination,
I found it was a case of " Oblique Inguinal
hernia " large and rapidly increasing in size ;
there was nausea and considerable pain in the
bowels. I attempted reduction at once. After
applying taxis in the proper direction for about
ten minutes without any effect, I passed in a
needle of the aspirator and drew off about four
ounces of bloody seruni and then again attempted
reduction, but still without effect. The pain in-
creased and vomiting came on after the last at.
tempt at reduction. Ceased any further attempt
to reduce it and applied icé for a few hours. Dr.
Hornibrook then saw the patient with me. We
put hii in a warm bath for fifteen minutes, and on
taking him out wrapped him in blankets, and at
once put him under the influence of chloroform.
Dr. Hornibrook then passed in a needle of the as-
pirator and withdrew about' two ounces of bloody
serum, he then attempted reduction, but failed and
at once proceeded to operate. On opening the
sac, it was found to contain a coil of intestine,
about 8 inches long and very much congested.
After division of the stricture the hernia was read-
ily reduced. The wound was then dressed and
the patient placed in bed.

Wednesday 15th, 9 a.m.; pulse 84 ; temperature
98$ (F); slept very little during the night ; 2
p.m., pulse 84 ; temperature oo (F); bowels have
not moved, gave an injection of warm water which
had the effect of moving them. Morphia gr. ss-;
vomited immediately after taking morphia; 8 p.m.,
pulse 78 ; temperature (99). Has slept during the
a fternoon.

Thursday 16th, 9'a.m. Has slept well during
the niglit, pulse 78 ; temperature 99 (F). M.
Complains of considerable pain in the bowels ; or
dered morphia acet. gr. /3; 8 p.m., rested during
the afternoon,' temperature 102; pulse ioo; I
Liq; ammonia acet. 3 j. ; tinct. aconite rad. Mij
every two hours.

Friday 17th. The patient from this date con
tinued steadily to improve with the exception o
an attack of orchitis, which readily yielded to th
ordinary treatment.

EXTRAVASATION OF URINE-LOSS OF
PENIS.

BY v. A. BRoWN, M.B., L.C.D.,L.R.C.S.E.

[Reported by Dr. Kains, Resident Surgeon.]

IHistory-T. F., æt 28, a Railway employee was
admitted to the London General Hospital, on the

14 th Dec. 1875, under the care of Dr. Brown,
suffering from extravasation of urine, which took
place the evening before last, at St. Marys. H1C
states that he bas been suffering from stricture for
the last six years. On his arrival in this country,
he was admitted into -Bellevue Hospital, N. Y., in
consequence of a strict6re of the urethra 2 inches
from the meatus. It was proposed to cut down on it,
but he refused to submit and was discharged ; ever
since he bas been suffering more or less, some-
times passing a catheter for himself, and sometines
seeking the assistance of medical men. He has
been lately very much exposed, and had been
drinking very bard; in consequence lie bas found
much difficulty in passing his catheter, until at last,
(three days ago) he failed altogether and was
obliged to seek the aid of a medical man, who failed
also in its introductitn, and advised him to go to the
Londab Hospital. He did not enter the Hospital
for a day and a half after this. Before he left St.
Marys, while straining violently, he felt somethilo%
suddenly give way, followed by immediate relief,
and swelling of the penis-which extended towards
the abdomen. He was able to pass urine after
this, but noticed that the swelling increased after

; each act of micturition ; the parts then became vel
painful.

Condition on admission.-External appearance
1 that of a dissipated hard case; physique small; e'
pression of countenance extrernely anxious ; ski"'

bot and dry.; pulse 12o0; tongue brown and vefl'
*dry. Penis swollen to tbe size of an 8oz bottle and

mottled ail along the dorsuni, with large drops o
urine oozlng bere and there througb the integumCl
scrotum very much swollen, also root of penis 64
pubes and lower part of the abdomen above it;

-perineum swollcn but flot tense. Able to
furine but not only after severe straining.

Treatnent.-Free incisions were immediW
made into the penis, scrotum and perineunya,
the parts well fomented with flannels wruing oult 01
hot water. A catheter was flot passed, as hie h18J
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enptied the bladder a short time before admission.
O)ne or two more incisions were made. He is able
tO pass urine, but most of it comes through the in-
cisions. His pulse is 125; temperature 102.2° F ;
tongue brown. He was ordered quinine and acid,
with wine and pulv. opii. gr. j. h. s.

15th.-Passed a very restless night ; seen to day
by Dr. Brown ; dorsuin of the penis has become
gangrenous, the whole of the point of the organ is
sloughed from the prepuce to one inch and a half
fr'om the pubes. This slough extends to the under
Part, where there is only left a narrow bridge of
.sound integument about é of an inch wide. The
integument all over the penis is covered with bullæ.
6 number six catheter was after some tirne passed
'nto the bladder; during its passage it showed
strictures, a little beyond the glans, near the bulb
an2d at the neck of the bladder. Dr. Brown also
Passed a probefrom the orifice to the situation of the
first strictpre when it passed directly from the
'Irethra into the sloughing tissue. lIe then cut
away as much of the dead tissue as he could. He
Ordered dossils of lint saturated in a lotion of per-
Manganante of potash grs. xii ad. 3j. to be placed
. over the part, the whole to be covered with a
lnseed and charcoal poultice. Carb anmon grs. v
a tilct. cinchon 3 ij; egg-nog every three or four
hours ; pulv. opii. gr. j, sextis horis.

16th.-Passed a restless night, pulse 120 ; temp
02.o F.

The glans wvhich up to this time seemed quite
4atural is now becoming mottled, and gangrene
eVidently setting in. Treatment to be continued,
1K1 addition one tablespoonful of brandy every four
4ours, and pulv. opii. gr. j, every two hours until
bleep. Cloths saturated with bromo-chloraluin to
be Placed round the bed and under the clothes.

'7th-!IHad a good night, slept well; glans nowgangrenous ; line of demarcation beginning to form
-t inches from pubes ;-pulse 120 ; temp. 103 '

tgue dry, takes his nourishment well;-visited
Dr. Cattermole consulting surgeon to the

o'OsPital, who advised a continuance of the treat-
ruent.

18 th-Much the same ; pulse 120 ; temp. 103.
Cereful examination was made as to depth, ex-

etc. of the sloughs, and the conclusion was
the e to that the urine had infiltrated and destroyed
the *hOle organ, and that there was no longer

any use in endeavouring to save it, accordingly
Dr. Brown removed it within an inch of the
pubes. Prior to doing so however, he passed a
catheter into the bladder and left it in. Now that
it is removed it is evident that the corpora caver-
nosa and spongiosum, are sloughing beyond the
line of amputation. Lot. pot. permanganatis with
poultice to be continued.

i9th-Passed a good night, pulse 120 ; temp.
102 ; tongue moist not coated. Another incision
was made into the scrotum.

2oth-Not so well to day, pulse zoo ; temp. oo;
complains of pain in the right knee joint which is
swollen ; effusion under the patella and above it;
ordered hop fomentation with acet. plumb, and
tinct. opii., with spongiopilin. An abscess situated
above pubes and right groin was freely laid open
and a large quantity of thick fetid pus evacuated.
A probe can be passed from it to the root of the
penis. It also passes over to the opposite groin,
evidently the track of the urine. These were all
laid open, and showed large sloughs underneath,
which were removed.

2 1st-Had a good night ; scrotum beginning to
discharge healthy pus; urine which passes per cathe-
ter is clear and non-ammoniacal; pulse zoo ; temp.
Soo ; complains of a good deal of pain in the knee.

2 2nd-This morning while being dressed, a large
slough came away, which on examination proves to
be the remains of the corpora cavernosa, as far
as its crura or attachments to the rami of the pubes
and ischium. This shortens considerably the re-
mainder of the urethra, the point of entrance for the
catheter being now at the triangular ligament; it
was determined in consequence not to remove the
catheter. The condition of the scrotum continues
to improve daily ; all the sloughs have nearly come
away ; showing in their place healthy granulations;
pulse 120; countenance looks pinched and anx-
ious. Knee much the same; continue medicine.

23rd.-Much the same; tongue, red, dry in
centre; pulse. 120 ; temp. zoo; facial expression
same ; urine clear, it partly issues per catheter,
the rest dribbles alongside ; granulations springing
up in all incisions ; chest examined but nothing
abnormal discovered beyond a sibilant rale a little
below and to the left of the heart.

His former mixture was ordered to be discontinu.
ed, the following being substituted, viz.,
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W-Tinct. Ferri. Mur. âss.
Ext. Nuc. Vomica fld. 3j.
Acid Phosph. diluti. 3ss.
Ext, Calumbo, fld. 3j.
Aquæ ad. 3viij. M.

Sig. A tablespoonful three times a day. Guinness's
porter, half a pint morning and evening. Brandy
every four hours in egg and milk; beef-tea and a
little soli4 food.

24 th-Looks more natural; pulse 120 ; temp.
102. A small abscess was opened at the inner
angle of the left groin ; discharged thick pus. Knee
same ; no pain ; microscope shews large deposit of
muco-pus cells in urine with a few crystals of
ammonio-magnesium phosphate.

25th-No change, knee better.
26th-Is about same, temp. 98 ; pulse 117. An

abscess containing about 40z. of thick pus, near the
left tuber ischii was opened ; scrotum improving.

27th-General condition improving.
28th-No change.
29th-Same ; catheter has not been removed

since the 2 5th, it is daily partially withdrawn so as
to prevent incrustration. He is also made to uri-
nate only periodically, all the wounds and raw sur-
faces being immediately after syringed with a weak
solution of permanganate of potash. To day all
urine passed per catheter.

Jan. 5th-Since last report his improvement has
been steady; knee is much better. It was ordered
to be bandaged, and the lotion to be discontinued,
the catheter was also withdrawn ; it had been in
the bladder fifteen days ; no incrustation on the
instrument; ulcerated surfaces are all granulating
nicely and filling up. Urine comes in a full stream
and with considerable force, greatly to the astonish-
ment of all who have watched the case, which has
been most interesting throughout. Any further de-
tails are unnecessary, as, from this date he rapidly
improved, the parts gradually contracted and cica-
trized, special care being taken that the external
meatus was not involved. This was done by the
passage of a medium sized catheter, which he was
educated to do for himself. He was discharged
to day, I4th Feb'y saying that he felt far better
and more comfortable than he had before, as the
stricture near the neck of the bladder was now well,
and he would not have the old difficulty of passing
the catheter.

Remarks.-A careful perusal of this excellent

A LANCET.

report by our Resident Surgeon, shews that this
case is a rare and an exceptional one. Loss of the
penis from extravasation of urine, I have never
seen even hinted at in any of our standard surgical
works, nor have I come across any case of it
either in pamphlets or journals. This may be
easily accounted for, because in 99 cases out of a
100, the ordinary point for rupture of the urethra in
cases of extravasation is in the membranous portion
between the bulb and the point where it pierces the
triangular ligament. It rarely becomes extravasated
between this ligament and the bladder, and when it
does, is generally fatal on account of the pelvic
fascia, which rapidly becomes involved. When the
rupture occurs in the former, the course of the
urine is perineum, scrotum, and lastly root of penis,
where it most generally stops, in most cases not get-
ting even so high. In this case however it is quite
plain that its course was reversed, being first, penis,
next pubes and neighboring parts, then scrotum, and
lastly perineum.

The body of the penis', as is well known is sur-
rounded by a thin integument, remarkable for the
looseness of its cellular connection with the deeper
part of the organ, à%d for containing no adipose
tissue. It is composed of the corpora cavernosa and
spongiosum which contain in their interior the long
est portion 0f the urethra, the composition of these,
is a peculiar cellulo-vascular tissue, (erectile,) which
is peculiarly favorable to the destructive properties
of the urine, and hence their complete destruction
in this case, so complete that the whole outline Of
the corpora cavernosa, even down to their crura of
attachments to the rami of the pubis and ischiunl,
could be easily made out in the slough which
separated " en masse " rendering the opening fOt
the catheter difficult at first to find, as the whole Of
the urethra in front of the triangular ligament had
disappeared. It was the dread of this which deterr-
ed me from a daily withdrawal of the catheter so as
to prevent incrustation. The instrument I 091
add was a metallic one, the gum elastic being much
more likely to become incrusted.

The history of this case points emphatically tO
the conclusion, that the point of the urethra whencc
issued the first drop of urine was immediatell
behind the anterior stricture, or one and a half inch-
es from the end of the penis and a little above the
glans, which it will be noticed, was not at fird
implicated, but subsequently became so, o1y
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becaiuse it was deprived of its nutrient arterial
support, and not from infiltration. The rupture
took place behind the stricture, not from the clumsy
Use of the catheter as is generally supposed, but
from the eiolent straining of an over distended
bladder. Colles in his lectures lays down that
ruPture always occurs posterior, and not anterior to
the stricture. He says, " Infiltration of urine
seldom or never follows the accident of making a
false passage with a bougie, because the stricture
wbich is behind the perforated part.of the urethra,
.breaks the flow of the urine, and because the false
Passage is valular."

On a review of the case as to treatment, the
following question naturally suggests itself. What
WOuld have been the result, had timely free incisions
been made into the penis immediately after it
becane swollen, conjoined with the introduction
of a catheter to be secured in the bladder, and
left Unplugged with an india-rubber tube attached
so as to prevent any further effusion? In my
oPinion, such a line of proceeding would in all pro-
bability have saved the poor fellow his perlis. It
1 lso a " questio vexata " what should be the line

f ractice in case of the destruction of the integu-
neit only of the penis. Supposing cicatrisation
were affected in such a case, all cicatricial tissue
being non-contractile, would not the want of this
Property of distensibility, be a most serious impedi-
1neUt at times to the proper functions of the organ ?

It Will be noticed that the impression produced
this man's system by the urinary infiltration and

t1grene was of a most severe nature. For a few
ays grave apprehensions of septicemia weré enter-

tiUed, but under a most liberal allowance of stimu-lts, nutrients, and most careful attention to hy-
Sic Measures the scourge was fortunately warded

ASPIRATION IN HYDROCEPHALUS.

A. ARMSTRONG, M.D., ARNPRIOR, ONT.

SI arn not aware of this operation ever havingbeefi Performed, a few remarks on the following
YoIs ay be interesting to some of the readers of
your valuable journal.

at. i i months ; head measures 28 X 26 4
8, the longest diameter being the occipito-

Ml* Operated on the 23rd Feb., 1876, at 3CIok P-M. The instrument used was "'Potain's

modification of Dieulafoy's Aspirator," as rpiade by
Codman & Shurtleff, of Boston. The bottle being
first exhausted, I introduced the needle (a No. 3)
into the cranium at the anterior fontanelle.

The needle had scarcely entered when the fluid
was seen streaming into the bottle, until it was
about two-thirds full. As the bottle was not suf-
ficiently exhausted, the cock on the needle side
was turned, the pump again used, and again the
fluid was seen flowing. The bottle being nearly
filled the needle was withdrawn, the exhaust pre.
venting the admission of air. After the needle
was withdrawn he became faint and vomited a few
times. Gave him a diffusible stimulant and he
began to rally. The head was now strapped with
wide strips of adhesive plaster. I was assisted in
the operation by Drs. Burns and Pickup, of
Pakenham.

As the patient did not rally quickly, we ordered
brandy diluted, to be given frequently. In the
morning he had rallied, and seemed pretty well.

24 th, Morning ;-Slept twice during the night;
became restless about 7 o'clock, a.m., and gradually
got worse. Ordered Y> grs. hydrarg. cum creta, and
4 grs. pulv. rhei. at i i o'clock, a.m. ; also an injec-
tion at' 2 o'clock p.m., and another at 3 p.m,
Some mucous with a very small quantity of bilious
matter passed from the bowels. Has suffered a
good deal of pain, mostly in the bowels. Head
was hot during the night; applied cold cloth.
Saw him again at 3 p.m. ; suffering pain; gave him
a warm bath, and applied flannels wrung out .of
hot water and turpentine over the bowels which
relieved him for a short time, after which he slept.

Cold cloths again applied over the head, as he
is restless. Gave a teaspoonful of oil at 4 o'clock
p.m., and an injection at 5 p.m. Bowels moved
while giving injection ; passed about M.4oz. mucus.
A little easier as I leave at 5.20 p.m. Ordered
2 gr. potass bromide, and 5i gr. chloral hydrate, a
fewminutes before I left. Visited him again at
i i o'clock p.m. ; gave an injection; bowels moved ;
motion looks better; a little easier. As he has
been starting suddenly and crying, also seemed
chilly, I ordered 4 grs. potass bromide and r gr.
chloral hydrate every two or three hours, gccording
to the urgency of the symptoms. I remained some
time, and when leaving he was much easier.

25 th.-Bowels moved during the night, and a
great deal of wind passed. Head hot and body
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feverish ; sleep distnrbed until after 6 a.m., when g
he got the first dose of the last prescription, [
repeated at intervals of 2 and 3 hours. Before my
visit at i o'clock p.'m., he had slept some ; woke i
up once during my visit and appeared niuch better.
Slept several times during the day ; medicine
reduced to half a dose, and 4 or 5 hours apart.
Visited at 9 p.m.; sleeping calmly and naturally ;
swelling reduced very much in the head ; straps a
little slack ; 54 hours alter the operation.

26th, Morning ;-Slept pretty well last night;
feverish and a little restless from 3 o'clock until 9
a.m., when his bowels moved, the effect of a dose
of oil at 6 a.m. Visited at noon-day; seems
pretty well; head a little hot. Prescribed ferri
carb. gr. i and tr. cinchona grs. 8, every four hours ;
also ordered a teaspoonful of magnesia, as former
stool had a sour smelland a greenish color.

27th ;-Slept pretty well last night ; at i a.m. a
little restless ; woke up at 6 a.m., and bowels,
moved without physic. A dose of oil was ad-
ministered at 7 a.m.; bowels moved on my
second visit, and motion more natural; bas a tooth
coming which causes him to be a little restless.
(I may here mention that this is but the 5th tooth,
and that he is getting his teeth very slowly). I
noticed a slight redness and swelling about the
seat of puncture ; slept very well to-day ; between
my visits (6 hours), woke up once during that time;
the little patient seems to be improving in health
and strength.

28th ;-Restless until midnight, but slept very
well after that ; got a teaspoonful of magnesia
at about 8 o'clock a.m. Nursed yesterday for
the second time since the operation. His diet
consisted of milk drawn from the breast, and
fed by a spoon, broths, and soda cracker; also
yolk of a parboiled egg on a few occasions.
The kidneys failed once or twice to perform
their 'functions properly, but on administering
spt. æther. nit., they resumed work. As to the
pulse, it varied very much at different periods
of his illness.

March 1st ;-Doing well ; strapped the head
to-day and he felt easier and fell asleep. 2nd ;-
Straps slackened; measurement iy inches less
in both diameters ; swelling and redness gone at
seat of punctur& 3rd ;-Doing well. 4th ;-Not
very well this afternoon. 5th ;-Restless last night
and very weak; has an attack of pulrnonary con-

,estion; threatened with convulsions; is taking
potassium bromide mixture ; died at 7 o'clock p.m.

The quantity of fluid drawn off was one pint
t was tinged with blood, but on standing became
clear. Had it not been for the attack of pulmon-
ary congestion, which sealed his fate, my intentionl
was to remove from 2 to 4 ounces every three or
four days.

The removal of large quantities of fluid at once
would not, in my opinion, especially after the first
operation, attain such good results, as smali quan-
tities removed often, and strapping the head well
after each operation. An elastic cap is the next
requisite, to give support and tonicity to the vessels.
This would also tend, to a certain degree, to pre-
vent the re-accumulation of the fluid. These
means might be accomplished, if necessary, by
small blisters to the nape of the neck or a seton,
and the system well supported with ferruginous
tonics and a most nutritious diet, as there seemed
to be a marked tendency to destruction of the red
corpuscles in the case mentioned.

ON SLEEPLESSNESS.

BY WM. KERR, M.D., GALT, ONT.

Impaired sleep is a frequent attendant of illness
but the following remarks apply to cases where,
night after night, the patient scarcely closes hi9
eyes in sleep, this sleeplessness causing grea
anxiety to himself and family, and becoming 5O
much the leading.feature as to throw every other
into the shade. My first case occurred man1
years ago ; I gave a dose of opium at bedtie'o
and to prevent constipation accompanied it with I
laxative. The patient, however, did not sleeP'
night after night the dose of opium was increased,
but with no better effect. I cannot now say ho*
many days were thus spent, but I was getti%
alarmed at the quantity of opium taken, whefn
thought of giving the laxative in the morning, and
aiding it, if necessary, by an enema in the even
ing ; the object being not to excite any griping Of
uneasiness in the night. The result delighted nie
he immediately began to sLeep at night, and Was
soon able to dispense altogether with opium.

Lately a lady, who had long used the aperieIt
described in this journal for July, 1875,* chief1

*Aloes added to the Digitalis or Squill Combination fo<.
chronic diseases.
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to overcome constipation, became very sleepless.
Sleep had been long impaired, but as on some
nights she slept pretty well, and never was sensible
Of uneasiness from the medicine, which operated
gently every morning, I did not suspect it. The
ahxnost total sleeplessness, however, rendered a
Change necessary. I therefore directed the aperient
to be taken only in the morning, and not at bed-
tine as formerly ; with this change, better sleep
than she had long enjoyed came on.

These cases show that in some instances, pos-
sibly only in some individuals, powerful narcotics
mnay fail to procure sleep in consequence of the
iritation of an aperient taken at bed-time, this
uneasiness being so slight as to be unnoticed by
the Patient. Lately, to a maniacal sleepless young

an, whose bowels had not been moved for an
Unknown time, he being too insane to tell, I gave
a large purgative enema, followed by a dose of
hYdrate of chloral, and obtained a long and sound
sleep. The patient was now manageable, and
refreshingjleep continued to be maintained by two
Or three drachm doses of the tincture of the digitalis
conbination ( S j of the comb. to 5 xxiv of whis-
key) given two or three times in twenty-four hours.
'ýxercise in the open air, either on foot or in a
carriage, never, however, carried as.far as to fatigue ;

utritious food and as much of it as the patient
%' digest; ale or some otber stimulant, and warm
elothing, if the weather be cold, require attention.

can1 say that the digitalis or squill combination
'1Qay be given any length of time without. injury,
alld I have never seen any disagreeable effects

Orn even a large dose, except where the consti-
tition did not suit digitalis, or where the case was
O'le of those I have styled " exceptional." There
is no narcotism ; the patient sleeps as in health,ad, if awakened, readily falls asleep again.* The
t"edicine differs from every other narcotic with

hch I am acquainted, in not causing drowsiness
or feep when sleep is not needed. In the treat-
at Of insanity, nothing is more important than

10]g and sound sleep. An old author, quoted by
aswIeten in his Commentaries on Boerhave,Says it is to be valied supra gemmas lapides-que

Dr Camnpbell. Seaforth. Canada Lancet Sept. 1874, and
to thelsworth, Collingwood, ibid July, 1875, P. 324, testify
Pape boPorific power of these combinations. See also a

e Me on the " Relation between Insanity and Dys-
• July 1875,

A CASE OF OVARIOTOMY.

BY WALTER B. GEIKIE, M.D., F.R.C.S., ED., L.R.C.P.,
London, Prof, of Practice of Medicine and Clini-
cal Medicine, Trinity College, Toronto.
In May, 1875, I was called to see Mrs. R- ,

Oet 45, whom I found suffering from an abdominal
tumor, which had been gradually increasing in size
for five years prior to my seeing her.

The tumor was very large and was in my opinion
ovarian in character. Whether unilocular or
otherwise, it was not so easy to determine, but it
appeared to consist chiefly, at least, of one very
large cyst. There were solid masses to be felt
here and there of considerable size, and the whole
tumor was evidently adherent to the surrounding
parts, but how; far, it was of course, from a mere
examination of the case, impossible to determine.

Dr. Hodder, whose experience is such as to give
him the first place amongst Canadian ovariotomists,
saw the case with me, and our views as to its na-
ture were identical.

The patient's health was so feeble that we ques-
tioned the propriety of operating, particularly as the
weather began to be hot and unfavourable for such
operations, and I determined to strengthen the
patient by every possible means. With this view,
and also to be able to ascertain more fuUy the
many points with regard to the tumor, which had
increased so as greatly to impede the various func-
tions, assisted by Dr. Fulton I tapped it, remov-
ing about 24 pints of fluid, somewhat thick and of
a dark color, as dark as porter. This gave great
relief and under tonics and generous diet the
health irpproved very much. It was easy now to
ascertain that while the bulk of the tumor con-
sisted of a single cyst, there was a large solid
portion, about the size of an ordinary cranium.

The patient having wonderfully improved in
health notwithstanding the reaccumulation of fluid
within the sac, I thought it wise to operate during
the favorable weather in October.

The operation was performed in the usual way-
a free incision being made through the abdominal
parietes. On tapping the sac, the fluid, strangely
enough, was this time quite clear and mucilage-
like. The tumor was adherent to the walls of the
cavity in front and laterally, and the adhesions
were carefully broken up with the hand. The
pedicle, which was not very long, was transfixed
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with a nævus needle, armed with a double ligature which I do fot think, as a medicai practitioner of
one half of this lieing tied firmly on each side, and some years' experience, is the proper thing. Some
the tumor therNremoved. The end of the pedicle medicai men in this city, canne open an abscess
was then dropped into the cavity, and the abdo- without the fact being placed before the public$
minal wound closed with sutures which passed through the daily newspapers.
through the entire thickness of the walls peritonern This I consider, and a taught by the ruies of
and all; strips of plaster over the wound; a compress my College to be the first step towards quackerY.
on each side of it with the application of a flannel I would like to hear your opinion on the matter,
roller around the body as broad as an ordinary that is concerning medicai men, who run to the
midwifery bandage completed the dressing. The newspaper with every paltry littie piece of surgery
patient was at once placed in bed, and a good that ray perchance fali in their way.
dose (m. xxx) of Liq. op. sed. administered.

For two or three days, voiting was very trouble-pC
orne, but morsels of ice, with an occasional dose "A short time ago, a Miss Rachaei Haskill of
)f the sedative solution (m. xv.,) every six or seven Almonte, who has been afflicted with cancer in the
iours gave great relief. Slightly raising the shoulders right lower jaw, applied for admission at the Hos-
aided very much in allaying the irritability, by facili- pled in the treatment of ail diseases with which frail
ating the escape of flatus from the stomach. humanity is afflicted. After a general consultation

The sutures (which were all of silk) were re- on the part of the medical board, it was deemed
moved on the Sth day, and the bowels moved a necessary in order to relieve the sufferer from that
day or two afterwards by an enema aided by a certain result-a slow painful and loathsome death-
small dose of castor o. Fro the time to have the bone removed. At noon yester
vomiting ceased, no bad symptoms of any kin day according to appointment, there were assembledvomiingceasd, o ba syptom ofany indat the surgical room of the hospital, Drs. At, B. and C.
supervened and the patient was soon quite well. The patient having been administered a sufficient

I have to express my warm thanks to my friends quantity of chloroform to deaden ail the nervous
Prof. Fulton, of Trinity College, and Dr. Con- system, Dr. A. took the knife in hand, and at
stantinides, of this city, who kindly and ably assisted once proceeded with the work. A slit or incision

wsfirst made from. the lip downwards to the point
me in the operation. ofthechin,&c., andthe whole operationwas success-

fuly accomplished, to the satisfaction of aIl present
At the same time, wish to cal the attention f

the Medical Profession to the notice, (No. 2) whic-h
To the Editor of the CANADA LANCET. I find in the sane paper.

Sir,-In your journal of January lst, there is an
article on the treatrent of "Ganglion> of the wrist, in DR. T. W. POMROY,
which Prof. Gross seems to daima the priority of wi t. remain in Ottawa til the
the treatment thus expressed, or he say he had th d ar,
neyer seen it described esewhere. Had he had sa d o h
the modesty to refer to Erichsen's Surgery, even asdeat
oid an edition as that of 186 1 he woud have found This " Quackth Pomroy is an uneducated nr-"
the samne treatment advised there, in hadf the num- who can scarceiy write his own name ; yet h e im
ber of words. poses upon the public styling himself a medical

Yours, truly, man, lives at one of our best hotes, and char.c
F. R. C. S. E. exorbitant prices, in fact gulsl the publie riot

sse, rA.okt knfihaadand left.

Some months since there was a cosl mittee I
To the Editor of the CANADA LANCI&T. pointcd, at a meeting of the medicai men of th s

Sir,-In fooking over this evening's paper district, t have this man brought to justice stt
the " Free Press of March ist, 1876, I his friends backed him up with roney and t e
find the enclostd account of an operation that took medica men backed down. Some of our
place at our Protestant General Hospital hee, and gists here aiso have a more lucrative medical aod
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surgical practicethan manyofthe medical men. Why
does Dr. Grant, our medical representative for this
district, not put a stop to this ?

Thanking you for the space you have kindly
given me in your valuable journal,

I remain, Yours truly.
PRACTITIONER.

Ottawa, March '76.

,îtttcttd ýNfitit.

SIJDDEN DEATH IN TIHORACENTESIS.

[Frorn an editorial on the above subject in the British Med.
Yurnal we take the following extracts]-

In order rightly to estimate the blame to be
attached to the operation of thoracentesis in cases
of Sudden death, many of which have been lately
!ecorded as having occurred during or soon after
its performance, we must take into consideration
the conditions and dangers present before the
Operation, to remedy which it is performed, and
compare them with the perils and disasters attri-
buted to the operation itself. If we regard separa-
tely in this manner each of the principal modes of
death in thoracentesis-viz., through the heart,
ungS, or brain-we may hope to arrive at some
useful conclusions which seem especially to be
Called for now, when there is some risk of a most
8salutary operation being denounced from too
Panic-stricken a view of its possible dangers.

The most common cause of sudden death in
Cases of pleural effusion which have not been
relieved by paracentesis is syncope, and we suspect
the sudden termination in this way to be more
comirnron than is generally supposed. Of the
Pathological conditions that may be present and
disPose to syncope, we must mention not only
fatty and other disease of the heart, but also a
temporary malnutrition of its muscular substance
'hich arises from the circulation through it of
badly arterialised blood. We think that this last
inled condition has much to do not only with the
tendency to faintness, but in rendering such faint-
iess, when it does occur, permanent to death.

he degree of this malnutrition of the heart will
arY greatly with the degree of cyanosis and of tht

dernand upon nutrition by the fever that is or hasen present. Nor must we ignore the type oi
the disease, whether sthenic or asthenic, serous
Purulent, or gangrenous, in reckoning its effec
through the nervous system upon the reservc
e0wer of the heart. The lungs are not unfre
quently the principal organs concerned in th
occurrence of death after paracentesis. Such case:

Snlot usually occur without some warning; bu
the fatal issue may be very rapid. The immediati

use of the asphyxia has been pointed out b,

Niemeyer and M, Béhier to be pulmonary odema,
leading to filling up of the alveoli and small
bronchi with serous fluid. The mechanism by
which this edema of the lungs occurs is pretty
obvious. On the removal of the fluid from the
pleura, there necessarily arises a more or less
sudden determination of blood to the capillaries of
the expanding lung. This would not, however,
suffice to cause suffocation, the same lung having
been before in abeyance ; but an afflux of blood is
likewise caused to the sound lung as the heart and
mediastinum return towards their normal position,
the same aspiration being exercised upon that lung
as upon the other. Thus, as with the heart so
with the luugs, the first effect of the escape of fluid
is to remove abnormal pressure and to facilitate
function; but, when a larger quantity has been
removed, and particularly if the affected lung do
not readily expand, a danger arises of congestion
by afflux of blood, and the consequent production
of acute œdema. Towards the termination of
thoracentesisin most cases, especially where syphon
or aspiration power has been employed, a trouble-
some paroxysmal cough supervenes, which is often
attended with frothy albuminous expectoration,
sometimes streaked with blood. Such symptoms
must be regarded as warnings significant of pul-
monary congestion and suggestive of ædema. The
French physicians have especially drawn attention
to the import of this albuminous expectoration after
paracentesis. But, in some cases, asphyxia may
very rapidly supervene without any warning of the
kind.

M. Legroux has attributed the sudden fatal ter-
mination of a case related by him to the Société
Médicale des Hôpitaux to cerebral anæmia, from
deprivation by sudden afflux of blood to the chest.
It is undoubtedly possible, especially if the patient
do not maintain the recumbent posture, that faint-
ness may have its origin, in the first place, in cere-
bral anæmia ; but its fatal persistence must, we
suspect, be always due to cardiac adynamia. In
the Gazette des Hopitaux for 1869, M. Vallin has
related a case in which sudden hemiplegia and
aphasia occurred in the course of an acute pleuri-
tic effusion, a plug of fibrin being foundpost mortem
impacted in the left cerebral artery, with a corres-
ponding centre of softening in the corpus striatum.
M. Vallin is of opinion that, whilst the lung is
compressed by an effusion, some clots are apt to

f form in the pulmonary veins, or possibly in the
, appendix of the left auricle, fragments of which
t may readily become detached by any sudden
e movement, or whilst the lung is expanding during
- paracentesis, or whilst the pleura is being washed

out. Thus loosened, such elots would be con-
s veyed into the left verticle, and thence to the cere-
t bral arteries.

There are a few practical conclusions, in the
y way of precautions, which appear to us to be sug-
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gested by the above considerations. The recumbent
position, the ready supply of stimulants, and their
timely administration ; the avoidance of unneces-
sary pain and shock by the use of local anæsthesia;
the firm application to the side, after the operation,
of a broad piece of plaster, extendng an inch or
two beyond the median hne in front and behind-
are points to be borne in mind. The escape of
fluid should be at once arrested on the occurrence
of any syncopal attack. Paroxysmal cough is also
a warning to desist. We do not see the utility, if
no untoward symptoms occur, of removing only a
small quantity of fluid, as recommended by some.
It is scarcely worth while performing the operation
to remove only a pint of fluid, and to leave half a
dozen pints behind to be taken away in similar
driblets. It is not wise, on the other hand, to
attempt to drain the pleura, nor ever to remove
more fluid than will flow at the solicitation of a
moderate syphon-power. As to the instrument to
be used, it matters not so long as air be not ad-
mitted, and the fluid be steadily evacuated by no
more than a very moderate aspiration-power. We
prefer to see employed a simple trocar of moderate
calibre, with a branch to which tubing is attached,
with a fall of two feet, the end of the tube being
under water. In cases of pointing empyema, the
plan advocated by Dr. Sinclair in the Edinburgh
kiedical _yournal for December seems a very good
one ; viz., to open with a bistoury under the car-
bolic acid spray, to insert a drainage-tube, and
treat on the antiseptic method.

In conclusion, we would ask for further informa-
tion and reports of fatal cases, bearing especially
upon the following points ; viz., the result of mi-
croscopic examination of, the muscular wall of the
heart ; the condition of its cavities, whether full or
empty, contracted or flaccid; and, in cerebral
cases, as to the presence of ante mortem clots in
the pulmonary veins or the left auricle, or evidence
of their detachment. More observations are
wanted also as to the expediency of washing out
the pleura, and the best method of doing it, and
the best solutions to use. It seems obvious that
the syphon-tube should always be preferred to a
syringe, the pressure employed with which we
cannot estimate.

DOUBLE OVARIOTOMY; TRANSFUSION
OF MILK; RECOVERY.

Dr. T. G. Thomas, (N. Y., Obstet. Society,)
presented two solid tumours of the ovary, both re-
moved from the same patient, whose history he re-
lated as follows :

Three weeks ago he was consulted by a lady,
thirty-two yearstf age, the mother of three child-
ren, the youngest of which is seventeen months.
The patient had always enjoyed good health until

the birth of her last child, after which she gradual-
ly lost strength, suffered from night sweats, and be-
came very much emaciated. She consulted Dr.
Clark, of Oswego, who made an examination and
discovered a solid tumor of the right ovary of the
size of an hen's egg, which he thought malignant
in character. The tumor grew with moderate
rapidity until it reached the size of the larger one
exhibited, plus about one-third lost by shrinkage
since its immersion in absolute alcohol, i.e., about
the size of an adult head. The patient in the
meanwhile consulted Dr. Chauncey L. Mitchell, of
Brooklyn, where she resided, and Dr. Atlee of
Philadelphia, the latter of whom said that the
tumor was malignant, and that an operation for its
removal would be extremely hazardous. When
Dr. Thomas first saw fhe patient she was exceed-
ingly feebly and emaciated, appearing like a person
suffering from diabetes. The abdomen was tender
to the touch and distended by a tumor, which re-
ached above the umbilicus. The general and
local features of the case reminded him of two
cases of adenoma of the ovary which had previous-
ly occurred to him; he therefore made that diag-
nosis, and dissented from Dr. Atlee as to the
chance of recovery, telling the friends of the patient
that there wa% ninety chances out of one hundred
against her, but probably ten in her favour.
Wishing to nake a further examination in the pre-
sence of several gentlemen of this city, Dr. Thomas
requested the patient to call at his office again,
but she was so exhausted by her first visit, that
she was unable to comply with his request. The
friends were very anxious for the removal of the
tumor, and the operation was therefore fixed for
Thursday, October 14 th, and performed at 3 p.ml.
on that day. On opening the abdomen, which
contained no ascetic fluid, a large solid tumor of
the right ovary was found, the pedicle of which
was first secured by a clamp, which was subsequent-
ly removed, however, and its place supplied by a
ligature, the pedicle being then dropped. The
left ovary was found in Douglas's cul-de-sac, push-
ing the uterus forward. Previous to the operationl
Dr. Thomas had thought this tumor behind the
uterus to be a portion of the large tumor, and pro-
bably adherent, which fact would have jendered
the prognosis still less favorable. The left ovary
was removed, the pedicle ligated and dropped.
The duration of the operation was only thirty-six
minutes, which was fortunate, as it is important
not to keep the abdominal cavity open too long,
or the patient for a long while under ether. After
the operation the patient was seized with vomit-
ing, which continued until the following Saturday,
and obliged nutrition to l e performed entirely by
the rectum. On Saturday she had a severe
metrorrhagia (after having been amenorrhic for
the last three months), and became very much
prostrated, pulse 140, temperature 101°, no febrile
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reaction. On Sunday Dr. Thomas left for Rhine-
beck, where he had an operation to perform,
leaving Dr. S. B. Jones in charge of the patient.
In the afternoon he received a telegram tfat she
Was sinking, and apparently near death. During
the night, however, she rallied somewhat, and ap-
Peared slightly better when he saw her on Monday
fnOrning. In the evening, between 6 and 7 o'clock
hPwever, he received a despatch, saying that she
*as sinking rapidly. He hurried to Brooklyn, ar-
riving there at 8 o'clock, and found the patient
bathed in a cold, clammy perspiration, and ex-
ceedingly collapsed, the pulse 142-145, sometimes
eltirely lost at the wrist ; and in his opinion, and
that of the attendants, the end approaching. Pre-
Parations had already been made to perform trans-
fusion with milk in case of necessity, for which
Dr. Thomas had left directions in the morning ;
an Alderney cow was driven into the yard and
1iilked into a pitcher covered with gauze, the
Pitcher standing in a pail of warm water. All im-
Purities were thus prevented from entering the
rnilk, which was kept at a proper temperature by
the warm water in which it stood. The canula

.as infroduced into the median basilic vein, and
nilne ounces of milk were gradually injected. Dr.
Thornas used the transfusion apparatus devised by
Robert and Colin, of Paris, which consists of a
large funnel, into which the fluid to be transfused
is POured, at the bottom of which funnel is an
Opening connecting with a syringe, to which is at-
taLched the tube leading to the canula in the vein
of the patient ; closing this opening in the bot-
On of the funnel is a movable ball of aluminium,

Which, being lighter than any fliid, but heavier
than air, when the mouth of the funnel is turned
uPward, by its own gravity effectually closes the
oPening against the entrance of air with the fluid

en the piston of the syringe is drawn back in
., or pushed forward in emptying the syringe.

nigenious contrivance was used with great
Satisfaction in this case. After the injection of a

f4Ounces the patient experienced no sensation
atever, the pulse being feeble and beating 16o-

;but when six ounces had been introduced,
b at once complained that her head felt like
pursting, a rigor came on, followed by high tem-
Peature, the pulse beating 152-155. These sym-

ros continued for some little time after the
»Qpletion of the transfusion of the nine ounces of
41k. One hour afterwards she fell into a sound%leep'
She P, which continued all night, and from which

oas fnot aroused for the purpose of giving her
to rishrnent because she had latterly been unable
storain anything administered either by the
Shernach or rectum. The next morning, .Tuesday,

'as slightly delirious, but much stronger, the
e r16 ; she said that she felt " as though she

pregOIng to get welL". From that time she im-d steadily, and is now out of bed and out of
-aÏr, and doing well.

Dr. Thomas said that he would not positively
assert that the transfusion of milk saved the life of
the patient, but his firm conviction is that it did.

The tumors were both of the same structure,
with a dense, fibrous feel, but still not like a
uterine fibroid. The larger shows a deep sulcus
in which runs the Fallopian tube ; the smaller is
about the size and shape of a kidney, its surface
like that of a cirrhosed liver in appearance. Speci-
mens of the larger tumour were sent to four gentle-
men for microscopic examination, two of whom re-
ported it to be adeno-sarcoma, a mixture of
embryological ovarian elements and sarcomatous
cells, and the other two simple adenoma.-
American Yournal Obstitrics.

DIVISIQN OF THE EXTERNAL LATERAL
LIGAMENT FOR KNOCK-KNEE.

As this operation, proposed by Lagenbeck, and
performed by him, Bilroth, and others, is com-
paratively rare among us, the following cases may
be interesting.

Genu valgum, or knock-knee, when existing to
a high degree is notably intractable to minor ortho-
pædic treatment. The firmness of the joint and
the difficulty of applying efficient pressure in an
advantageous direction constitute such formida ble
obstacles that any addition to our resources should
be most welcome. A cursory glance at the mechan-
ism of the deformity will clearly show the advan-
tages of Langenbeck's operation. Like the other
distortions due to the disturbed growth of bone or
modelling pressure, it generally commences before
puberity, and presents the same series of pheno-
mena. Waving the question of the causative
association of rachitis with this deformity, when a
child begins to walk it widely separates its feet in
the effort to maintain the erect posture; the struc-
ture on the inner side of the knee are necessarily
strained, and if they are deficient in normal tonicity
or resistance, they yield. Their extension is asso-
ciated with a corresponding relaxation of the struc-
tures on the outside of 'the joint, which quickly
adapt themselves to this condition by permanently
contracting. Diminution of the tibio-femoral angle
is consequent on the separation of the inner con-
dyles of the femur and the tibia, and all the weight
of the body is borne by the external condyles,
until the entire articular surfaces are again allowed
to coincide by the process of modelling pressure
affecting the young bone. Thus is the deformity
rendered permanent, and it is also progressive, as,
in proportion to the diminution of the tibio-femoral
angle, the influences which caused the lesiop become
more favourably circumstanced for manifestation.
An additional distorting force is introduced by the
direction in which the biceps femoris and other
muscles of the outer group act when the deformity
is established.
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The first factor in the production of the deformity
is relaxation and contraction of the internal and
external lateral ligaments respectively, together
with the neighbouring structures; the second, the
modelling pressure on the bones ; and the third, the
action of the external group of muscles. The treat-
ment of the disease rationally aims at removing the
third. By section of the external lateral ligament
its artificial relaxation is obtained, and the internal
ligament is allowed to contract ; the judicious
application of mechanical apparatus reverses the
modelling pressure by removing it from the outer
to the inner condyles ; the division of the tendon
of the biceps removes the principal disturbing
muscular force.-Medical Press and Circular.

HOW TO STRAP THE BREAST.

Strapping the mammary gland is of avail to pre-
vent and arrest lactation. But remarks Dr. W. W.
Munson, in the New York Medical Yournal, strap-
ping will be of no use unless it is well done. Let
the first strip be put on so as to hold the breast
well up by itself alone, whichever direction it is
made to take. I usually commence by placing a
strip laterally beneath the breast, about half-way
between the nipple and lower margin, draw the
gland well up, and attach one high up on the
sternum and the other end high up under the arm.
The next strip is placed at right angles to the first,
close to the nipple. Apply to the breast first, draw
it well up and fasten upper end, letting it pass over
the shoulder, then draw down lower end firmly and
fasten it. Do not skip the nipple or cover it, but
cut holes through the strips that pass over it, and let
it project through. This is to allow the milk which
may ooze out for the first few hours to escape, with-
out burrowing beneath the plaster, pushing it off,
and making a hot disagreeable, irritating poultice-
Several thicknesses of soft cloth should be placed
over the nipple (when pervious), to absorb the
milk that escapes. This should be renewed as often
as it becomes saturated.

A timely application of this plan of strapping I
have found almost sure to arrest commencing
mammary abscess.

PRURITUS PUDENDI.

Dr. Black, in the Cin. Lancet, gives thefollowing
in regard to the treatment of this troublesome
effection.

I think I am able to suggest a remedy for these
cases, and whith will reach the requirements of the
practitioner better than any other hitherto employ
ed. The manner of my coming upon it is the
following : Some years ago a young man was, as he

expressed himself almost crazy with the intolerant
itching attendant on an outbreak of uticaria. I had
prescribed various remedies for the relief of the
stingimg fornication. Everything, in fact, that 1
previously employed, or which my recollection of
remedies by standard authors had recommended,
and they had all proved insufficient. Thrown upon
my original resources for something that would give
my patient the relief he so urgently sought. Ac-
cordingly, I directed the following to be applied to
the itching surface with a sponge :

I Chloral Hydrate, 3 iij.
Aqua. 3 iv.

A single application gave prompt relief, and he
was able to sleep after- a forced abstinence of two
nights. The tendency to a slight recurrence was
immediately subdued by the further application of
the solution to the parts affected; the final result
was all that the therapeutist could desire. I deter-
mined to bear in mind the singular efficiency of the
chloral in this case and to give it a further trial at
the first opportunity. I had only a few weeks to
wait; the wife of a merchant, Mrs. F- , pregnant
three months, had endured for a week or tWo the
most tormenting itching of the vulva. From in-
stinctive modesty she had been deterred froin
mentioning the matter to a physician ; relying fof
hope of relief on her own judgments and the sug-
gestions of ber female friends ; but all without avail.
Unable longer to endure it she applied to nie
April 28th. I prescribed the chloral hydrate, three
drachms to four fluid ounces of water ; to be ap-
plied to the parts affected once every hour till
better. The application produced severe smarting,
which, however, soon subsided; while the relief tO
the pruritus was prompt, decided, and almost per-
manent. Whenever the symptoms were again felt
in the least the same solution was applied; and after
a few days the cure was complete.

My second case was a lady above Granville, Mrs.
F ' also pregnant. By her note to me it appear-
ed that she also had endured the pruritus until she
was, as she expressed it, almost beside herself. The
same prescription and directions were given to her
husband, and in a few weeks I had the satisactioO
of hearing that the result was equally as prompt;
decided and permanent.
. The third case of pruritus pudendi during9
pregnancy in which I have had an opportunity tO
try this remedy was in the person of Mrs. C---'
tha wife of a clerk. The husband mistaking ll
directions only had it applied once.; and while it
gave decided relief, did not wholly abate the
symptom. A few more applications soon removed
every vestige of the disorder.

"No man deserves a monument who could Do
be wrapped in a winding sheet of papers writteD
against him.-Pope.
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TREATMENT OF EPISTAXIS.-Having read Mr.

John Cochrane's communication in the Journal of
January [5th on the above subject, I an induced
to record two cases of severe nose-bleeding treated
by the local application of liquor ferri perchloridi
by a simpler and more easy method than by plug-
ging with lint soaked in a solution of iron, or by
lijecting the solution up the nostril. The first
case was in a woman suffering from cardiac disease,
With pulmonary and renal complications, in which
loss of blood to any great extent would be likely
to indùce serious results. The bleeding had' been
going on for some hours when I saw her, and was
ahTnost running from both nostrils, a large clot
the size of an apple hanging over the mouth. I
removed the clot, and the blood fairly gushed out.
I then injected up both nostrils a solution con-
taining one part of liquor ferri perchloridi fortior
and three parts of water with a simple glass
8Yninge, with the result of immediately sealing up
the nostrils and stopping the hæmorrhage. A
quantity of blood had escaped through the pos-
terior nares, and this also stopped at once. I
ulsed about three ounces of the solution altogether.
There was not the slightest return of hæamorrhage,
and in two days I removed the plug, which was as
Perfect as one made with lint or aught else.

The second case, of a child, was also one of
8reat severity, and all usual remedies had failed.
ilalf an ounce of the solution (i to 4) immediately
checked the bleeding. I think the injection pre-
ferable to making a plug with linit soaked in a solu-
tion of iron, for two reasons : i. It is much more
easily applied; 2. It is more likely to reach the
seat of hærmorrhage, and consequently would be
11Ore effectual.-Dr. Core Brit. Med. _Yournai.

INIVERSION OF THE UTERUS.-Dr. Frank Wood-ury (Medical Society, Philadelphia,) desired to ask
1?r.Atkinson, or any other gentleman of large obstet-
ric experience, as to the relative frequency in practice

an accident of recent occurrence underhis own ob-servation, which appears to be generally spoken of by
the books as a remote possibility rather than an

tive danger threatening improper management
0f the third stage of labor. In delivering the
Placenta, traction upon the cord is recommended
b 80me writers, among whom perhaps the most
fenÀiliar name is that of Cazeaux, but always with
bertain cautious and careful instructions. It is to

feared that many who have used Cazeaux's
r r as a text-book remember his teaching to war-

t the practice of dragging on the cord, but al-
tgether forget the special directions as to how it
8uld be done, if adopted at all. From this fact,

the possible grave results conseq'uent upon
thProcedure, it would follow, although the temp-I a 4. seems to be sometimes strong to pull, that

ug upon the umbilical cord should be
'n»Y abandoned and condemned as, a true piece

of " meddlesome midwifery." It is entirely un-
necessary; for the placenta may either be allowed
to remain until expelled by the natural efforts of
the uterus, stimulated to contraction by its pre-
sence, or the womb may be encouraged to contract,
and the placenta expelled by the manipulation
lately known as Crede's method.

The case was primiparous, about thirty years of
age, of good physique, and in fair social circum-
stances. Capricious and self-willed, she had been
in labor about thirty-six hours, keeping her phy-
sician dancing' attendance upon her whims, but,
as far as she dared, disregarding his instructions.
She had been all day in the second stage of labor,
and the pains had almost died away, when she
finally consented to the application of the forceps,
but soon changed her mind, and positively refused
to go any further without ether. The attending
physician then called upon Dr. W. and invited
him to give the anæsthetic. This done, the child
was soon extracted, although with some difficulty
on account of its size ; it weighed probably about
twelve pounds. It was born asphyxiated, but pro-
bably not from the effect of the ether, because a
small amount was found sufficient; and the
mother was not at any time fully under its influ-
ence. The head had been impacted at the
superior strait for about twenty-five hours, and
from the long pressure right-sided facial palsy had
been produced. The child lived only twenty-four
hours after birth. After spending some time at-
tending to the infant, the delivery of the placenta
came next in order. Seated at the left side of the
patient, who was lying across the bed, after having
been delivered, in the dorsal position, Dr. W.,
with his right hand, followed up the now firmly-
contracted uterus with gentle friction over the ab-
domen. The attending physician, in delivering
the secundines, pulled rather firmly upon the um-
bilical cord, and was removing the placenta from
the ostium vaginæ, where it had just presented,
when the uterus was missed from under the hand.
The fact was immediately mentioned that speed
was desirable in clearing the canal, as it was
feared that contraction had ceased and concealed,
hemorrhage was in progress. The placenta re-
moved, an unfamiliar body, "like a second
placenta," was discovered occupying the vagina,
situated about two inches from the vulva. Being
requested to make an examination, Dr. W., with
the right hand still on the abdomen, proceeded,
with two fingers of the left hand, to remove the
anticipated clot and open the flood-gates. The
substance encountered, however, was not a soft,
friable clot, but a dense body, in whose surface
were loculi, which were recognised with trepida-
tion as the open mouths of sinuses. Being
authorized to go ahead, without alarming the by-
standers or unnecessarily attracting attention, the
two fingers kept in place, were joined by the
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other, component parts of a hand, which then
doubled into a fist, and made steady pressure
upon the everted fundus until the circular fibres of
the neck yielded and the organ was restored to
its place, the fôre-arm then being more than half
buried in the patient's body. This was not donê
without giving some pain, or causing some strug-
gles on the part of the half-etherized patient, but
it was accomplished without a suspicion on the
part of the non-medical attendants that anything
unusual was happening. The uterus contracted
well immediately afterwards, and, although some
blood was lost, there were no signs of collapse. It
is reported that the patient made a good recovery.

DR. ATKINSoN-The accident is a very rare
one, and the gentleman may practise a life-time
without seeing another case. I hope no member
of this Society will ever attempt to deliver the
placenta by pulling the cord ; it should only be
mentioned to be condemned. The operation
known as Crede's method is now generally recom-
mended ; although it was not original with him,
but was practised and taught by Dr. Washington
L. Atlee as early as 1853.-Med. Tines.

SHIP-SURGEONs.-There is a medical matter that
might profitably engage the attention of legislators
as well as the Whitehall authorities. All ship-sur-
geons must /and, as we think, very properly) now
be registered. This order, of course, excludes all
colonial surgeons, and as such is deemed by them
to be a great hardship and an injustice. The sub-
ject is a difficult one, because we must perforce
start with the axiom that the qualifications of a
medical practitioner afloat ought to be at least
equal to those of one practising on shore, inas-
much as in the absence of other professional aid
responsibilities are very much greater. It is, how-
ever worthy of consideration whether the time has
not now arrived when some degrees and diplomas
conferred in Canada and Australia should be re-
cognized by the Medical Council in this country.
We refer in the case of ship-surgeons more particu-
larly to Canada, and there is no doubt the change
would be a diplomatic one if the standard of ex-
aminations could be established and maintained
on a sufficiently high and secure basis.

Medical officers attached to merchant ships even
of the highest class, are continually complaining to
us that their professional status afloat is not pro-
perly acknowledged or supported. This may in
some instances be the case, but, as with army and
navy grievances, we are disposed to believe that
much hinges upon the proclivities of the individ-
ual concerned. The pay of surgeons on the good
steam lines is now fairly liberal, and, as a rule, the
position is notMrendered humiliating or at all un-
pleasant, taking into consideration the variety of
people with whom he is brought into contact, and
the character of the work that he is called upon to
perform.-Lamet.

NOVEL USE OF APoMoRPHIA.-On the 3 oth of
November, 1875, I was called to see a little boy,
three years old, who had, two hours previously, ac-
cidentally swallowed a biconvex lense-shaped tin
whistle. I found it lodged near the cardiac ter-
minus of the œsophagus. The little fellow was
suffering considerable pain, writhing his body
when he attempted the act of deglutition which
act seemed irresistible every few seconds. A
.small quantity of bread and water was given him
to ascertain whether the œsophagus might be com-
pletely occluded. He rejected it almost immedia-
tely,'with no admixture of the stomach contents.
I then administered hypodermically in his arm the
one-twelfth (.1.) of a grain of apomorphia. In
about three minutes the emetic quality of the drug
was manifested by pallor. He was then placed on
a bed, flat on his belly, when, after three or four
violent attempts, he in one heave emptiçd entirely
the stomach, the whistle taking the lead, and ring-
ing, as it fell in the basin, produced a most agree-
able sound to the ears of his anxious mother, who
before had but little faith in my expedient. The
whistle measured -r%- inches in diameter. The
child when seen an hour later, was bright and
running about as well as ever.-Dr. Robinson,
Med. Record.

VIRCHOw.-Iis Aersonnel is by no means strik-
ing. He is below the average German stature, of
a dingy complexion, and with an impassioned ex-
pression ; one fails to detect the depth of his re-
searches in science, or the strong will or the cut-
ting sarcasm which characterize him. An hour in
Pathologisches Institut easily demonstrates his ac-
curate study in that part of medical science to
which he has devoted the most hours of the best
part of his eventful life. His political tenets, at
variance with those of the chancellor of the empire,
and in sympathy with that large radical party of
Germany whose ideal may be seen in nearly every
European government of to day, call it by what-
ever name you please, liberalism; radicalism, or
conservatism, have doveloped an iron will and a
bitter sarcasm which make him a species of terror
to the government. In other ways is he remark-
able. Always late at his lecture, and appearing
now but twice a week, he has time enough, ap-
parently, for the numerous demands made upol
him. On the same day he is to be seen frorri
nine to eleven A.M. in the Pathologisches Institut,
demonstrating with a vast array of material, cellU-
lar pathology; and from five to seven or eight P.9.
in the Chamber of Deputies of Prussia, of which
this week he was elected vice-president, over the
nomination of his predecessor; later, bard at work
in the Royal Geographical Society. Besides these
official appointments he is chief, editor of a poP-
ular journal of science, cqntributes occasionally a0
article to scigntific bodies, and gives popular lec
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tures in the winter. I have alluded to his life as an
eventful one. It may not be generally known on
Our side of the water that in the revolution of 1848
he fought as a common soldier behind the trenches ;
that he was forced to abandon his professorship
here on account of his political doctrines, and that
he went to Wurzburg, where the book of his life-
the exposition of the cellular pathology-was writ-
tell; that the government was obliged to recall him
to his department in the university on account of
the urgent demand of scientific men, who recog-
nized his worth by the new book'; that later
Prince Bismarck challenged him to a duel, whose
aCCeptance he had the courage to refuse; these
'nd many other events of his life made Rudolph
Virchow one of the most conspicuous men of the
daY in Germany. -I am told that he regrets the
conmnent not long ago made about him, that he
Was a severe critic as to the merits of other men.
VIrchow is poor, lives on the second flight, and
9'Mlains that he cannot live as a gentleman of
h$ standing should.-Boston Medical and Surgical

POST-MORTEM KINDNESS.-In the course of an
ad nirable editorial article on the above subject in

American Medical Weekly, Dr. E. S. Gaillard
SaYs :

"'I knew a physician who went through life with
hearcely a word to cheer, encourage, and strengtheni He was brave enough to endure in silence.
ie Was accomplished, true, and skillful ; charitableAnd kind ; but no one ever told him so. He
ýt1uggled bravely with poverty and adverse circum-
Stances, but there was scarcely one to help him.
''oubles thickened about him, but these were not
told, and there were none who cared to inquireout them. He struggled always for the right,

d to aid in maintaining that what was just and
tule in his profession ; but misunderstood, and his
8Ctons misinterpreted, he was frequently maligned

Seldom supported. He toiled bravely on ; a
*nerous husband; a devoted father ; a good neigh-

suffering fron labor ; worn with care ; main-
g all the while his family, and adorning his

ession ; winning gradually a sure foothold
a reliable income. But suddenly he staggered

br eer the load so long carried, and fell. After a
Slness he died. His brethren gathered at his

ch eral ; they profusely decked his bier with the
cOkest flowers. They recorded before their pro-

taleion and the public their appreciation of his
a at and of his bravery. They praised his energy
ud devotion. They eulogized his endurance

%Ser trial, and his patience in his struggles. There
not a word of aspersion, of contumely, or of

tae lMany sp'oke indignantly of the false
8es that had been made against him, and of
"nfair treatment that he had received. There
enough said and done then to have gladdened

Ole life ; to have blessed and made him con-

tented and happy ; to have rendered his rugged
journey a living sweetness. There was enough of
moral sunshine poured over that silent coffin to
have made the inmate's life a bright and cloudless
day. But it all came too late ; the cold ear was
now deaf; the once responsive eye forever closed;
the heart that could have been gladdened was still;
the hand could no longer feel the friendly grasp
and be warmed by it. All was too late. It was
the saddest of all manifestations, post-mortem
kindness.-Med. Record.

SALICYLIc ACID IN DIPHTHERIA.-Dr. A. G.
Smythe, of Baldwyn, Miss., has been using salicylic
acid in a number of cases of diptheria with the most
happy effects. He uses the article firsf as a local
application to the diseased part in any stage be finds
it, either by applying it in the dry acid, by blowing
it out of a quill, or by dipping a damp camels-hair
pencil or moss into it, and applying to the affected
parts; or by mixing in thin syrup-of-squills, and use
every four or five hours as a gargle. He also gives
from one to four grains, according to the age of the
child, in a sufficient quantity of glycerine ; alternat-
ing at from three to four hours with fron two to six
drops of the tinct. ferri. chlor. in a teaspoonful of
syrup other incidental indications to be met upon
general principles. He has succeeded, so far, to
his entire satisfaction in all cases when the treat-
ment had been adopted before they were in a dying
condition.-Southern Med. Record.

CROTON-CHLORAL.-Is a nerve sedative recently
introduced, to fill the indications for which the
hydrate of chloral-and the bromides are so frequent-
ly given, and where they have failed. The Amer.
Your. of Med. Sciences. April, 1874, quotes Lie-
breich's experiments of the preceeding year. The
ingestion of one drachm produced a deep sleep of
fifteen minutes, with anæsthesia of the fifth pair in
nerves. The tonicity of the facial muscles were un-
altered. When it is administered as a hypnotic iii
mania, the patients fall asleep in a sitting posture,
while the pulse and respiration remain unchanged.
If an equal degree of anæsthesia had been produced
by hydrate of chloral, the patients would have fall-
en from their chairs, and both pulse and respiration
would thave been retarded. Croton chloral is
indicated, therefore, when very large doses are re-
quired to produce sleep, or when it is altogether in.
applicable on account of heart disease, or finally,
as a successful substitute in the treatment of trifacial
neuralgia. In tic douloureaux is only a pallative.

Bunsun Baker -reports, in the same number of
the British Medical Yournal, five cases of neuralgia
cured by one grain doses of croton-chloral repeated
every hour during from three to six hours. Two
of these were facial neuralgias, one from concussion
of the spine, one neuralgia and dysmenorrhea, one
general neuralgia. %
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Sidney Ringer recomihends the croton-chloral

(British Medical Yournal, Nov., 21, 1874) in five
gram doses for the relief of sick or nervous head-
aches. A stupid feeling that is often left afterwards
is easily relieved by bromide of potassium.- Vir-
ginia Medical Monthly.

SUPPRESSION OF URINE FROM CALCULUS IN
THE URETER.-Mr. Christopher Heath, (British
Med. yournal), read a case of complete suppres-
sion of urine from a calculus impacted in the ureter.
The case occurred in a patient aged 70. On
July 8th, 1875, hewas seen in consultation with
Dr. Wharton Hood. Two years before, he had
suffered fLom lumbago, and had passed some
gravel. Two days before, while singing, sharp
pain in the right loin caused him to desist. Since
emptying the bladder on that night, he had passed
no urine. Dr. 'Hood had introduced a catheter
without result. The patient was loquacious and
rambling, and with difficulty kept it back. There
was some tampanites, but no dullness or percus-
sion over the bladder. On passing a catheter, no
urine flowed ; nor was there any in the eye of the
instrument on its withdrawal. Some warm water
injected into the bladder returned without any
urinous smell. Attempts to act upon the bowels
did not succeed. The patient became gradually
comatose, and died on July i1th. On post mortem
examination the bladder was found empty and
contracted. The kidneys where exhibited. The
left was atrophied and contracted, evidently doing
no work. On the right side the kidney was much
distended with urine; and, on tracing out the
ureter, a calculus of the size of a damson-stone was
found impacted in it, about three inches down, so
completely obstructing the canal that water poured
into the pelvis of the kidney would not pass.

HANGING ON SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLES.-A paper
was read before the surgical society of Ireland on
the above subject by Prof. Houghton. Med. Times
d- Gazette, Jan. 26, '76.

The conclusions at which the learned Prof. ar-
rived may be summarized as follows:-1.'IThat the
old system, under which the culprit's life was taken
by suffocation, is painful, inhuman, and revolting to
the spectators. 2. That the object in view should
be immediate rupture of the spinal column. 3.
That the use of the long rope is more humane, and
is the only method by which the above object can
be attained. 4. That Calcraft's short drop, and the
position of the knot which he adopted, should not
be permitted. 5. That the fracture of the spinal
column can best be effected by the use of a moder-
ately elastic rope, a drop of ten feet at least, and
the placing of the knot under the chin. These re-
commendations are thoroughly borne out by the
facts which Dr. Haughton adduced, and were en-
dorsed by most of the speakers in the discussion

which followed the reading of this paper. We trust
that they will be tested, and if found efficacious, be
always employed, in order that the minimun
amount of suffering may be inflicted on those wretch-
ed beings who are condemned to suffer the last
penalty of the law."

At the execution of McConnell at Hamilton, the
above plan was adopted by Dr. Roseburgh, the jail
surgeon, with satisfactory results, viz., instantaneoUs
death. The following is the Dr's evidence at the
Inquest.

Assisted by Drs. Mullin and Malloch-I made a
post mortem examination of the body; rigor mortis
was only partial ; the body was in a well-nourished
condition ; it apparently weighed about 135 or 140
pounds, as stated by himself on his admission to the
jail. The body lying upon the table measured five
feet three inches. There was great lividity and
congestion of the head and neck and an abrasion
about four inches in length, and a shorter one above
and parrallel to it, about half an inch in lengthi
both evidently caused by the rope ; there was also
an abrasion of the scalp about the centre of the toP
of the head, which was made yesterday by himself,
by running and projecting his head against the wall
of the cell ; this was about two inches in length and
half an inch in width and only superficial. There
was a cicatrix or scar on the forehead commencing
in the centre of the superciliary ridge extending UP-
wards and outerwards to the left side over the front-
al eminence, two inches and a half in length, half
an inch below and parallel with this was an elevated
curved ridge of bone two inches in length. UpOI
making an incision through the scalp it was found
full of dark fluid blood. Upon removing the cal-
varium the dura mater was found adhering in manY
places, particularly on the left side. The brain ws
taken out and weighed fifty-three ounces. There
was no depression of the internal table of the front'
al bone opposite the elevated ridge, previously de'
scribed. The bone at that point was thinner thaO
natural, and appeared to be somewhat wasted as I
absorption had taken place to some extent. UpOO
examining the n2ck, there was extravasion of bloOd
under the integument, and rupture of the sterno'
mastoid muscle on the left side. The second vef'
tebra was fractured through the right superidr artiC
ulating process, near its posterior border, and the
left lamina was fractured posterior to the left supe
rior articulating process ; both fractures extended
into the vetebral foramina; there was some displace-
ment between the second and third vertibræ ; the
heart was examined, and the right side found f
of dark fluid blood, the left side empty and col'
tracted ; the brain was subsequently examined, a
nothing abnormal found excepting some congestio0'
The immediate cause of death was tbe fracture Of
the spinal column of the neck at the vertibr»
During the ten weeks that the deeeased was undel
my observation, the question of his sanity or insae
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ity has been a perplexing one to me ; during most INTEMPERANCE IN AMERICA.-Dr. De Marmon,
Of the time my conviction was that the man was in- in the New York Medical Yournal, says :-For
sane ; again from time to time, I have been in doubt, the last ten years the use of spirits has, i. Im-
there was no acting on his part, no pretence, no posed upon the nation a direct expense of 6oo-
Volunteering of coiplaints, and only by dextrous ooo,ooo dols.; 2. Has caused an indirect expense
cross-questioning could I get him to tell how he felt. of 70,000,ooo dols. ; 3. Has destroyed 300,00c
1 that way I ascertained that he suffered from a lives; 4. Has sent roo,ooo children to the poor-
Cotinuous, bad, indescribable unnatural feeling in house ; 5. Has committed at least 159,000 peo-
his head, amounting at times to intense agony. ple to prisons and workhouses; 6. Has deter-
Taking this and his whole bearing frorr. beginning mined at least i,ooo suicides ; 7. Has caused the
to end, since his imprisonment, into consideration, loss, by fire or violence, of at least io,ooo,ooo
1 an unable to dismiss from my mind the conviction dols. worth of property; 8. Has made 200,000
that the man was insane. widows, and i,oôo,ooo orphans.

Drs. Mullin and Malloch, coroborated the evi-
dence of Dr. Rosebrugh with regard to the result of
the post mortem examination.

J4Iita 'Ittmo And4 11Mw.

VACCINATIN.-Dr. Walton, Cin. Clinic, thus
ums up at the close of article on animal vs. human

"ir. In conclusion I would summarize as follows:

1. It is certain that hu-
!alized virus procures
'Ilnunityfrom small-pox
for a number of years.

2. It is certain that hu-
lianlized virus may con-
Vey syphilis.

3 It is possible thathu-
rnalized virus may con-
Vey other diseases.

4. It is probable that
hnean virus degener-
tes.

5. It is certain that
ny persons oppose hu-

Saanized vaccination.
6. It would not be

right to compel vacci-
1 ation with humanized
Virus.

i. It is certain that
bovine virus procures im-
munity from small-pox
for a number of years.

2. It is certain that bo-
vinefvirus cannot convey
syphilis.

3. It is not probable
that bovine virus con-
veys any disease.

4. It is not probable
that bovine virus degen-
erates.

5. It is certain that
very few persons will op-
pose bovine vaccination.

6. It would be right to
compel vaccination with
bovine virus.

. TIE MARRIAGE oF NEAR KIN.-An interest-
'g fact in connection with this debated question

as brought out in the speech made by Sir
mund Becjett, in his capacity as chairman of

e annual festival of the West-End Branch of the
?toyal Association in aid of the Deaf and Dumb.
ne states that one of the cases requiring assist-
ace from the society was that of a gardener, who
ad eight children born deaf and dumb. Theseeight deaf-mutes were the children of cousins ; and
* Edmund Beckett went on to remark on the

on occurrence of several deaf and dumb
Children in one family, and especially in families

ere the parents, though not deaf and dumb
Ueselves, were cousins.-Brit. Med. Yurnal.

INSTANTANEOUS RELIEF FROM PALPITATION.-
A French writer says that palpitation of the heart,
from functional causes and not attended with im-
portant organic lesion of the organ, may be instan-
taneously relieved by bending the body with the
head down, and hanging the arms, so as to pro-
duce momentary congestion in the upper portion
of the body.-Pacèîc Med. and Surg. %Yornal.

SPARE THE IvY-The Sanitarian says, the Eng-
lish ivy, growing over the walls of a building, in-
stead of promoting dampness, as many persons
suppose, is said to be a remedy for it ; and it is
mentioned as a fact, that in a room where damp
had prevailed for a length of time, the affected
parts inside had become dry when ivy had grown
up to cover up the opposite exterior side. The
close, overhanging pendant leaves prevent the
rain or moisture from penetrating the wall.
Beauty and utility, in this case, go hand in hand.

IRRITABILITY OF FEMALE BLADDER FOR FIF-
TEEN YEARS, CURED BY DILATATION OF URETHRA
AND NECK OF BLADDER.-An unmarried woman,
36 years old, suffered intensely from retention of
urine, relieved by the catheter; the quantity of
urine voided being such as must have distended
the bladder nearly if not quite up to the umbilicus.
She had been a schoolmistress, when, fifteen years
before, she had had " inflammation of the bladder,"
terminating in a small abscess in the region of the
urethra, which had spontaneously opened. Since
then there had been headache, anorexia, " bearing
down," depression of spirits, and nights disturbed
every half hour or hour, by the necessity of pas-
sing small quantities of urine.

The orifice of the urethra was surrounded com-
pletely by warty growths of considerable size, and
there was a tight sphincter ani. The rectum was
baggy, and there was a small external pile. Uterus,
catamenia and urine, normal.

The patient was anoethetized, the warty growths
removed, the pile snipped off, and the sphincter
paralyzed, by stretching with the fore-fingers.
During the next few weeks, there was relief of re-
tention and pain in the motions of the bowels, but
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the vesical irritability remained, and: in time the
retention recurred.

On the iith of April, the patient was again
anesthetized, and Weiss's female dilator was in-
troduced into the urethra to the extent of about
two inches, the blades being then slowly separated,
and the urethra stretched so as to admit the fore-
fingers within the bladder, while the parts were
kept on the stretch. On closing the blades and
withdrawing the instrument, the urethra contracted
upon the little finger so as to sensibly grip it when
introduced into the bladder, the coats of which
were thickened. No foreign body was discovered
there.

The irritability of the bladder and retention of
urine were conPletely cured, without resulting in-
continence.--Chicago Med. _7ournal.

If a piece of Nitrate of Silver should break off
while you are cauterizing the throat, and it should
be swallowed, the simplest way of preventing any
cauterization of the stomach is to make your
patient drink a large quantity of salt water. The
silver will at once be turned into the insoluble
chloride, and this will be vomited up.

CHLORAL IN OZÆNA-At a meeting of the
Societe de Therapeutique, M. Crequy strongly re-
commended chloral as an injection in ozæna, in
the proportion of 250 of water. He places a
caoutchouc tube in the vessel containing the solu-
tion, and, raising this above the patient's head, al-
lows the fluid to pass into the nose by syphon ac-

mouth through the opening behind the molars, as
well as through the interstices between the teeth.
When in the mouth they tend to create a disposi-
tion to swallow, and by this method a considerable
quantity of liquid may be promptly given.-Dr.
Burrail, Medical Record.

DAMIANA.-Dr. Rothrock in an article on the
"Botanical history of this plant says (Med. & Surg.
Reporter. That it belongs to the natural order
compositæ and that its correct botanical nane
(Gray) is Bigelovia' Venota. He is not yet prepared to
say the aphrodisiac and other properties accredited
to Damiana will not stand the test of time, for we
need more scientific trials and reports upon its
effects before we can pass judgment upon it. 1e
is howeverprepared to say that the plant is botanicalY
well known, and that it is not improbable several of
the other twenty-four species (with a host of vari-
eties) into which the genus is divided, will show its
peculiarities, whatever they may be. It is extremely
important that the active principles (which do not
appear to be lost in drving) should be made the
subject of a strict, scientific trial at the bedside, and
reported upon.

BUTYL-CHLORAL.-In a recent arttcle in the
Deutsche Medicinishe Wochenschrift, Dr. Oscar
Liebreich states that Messrs. Kramer and Pinner,
in the course of their researches on the substance
commonly called croton-chloral, have ascertained
that it contains two more atoms of hydrogen than
was supposed, and that it is in fact butyl-chloral.

uon. Severai memDers ot the bociety testified to A PISTOL BALL REMAINING EIGHTEEN DAYSthe utility of the solution as an application in IN THE LEFT VETRICLE OF THE HEART.--L
scrofulous and fetid ulcers, in the eschars pro- Tillaux exhibited to the Surgical Society of Pari5duced by decubitus, &c. (Nov. 3d.) the heart of a woman who had received

two shots from a revolver, the ball being of 7 milli
MEDICAL TESTIMONIALS.-The practice of giv- metres. One of them was found in the diaphrag-

ing medical testimonials in favor of articles of matic pleura of the right side, where it had caused
commerce is on the increase in London. " A very an abscess of the liver. The other ball had tra
common device," says The Lancet, "is to send the versed the right lung and penetrated the posterior
medical man some of the article it is designed to parietes of the left ventricle, and was found in the
puff. He incautiously acknowledges receipt, with interior of that cavity. This foreign body remained
a few graceful remarks, the product of ordinary for eighteen days in the ventricular cavity, without
civility, and straightway bis name appears in any symptom during life leading to the least susp'-
print." We have the same trouble here, but, in a cion of a lesion of the heart. Auscultaton manl
more aggravated form. times made by MM. Tillaux and Siredey gave nO

indication of it, and the pulse was always regulaI
READY METHOD OF ADMINISTERING FLu1Ds There could be found scarcely a trace of the ope"'

WHEN THE JAwS ARE FIRMLY CLOSED.-A sim- ing made by the projectile. The cicatrization ws
ple examination, which any one can easily make of rapid and complete. M. T., knowing that two
his own buccal cavity, will show that posterior to balls had penetrated the chest, discovered the
the last molar teeth, when the jaws are closed, is second merely by chance, after seeking for it in the
an opening bounded by the molars, the body of lungs and mediastinum.-Gazette Hebdomidaire d
the superior and the ramus of the inferior maxilla. Med. et de Chirurg.

if on either side the cheek is held well out from [In the No. of this journal for May, 1829, p. 263i
the jaw, a pocket or gutter is formed into which will be found recorded a case of a boy, aged 19
fiuids may be poured, and they will pass into the who was shot in the, chest and lived for sixtf'
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seven days. On post-mortem, three shots were
found lying loose in the cavity of the right ven.
tricle and two in the right auricle. In the number

.Of this journal for August of the same year are
SOine interesting observations on wounds of the
heart, and an account of numerous cases of this

jury by Dr. John Redman Coxe.]- Western
ncet.

"PATENT MEDICINEs."-The death of a child
fro1 the effects of a " patent medicine " is by no

m1eans an unusual occurrence, yet, notwithstanding
the frequently repeated warnings of coroners'
lulies, mothers still continue to dose their children

th poisonous drugs, and scarcely a week passes
thout some case being recorded of a hapless baby

falling a victim to this dangerous practice. An
nquest has been held in Marylebone on the
?ernains of a little girl aged six months, who, being
ln from bronchitis, was given by its mother five

Oses of a patent medicine called " Infants' Pre-
servative." As the child, instead of getting better,
got worse, it was taken to a doctor, who pro-
'lounced it to have been poisoned, and it died the
aIne afternoon. In giving his evidence to the

Jury 'the doctor complained of the protection
afforded to vendors of quack medicines. " Hadhe " said the witness, " or any practitioner adminis-
tered such medicine (as that given to the deceased
cild) they would have been held responsible.

et under a patent and a Government stamp the
"endor escaped." The medicine on being analyzed
Was found to contain opium, and the jury returned
a verdict that the decea:sed died from congestion
Of the lungs, accelerated by narcotic poisoning, the

narcotic being contained in a bottle of the
'Infants' Preservative " administered to it.-Med.
es and Circular.

o OPEN AN ABSCEss WITHoUT PAIN.-Dr.
thergonzini reports in the Rivista Clin. de Bologna

if the following solution be applied to the skin
01er an abscess for three to five minutes an inci-

ion May be made into it without pain: Carbolic
acid, two parts ; glycerine, one part.

'TERNATIONAL MEDICAL CONGRESS.
alhe following is a " preliminary " programme of

adesses and papers already promised the Com-
sion. In all probability there will be as many

rAore before the time of meeting arrives.] Ed.
Addresses will be delivered in general meeting:

y.edicine, by Prof. Austin Flint, M.D., New
e On Hygiene and Preventive Medicine, bytny 1. Bowditch, M.D., of Massachusetts. OnOen , by Prof Paul F. Eve, M.D., of Nashville.

On Obstetrics, by Prof. Theophilus Parvin, M.D.,
ofdiaa. On Medical Chemistry and Toxicol-
ORî, by Prof. Theodore G. Wormley, M.D., ofc Ubnj, Ohio. On Medical Biography, by J.

M. Toner, M.D., of Washington, D.C. Address,
by Prof. Hermann Leberti of the University of
Breslau. On Medical Education and Medical
Institutions, by Prof. Nathan S. Davis, M.D., of
Chicago. On Medical Literature, by Prof. L. P.
Yandell, M.D., of Louisville. On Medical Hy-
giene, by John P. Gray, M.D., of Utica, N.Y. On
Medical Jurisprudence, by Prof. S. F. Chaillé, New
Orleans. Discussions on Scientific Subjects will
be opened in the sections as follows :

SECTION I. MEDICINE.-Typho-malarial Fever;
is it a special Type of Fever ? J. J. Woodward, M.
D., Assistant Surgeon, U.S.A. Are Diphtheretic
and Pseudo-membranous Croup Identical or Dis-
tinct Affections? J. Lewis Smith, M.D., of New
York. Do the Conditions of Modern Life favour
specially the Development of Nervous Diseases ?
Prof. Roberts Bartholow, M.D., Medical College
of Ohio. The Influence of High Altitudes on the
progress of Phthisis, Charles Denison, M.D., of
Denver, Colorado.

SECTION II. BIOLOGY.-Microscopy of the Blood.
Prof. Christopher Johnston, M.D., of Baltimore.
The Excretory Fuction of the Liver. Prof. Austin
Flint, Jr., M.D., of New York. Pathological His-
tology of Cancer. Prof. J. W. S. Arnold, M.D., of
New York. The Mechanism of Joints. Prof.
Harrison Allen, M.D., of Philadelphia.

SECTION III. SURGERY.-Antiseptic Surgery.
Prof. John T. Hodgen, M.D., of St. Louis. Med-
ical and Surgical Treatment of Aneurism. Prof.
William H. Van Buren, M. D., of New York. Treat-
ment of Coxalgia. Prof. Lewis A. Sayre, M. D., of
New York. The Causes and Geographical Distri-
bution of Calculous Diseases. Claudius H. Mas-
tin, M.D., of Mobile, Ala.

SECTION IV. DERMATOLOGY AND SYPHILOLOGY.
Variations in Type and in Prevalence of Diseases
of the Skin in Different Countries of Equal Civili-
zation. Prof. James C. White, M.D., of.Boston.
Are Eczema and Psoriasis Local Diseases, or are
they Manifestations of Constitutional Disorders ?
Lucius Duncan Bulkley, M.D., of New York. The
Virus of Venereal Sores ; its Unity or Duality.
Prof. Freeman J. Bumstead, M.D., of New York.
The Treatment of Syphilis, with Special Reference
to the Constitutional Remedies appropriate to its
various stages ; the Duration of their Use, and the
Question of their Continuous or Intermittent Em-
ployment. Prof. E. L. Keyes, M.D., of New
York.

SECTION V. OBSTETRICS.-The Causes and the
Treatment of Non-puerperal Hemorrhages of the
Womb. Prof. William H. Byford, M.D, of Chi-
cago. The Mechanism of Natural and of Artificial
Labor in Narrow Pelves. Prof. William Goodell,
M.D., of Philadelphia. The treatment of Fibroid
Tumors of the Uterus. Washington M. Atlee, M.

r - '_1ý '
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D., of Philadelphia. The Nature, Cause, and Pre-
vention of Puerperal Fever. Prof. William T. Lusk,
M.D., of New ' ork. '

SECTION VI. OPHTHALMOLOGY.-The Compa-
rative Value of Caustics and Astringents in the
Treatment of Diseases of the Conjunctiva, and the
Best Mode of Applying them. Prof. Henry W.
Williams, M.D., of Boston. Tumors of the Optic
Nerve. Hermann Knapp, M.D., of New York.
Orbital Aneurismal Disease and Pulsating Exoph-
thalmia ; their Diagnosis and Treatment. Prof. E.
Williams, M.D., of Cincinnati. Are Progressive
Myopia and Posterior Staphyloma due to Heredi-
tary Predisposition ; or can they be induced by
Defects of Refraction, acting through the Influence
of the Ciliary Muscle? E. G. Loring, M.D., of
New York.

SECTION VII. OTOLOGY.-Importance of Treat-
ment of Aural Diseases in their early Stages, es-
pecially when arising from the Exanthemata. Al-
bert H. Buck, M.D., of New York. What is the
Best Mode of Uniform Measurement of Hearing?
Clarence J. Blake, M.D., of Boston. In What
Percentage of Cases do Artificial Drum-membranes
prove of Practical Advantage? H. N. Spencer,
M.D., of St. Louis.

SECTION VIII. SANITARY SCIENCE.-Disposal
and Utilization of Sewage and Refuse. John H.
Rauch, M.D., of Chicago. Hospital Construction
and Ventilation. Prof. Stephen Smith, M.D., of
New York. The General Subject of Quarantine,
with Particular Reference to Cholera and Yellow
Fever. J. M. Woodworth, M.D., Supervising Sur-
geon-General U. S. Marine Hospital Service.
The Present Condition of the Evidence concern-
ing " Disease-germs." Thomas E. Satterthwaite,
M.D., of New York.

SECTION IX. MENTAL DISEASES.-The Mi-
croscopical Study of the Brain. Walter H.
Kempster, M.D., of Oshkosh, Wisconsin. Res-
ponsibility of the Insane for Criminal Acts. Isaac
Ray, M.D., of Philadelphia. Stimulation of In.
sanity for the Insane. C. H. Hughes, M.D., oý
St. Louis. The Best Provision for the Chronic
Insane. C. H. Nichols, MI.D,, of Washington, D.C

Gentlemen intending to make communication
upon scientific subjects, or to participate in any o
the debates, will please notify the Commission
before the first of August, in order that place
may be assigned them on the programme. I
order to facilitate debate, there will be publishe
on or about June ist., the outlines of the openinj
remarks by the several reporters. Copies may b
obtained on application to the Correspondinj
Secretaries. The volume of transactions will b
published as soon as practicable after the adjourn
ment of the Cbngress. The public dinner of th
Congress will be given on Thursday, Septeinbe
7th, at 6.30 p.m.

The registration-book will be open daily fro,

Thursday Aug. 31, frot r2 to 3 p.m., in the Hall
of the College of Pysicians, N E. corner i3th and
Locust Streets. Credentials must in every case bt
presented. The registration fee (which will not be.
required from foreign members) has been fixed at
Ten Dollars, and will entitle the member to a
copy of the Transactions of the Congress. Gentle-
men attending the Congress can have their correS-
pondence directed to the care of the College of
Physicians of Philadelphia, N. E. corner of Locust
and Thirteenth Sts., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

There is every reason to believe that there will
be ample' hotel accommodation, at reasonable
rates, for all strangers visiting Philadelphia in 1876.
Further particulars may be obtained by addressing·
the appropriate Secretaries.

[EFFECTS OF SOLAR LIGHT ON LUNATICS.-

Some interesting experiments in the treatment Of
lunatics have been made recently by Dr. Pouza,
a director of an asyluma at Alessandria, Piedmont.)
Having conceived the idea that solar rays might
exert some curative power, he communicated with
Father Secchi, of Rome, in regard to the matter.
The latter encouraged an investigation, and sug-
gested that solar light, passed through violet
colored glass, might calm the nervous excitement
of patients, violet having a depressing influence
He also suggested that Dr. Pouza should perfori1

his experiments in rooms facing the east and south,
the walls of which are painted of the saie color as
the glass panes of the windows, which should be
as numerous as possible, in order to favor the
entrance of solar light. The results as described
in a French Medical Journal (Paris), were as
follows :-" Dr. Pouza, prepared several rooms 1

the manner described, and kept several patients
there under observation. One of them affected,
with morbid taciturnity became gay and affable
after three hours stay in a red chamber ; another
maniac, who refused all food, asked for somfle
breakfast after having remained twenty-four hour'

f in the same red chamber. In a blue one, a highlY
excited madman with a strait waistcoat on was kePt
all day; an hour after he appeared muca calmer
The action of the blue light is very intense on the

f optic nerve, and seems to cause a sort of oppres'
i sion. A patient was made to pass the night in e
s violet chamber ; the following day he begged Dr.
i Pouza to send him home, because he felt himself
d cured, and, indeed, he has been well ever since-
g Dr. Pouza's conclusions from his experiments are
e these :-The violet rays are, of all others, those
g that possess the most intense electro-chemis
e power ; the red light is very rich in calorific rayS>
- blue light, on the contrary is quite devoid of the0l
e as well as of chemical and electric ones. It
r beneficent influence is hard to explain ; as it is th.i

absolute negation of all excitement, it succeeds adol'
n irably in calming the furiods excitement of maniaC'
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indolence of body or mind, frequent attendance at
THE CANADA LANCET. theatres and ball-rooms, or vicious indulgence of

4 Uonthly Journal of Medical and Surgical Science any kind inconsistent with health. Many of these
Issued Promptly on the First of each Month. habits, it is true, are so far interwoven with the

constitution as to make some changes almost im-
Communications aolicited on ai Medical and Ro<-

e ec, and Reports of Cases aoauj, ; practicable ; but as indisposition is so frequently
2""moat .dUbeiseant brsiedon he m8t ib-· "AU etter and Com,,,unicationa tobe adireged brought on, or aggravated, by the improper con-

tO the "Edtor Canada Lancet," 1oronto. duct of the patients themselves, the physician can-

GQENTS.-DAWsON BRos., Montreal; J. & A. MCMILLAN, St. John, not be too much on his guard in pointing out to
;J. M. BLDWIN, 805 Broadway, New York, and BLLIBER, them all that belongs to their own government andIDALL & Cox, 20 Kirng William street, Strand, London, England.

demeanor. The medical adviser, therefore, who

TORONTO, APRIL 1, 1876. observes the gleatest disinterestedness towards his
friends, will often be the first man to be dismissed;

kESULT OF INATTENTION TO HYGIE- while the selfish dissembler, however ignorant, will

NIC RULES. become a favourite, and engross the emolument.
This branch of medical practice has been reck-

People have seldom been delighted with a pic- oned one of the most lucrative, for the subjects are
ture of their infirmities, and the editor of a medi- usually found among the affluent; they are also
tal journal or physician in practice who warns his seldom without some complaint that requires
fellow mortals how to evade them, is liable to be assistance, and they measure their comforts too
Considered rather as an officious adviser than as a often by the quantity of medicine that is served up.
Welcome monitor. Sydenham, at the close of the Nervous people are, moreover, endued with acute
seventeenth century, estimated that fevers consti- feelings, liable to act from the first impression and
tuted two-thirds of the diseases of mankind ; but impulse, and easily deceived by the designing and
i this, the nineteenth, we do nbt hesitate to affirm unscrupulous. Should they fall into the hands of
that nervous derangements may be reckoned two- a gossiping physician, he soon becomes a kind of
thirds of the whole with which civilized society is appendage to their establishment, if not a fixture in
afficted. Dr. Cheyne, in 1733, in his work enti- their house. Being singular in the selection of
tled " The English Malady," makes nervous dis- friends, they do not mix much in general society ;
Orders almost one-third of the complaints of people sedentary from habit, they go little abroad; their
of condition in England; from which we are led amusements and recreations are thus limited, and
to believe they were then little known among the one who possesses the talent of bringing news,Working classes. In the present day, nervous ail- and telling a story, is at all times a welcome guest.
'nlents are no longer confined to the higher ranks But as the tale of their own complaints engrosses
'11 life. The greater number of these diseases are, so much of their conversation, a medical gossip,

We purpose pointing out, preventible, more or before all others, is most acceptable. Neverthe-
ess, by a strict observance of hygienic rules. It less, let the nervous and valetudinary beware how
has been unfortunate for the medical profession, as they trust their health and their purse in such
Well as for the patients themselves, that persons hands.
labàring under nervous disorders have relied too The prevention of all diseases depends on a
tch upon the prescription of the physician for knowledge of their remote causes. Let us inquirethat relief which is only to be obtained by their into the health of the savage state compared with
0W caution and circumspection. We thus find modem times. The savage and civilized states of
r1lost of them ready and eager to swallow every man, as may be observed in the earliest accounts
raedicine that is recommended, whether the of history, have been marked by physical traits of
Pacebo of the Allopath, the nostrum of the Quack, character, as well as moral ; and though his dis-
or the equally harmless globule of the Homœopath; eases and his vices may be smaller in number in
but Stubborn and intractable in all that relates to the one condition than in the other, they have
breaking in upon established habits and customs, nevertheless exhibited signs and dipositions pecu-
Whether of luxurious living, depraved appetites, liar to themselves. Our rude ancestors, born and
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brought up in a hovel, almost naked from infancy t
to manhood, and constantly exposed to the c
weather, whether employed in agriculture, tending
herds and flocks, or the more laborious pursuits of fi
hunting and fishing, had few bodily disorders. o
Death under such modes of living isto be consid- c
ered as the decay of nature ; some may fall by i
war, and a few by accidents, but none are brought fl
to the grave by excess or debauch. Tacitus, t
speaking of the manners of the Germans in his 1
days, describes the convivial assemblies of the v
people, where drinking fermented liquors was car- t
ried to the most ferocious degree of ebriety ; but c
nowhere does he mention their diseases as having 1
sprung from that cause. Their manner of living î
in a great measure counteracted the effects of in-
toxication, such as their robust exercises, and their t
simple food, little calculated to, oppress the stom- -
ach and impair digestion. Indeed, it is to' beI
remarked everywhere, how much longer labýuringI
men, who often get drunk, will continue their
career than the less-exercised gentlemen :a proof
that labour, by invigorating and hardening the
body, makes it resist even the effects of debauch.
How soon would the morning dram of a fishwife
destroy one of our high-bred women of fashion!

The virtue of chastity was general among the
Germans. Matrimony, it is said, was severely
kept ; and the intercourse of the sexes, before the
body was full grown, was strictly prevented. We
are also told that the large limbs and muscular
forms of the parents, were expressed in the shape
of the children. Another proof of bodily bealth
was, that every mother was able to nurse her own
child ; the opposite to this parental office is one of
the lamentable failings of modem constitutions.
It was part of the matrimonial contract for the wif e
to share with the husband his labors and dangers,
and to be his companion in peace and war. This
custom, prevented, of course, ail the evils of a
sedentary life. Such was the healthful system of
muanners practised in Germany, wbich was the
cradie of those laws which now govern the Anglo.
Saxon race. The nervous system, that organ of
sensation, amidst the untutored and illiterate inhabi-
tants of the forest, could receive none of those fine
impressions, which, however they may polish the
mind and enlaige its capacities, neyer fail to induce
a delicacy of feeling, that disposes alike to more
acute pain or more exquisite pleasure. We see the

ruth of this exemplified as we recede from the
ountry to the cities ; from the occupation of the
armer to that of the artizan and manufacturer;
rom the countryman exposed to all the vicissitudes
f weather and season, to the recluse life of the
itizen. As the man in a state of progressive
mprovement and civilization quits his earthen-
loored cottage on the skirts of the forest, or on
he coast of the ocean or lake where his time has
een spent in hunting and fishing, for the city,

where he ig to turn himself to trade or manufac-
ure, he necessarily undergoes a prodigious change
of circumstances. He forsakes a mode of life that
had been presented -to him by nature, and in
adopting a new situation he becomes the creature
)f art. His modes of living are in every respect
he reverse of the savage state ; his body and mind
are enervated by debilitating powers that render,
him unfit for hard labour or great privations, and
his diseases acquire a more diversified train of
?henomena. The farmer, in point of constitution,
may be considered as a medium between the two
extremes. By his active occupation, his labour
and exposure in the external air, he partakes of the
strength of the barbarian, and a corresponding
tone is given to his nervous system ; his mind is
not debauched by effeminacy; temperance and
moderation secure him against the disorders which
prevail in fashionable life.

Gregory King in his " Political Conclusions
published in 1696, remarks that the marriages in
London and other large cities, produce fewer
children than those in the country. The reasons
for the difference are very obvious; he gives eX
amples of the fact, and then enumerates the causes,
which are the'following ; 1st. More frequent prO-
miscuous intercourse and adulteries. 2nd. Greater
luxury and intemperance. 3rd. Greater intenseness
to business. 4th. Unhealthfulness of coal smoke.
5 th. Greater inequality of age between husbands
and wives." He ought to have added impure air
from hot and crowded rooms-imperfect sewerage
and disposal of sewage-adulterated milk etc., all
these causes, besides many others, still hold goOd
in the present time. His first and fifth reaso0

may require a slight comment. If will be allowed
on all hands, to be the intention of nature, that
years nearly equal should be joined in rnarriage,
and were mankind left to themselves this would be
the case. But art and fashion have become dic-'
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tators in matrimony in this venal age. The young
Inan of the present day must begin the world for
himself, and, like a knight-errant in romance, must
fght his way to a fortune, before he dare take a
Wife. And while by this growing custom, a certain
n1u1ber of defenceless females are doomed to all
the horrors of prostitution, in order to gratify the
Passions of the young, it is one grand step to
the degeneracy of the species. It is thus the best
years of manhood pass away before marriage is
thought of; it then becomes a convenience more
thai an equal attachment of the parties.

GOVERNMENT AID TO MEDICAL
SCHOOLS.

t Ail cultivated and liberal-minded persons must
e interested in answering the question, What is

the full extentof the duty of a government which
irndertakes the direction of a public system of
education ? We have little hesitation in answering,
that in a country placed uñder the same circum-
stances as the Province of Ontario, it is the duty
of the government to give the fullest possible scope
to its educational system. All the higher literary
a1d scientific branches ought to be taught, as well
a the elementary subjects. If the government
EndS tliat it cannot conveniently put in operation
the institutions and machinery necessary for the
ti1tion of the higher scientific studies, then it ought
t Core to the aid of those institutions carried on

private enterprise, which aim to supply this
deficiency in our system of State education. In
Plain terms, we hold that the Government of On-
tariO ought to recognize, by granting to them a
t4odicum of public assistance, t4y efforts which
have long been made by the medical schools of
the Province in disseminating the truths of natural
and Physical science. We are prepared to advo-

Cate, inl fact, the duty of a government holding to
system of national education, to furnish the

of literary and scientific instruction, of a
Character sufficiently high to fit men for entering
he learned professions. There would be no loss

toh cnsistency, indeed, if our' government, imitating
e cotinental governments, or that o.f a State

georaphically much nearer to us (the State of
cehgan), should undertake the work of teaching
edicine itself. This would be quite compatible

with teaching Technology, Scientific Agriculture,
and the Veterinary Art.

Aid to medical schools is not without precedent
in Canada. Further, the idea of State aid in edu-
cationally fitting men for the learned professions,
has been recognized, if not wholly, at least in part.
Public feeling on certain points has alone prevented
the idea fIom being permanently adopted in prac-
tice. Thus, an intending clergyman may pursue
his literary studies at the Provincial University,
and be aided thus far in his career by the Province;
but diversity of religious opinions, and the conflict
of the systems of Theology, prevent the consent of
the public being given to aid him further, and lie
is consequently very properly left to study his
Theology in the different denominational semina-
ries which have been established to this end. In
the case of a lawyer, he too is greatly aided in the
prosecution of his professional studies by the State.
A University course, say, at the Provincial Uni-
versity, shortens the period of his professional
study by a few years. Then the lawyer's profes-
sional study is peculiar, and different from that of
the medical man, in that it is almost exclusively
chamber work, demanding a considerable routine
of office practice for its acquirement. The public
examples of the courts are, however, always open
to the lawyer, free of cost, for his professional
advancement. In the case of Medicine, the stu-
dent has to acquire a vast amount of knowledge
which is purely scientific in its character ; the
remaining part of his *studies, comprising the art
and practice of medicine and surgery, are to be
acquired in hospitals and in private offices, under
a preceptor.

Now it is mainly on the ground of the necessity
of having highly educated and scientific medical
men in the country, and of having the means
within our own borders of giving the medical
student a thorough education in the scientific
branches of his course, that the plea of government
aid to the medical schools is founded. State aid
is not required in helping a man to become a
medical practitioner, or an operative surgeon, or a
practical obstetrician. . An empirical practice of a
few years would confer these acquirements upon
him. But it is necessary that the practitioner
should be very much more than an empiric. He
should be a good human anatomist, and his studies
in anatomy ought to be broadened by the teach-
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ings of zoology and comparative anatomy ; he
should be a good chemist, which implies, further,
that he should be acquainted with all the facts of
physical science; lie ought to be an accomplished
physiologist, to be which involves a wide range of
study, including the physiology of plants and ani-
mais, as well as that of man. The #ubjects of
anatomy, chemistry, and physiology cannot be
taught advantageously or fully, save in colleges ;
the maintenance of colleges is consequently a neces-
sity for rational and scientific medicine. But for
the prosecution of these enlightening studies in our
medical schools, and but for the care and importance
which have been bestowed upon and attached to
them in the Canadian medical schools, our practi-
tioners would not hold the rank which confessedly
they do hold in the medical world. In the United
States the medical schools appear mostly to be
satisfied with less acquirements in these scientific
branches, with the natural and inevitable result of
turning out very many men who c onstitute an in-
ferior class of practitioners. We hope that the
practice will be long continued in Ontario of cul-
tivating to the fullest, the scientific collateial
branches of medicine. And yet it is in doing this
-in teaching anatomy, chemistry, physiology, and
the like-that the chief expense and difficulty of
maintaining colleges are incurred. They are bran-
ches which require materials and apparatus, and
specially designed and fitted up class-rooms, spa-
cious and airy dis secting rooms, and a man
servant must be kept to maintain them c:lean;
chemical and physiological laboratories are also a
necessity. The vast mo dern improvements in both
these branches, equally require more extensive
apparatus and means for demonstration and inves-
tigation. It is the modern rule of scientific teach-
ing to teach by example, demonstration and ex-
periment. The mode is more effective, but it is
at the same time more ekpensive, than the simple
dry recital of a fact.

The expense of management being considered,
need it be wondered at that the medical schools of
Ontario are being carried on by their respective
teaching faculties under some pecuniary strain-
a strain, the tension of which has already weighed
down one oldand respectable institution, that of
Victoria College medical department. It is. not
too much to say that the professors of medical
schools, are giving their services as a labor of love

and duty ; nor ought it to be said that their private
gain is to be weighed against the public ends that
are subserved by their work.

Besides, this general argument of the necessitY
of maintaining means for scientific teaching, the
medical schools have a claim in another respect.
Medical practitioners are the cultivators of medical
jurisprudence, a department of study wholly di-
rected to the service of the State and the advantage
of the public interests. This department is taught
by professors in each of the medical schools of the
Province, and satisfactory attainments in it art
necessary to qualification. The fruit and benefit

of all this labor is reaped by the State, which pro-
cures thereby an educated body of coroners, and
well-qualified medical witnesses and experts.
Ought the wealthy government of Ontario to be
conscience-satisfied in accepting all these adva-
tages from the medical profession without offering
a moderate assistance in return ? We think riot;
and when the case of the colleges is fairly con'
sidered (which we have only attempted to make
out in outline) and when there shall have beeC
eliminated from the discussion the old prejudiced
cries concerning denominationalism, which are
false and groundless now-a-days, then we have $
hope that the government will do something tO
help the medical schools out of their pecuniarl
difficulties. The very modest suggestion of a grant
of five hundred dollars a year, to each of the three
medical schools in the province, is a sum so
small in the aggregate compared with the pub-
lic advantages that are likely to flow from it, that
the difficulty of the government in dealing with the
question is greatly lessened by the smallness Of
the amount.

NASCENT CHLORIDE OF AMMONIU14
IN DISEASES OF THE THROAT

AND AIR PASSAGES.

As a chemical salt, chloride of ammoniU0

resembles in its composition common salt, and i
equally innocuous. It is a very ancient remedf'
having been used in Aestern countries for centuricS•
It is highly prized in India in neuralgic afections
generally, as hemicrania, tic douloureux, nervo1n
headache, toothacte, sciatica and dysmenorrhce2a
but it is prized especially in Germany as an altfe
tive, absorbent, cholagogue and secernent, a0
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'nOre recently has been resorted to in diseases of the other, and the fumes inhaled. A few drops of
the liver to promote hepatic action. It will be strong muriatic acid having been put into the
found of equal value with muriatic acid, taraxacum, bottom of the jar, the sponge saturated with am-
&c., in liver affections. It is as a remedy to the monia and the cork tightly refitted, it is ready for
chronically inflamed tissues of the pharynx, larynx, use. It is now used by drawing in the breath
and air passages generally, that we wish to direct through the tube by long, deep inspirations.
atttention. Immediately the vapour of ammonia descends

Ur. Giesler, of Germany, was the first to adminis- through the funnel-shaped tube, it meets with the
ter the vapour of muriate of ammonia by inhala- vapour of the acid in the chamber, and forthwith
tiol, which he administered in chronie catarr' the whole reservoir is filled with dense white fumes,
seieral times a day with niarked advantage. (really minute crystals, so light as to, float about

,ecently, inhalers ha-e been sosd throughout the freely in the atinosphere, as shewn by the micro
COUtry, havbing for their object the production of scope) of nascent (new born) chloride ofammonium.
the nascent fumes of ammonia, but most of them It is very conveniently drawn into the lungs and
're defective in arrangement, or altogether worth- air passages in this forn, and thus becomes a topica

8s~ Practically. The vapour of muriate of amn- application to the diseased surfaces by coming

4tnia is useful as an inhalation in all forms of in direct contact with them. A few inhalations (or
at h, sore throat, ozovna, acute laryngitis, aphonia, whiffs) may be enough at once to begin with (4 to

bronichitis, acute and chronic. Lt is especially 6), but frequently repeated, say every hour. Some-
t$icacious in capillary bronchitis, and in the senile times longer inhalations may be desirable at each
seeCti of the aged and debilitated. time, but short and frequent are better than long

eSome practiticners have been in the habit of and infrequent. In nasal catarrh the fumes iay
thenistering muriate of ammonia simply dissolved be exhaled throug i the nostrils with advantage,
n water, with a litte syrup of lemons, sometimes keeping the mouth closed or vice versa. Some litte

niath Morphine, in distressing fits of cpughing in coug and irritatiQn or excitement is sometimes
ta brochits of the aged; also as a remedy in occasioned at the outset, but this soon disappears.

CIroni affections of the liver, especially in enlarge- In " clergymen's sore throat" and in complete loss
eiaof this organ ; in syphlitic enlargement of of voice, its use seems strongly indicated.

alydeand in chronic orchitis, with satisfactory POYAIEI IEMT,.m-rplmn
aelts. t is only lately, however, that the great j PROMIan dN freuentar beteL E Rrthaln

Sofe p t it in the form of nascent fumes in affctionsy
if the air passages has been fully realized. do cians in the treatment of rheumatism. Lt is pre-

great variety of inhalers have been designed pared from fiuh and exists in the liquid for.
Produce this compound, some of them quite French Journals of medicine are loud in dis praise.
oPn4Sive in which lies their chief objection. The It is given as follows 3j. is added to vi. of pepper-

tlas, efficient and rceapest among these, is one , nd tablespoonful doses given every
esuld by Dr. Bessey, of Montreal, and supplied two, four, or six hours, or thrice daily in chronic

tf the.trade by Messrs. Kenneth Campbell & Co., cases.

A. Istsy of that city. Lt is simple in construction. ACRoss THE CONTINENT.-An American paper
to pdue outhed pint boule is supplied with a well from SaIt Lake says tha t Dr. James Newcombe,

embn cors , through which passes a straight glass of Toronto, who is on his way to San Francisco,)

neading well down into the vessel, having a arrived there having driven aIl the way from
"nel extremity at the top, in which is placed a Canada. His equipage is a large covered wagon
e Of sponge to be saturated with strong liquor fitted up with every conveniencç, such as bedding,
onim0nia. A bent glass tube »' or 4 of an inch furniture, cooking utensils, &c. The Dr. has also

diIeter, passing an inch below the cork, a small arsenal of guns, revolvers, and ammunitionCWers for a breathing tube. In cases of nasal and the whole outfit is one of the most complete
Catarh -.

, a piece of rubber tubing is attached by that ever travelled towards the Pacific coast. Heend to this tube, with a nose piece in the other expects to reach San Francisco in about three
td which is inserted into, first one nostril and then weeks.
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INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL CONGRESS.-As we

have before intimated, the Medical Societies of
Philadelphia, for the purpose of taking part in the
Centennial Celebration, have resolved to hold an
International Medical Congress, to open at noon on
Monday, the 4th day of September, next, and to
close on the 9 th.

With a desire of insuring an active participation
of the medical profession of all parts of the world
in the deliberations of the Congress, a number of
honorary corresponding members have been named
for the purpose of informing the Commission con-
cerning the principal medical societies of their re-
spective Countries in order that these bodies may
be invited to send delegates to the International
Medical Congress. Dr. David, of Montreal has
beer named for the Dominion of Canada, and is
already in correspondence with the Foreign Cor-
responding Secretaries. The officers of the Cen-
tennial Medical Commission are as follows.

Presidents-Sam'l D. Gross, M.D.LL.D., D.C.L.
Fce-presidenit-Wm. T. Rushenberger, M.D. ; Alfred

Stille, M. D.
Recording Secretary-Wm. B. Atkinson, M. D.

American Corresponding-Scretary- Daniel G. Brinton,
M.D. ; William Goodell, M.D.

Foreign' Corresponding-.Secretary-Richard G. Dunglison,
M.D.; R. M. Bertholet, M.D.

Treasurer-Caspar Wistar, M. D.

The Commission consists of about ninety of the
leading physicians of the United States, among the
names are those of Surgeon General Barnes, U.S.A.
Surgeon General Beale, U.S.N. ; N. S. Davis,
Chicago H. J. Biglow, Boston, Austin Flint, Nev
York, Fòdyce Baker, New York, D. W. Yandall,
Louisville, S. W. Bemiss, New Orleans, W. O.
Woodworth, U.S. Marine Hospital Service. Invi-
tations ate to be extended to all the prominent
medical societies of Europe, Mexico, the British
Dominions, Central, and South America, the
Sandwich Islands, the East and West Indies, Aus-
tralia, China, and Japan ; and as promises have
been already received from the most eminent
medical men of the world, that they would at-
tend and many of them read papers, there is not
the slightest doubt but that the Congress will be a
grand success, and an opportunty afforded its
members, of*interchanging friendly greetings, of
forming new acquaintances, and the renewing and
cementing of old friendships.

MEDICAL CONFERENCE.-It will, no doubt, bc
in the recollection of Qur readers that at the meet-
ing of the Canadian Medical Association, held at
Niagara in 1874, it was suggested that a conference
between the American Medical Association and
our own, would be attended with great advantage,
were it possible to be obtained, and resolutions tO
that effect were proposed and carried. At the last
meeting of the American Medical Association in
Louisville, tiese resolutions were read by the
Secretary, Dr. W. B. Atkinson, and agreed to, and
the following geçtlemen-Drs. S. D. Gross, PhiLa-
delphia; J. T. Hogden, St. Louis, Austin Flint,
Sen., New York ; W. Walling, Louisville ; L. C
Lane, San Francisco; W. Johnston, Jackson. Mich.;
W. Brodie, Detroit; J. M. Toner, Washington;
F. D. Cunningham, Richmond; S. Andrews, Chi'
cago; W. B. Atkinson, Philadelphia; D. J. BM'
ditch, Boston ; and Robert Bartholow, Cincinnatti,
were named as a Committee of Conference, " to
meet a like number from the Canadian Medic9l
Association at such time and place as might bc
agreed upon by the joint committee of the As#
ciations. At the meeting of the Canada Medica
Association, held at Halifax in August last, the
following gentlemen were named as its represent-
tives to meet the Americah gentlemen :--Dr
Grant, Ottawa; Hingston, Montreal; Hodder,
Toronto ; Botsford, St. John, N.B. ; Parker, Hali'
fax, N.S.; Atherton, Frederickton, N.B., Thorbur
Toronto; Farrell, Halifax, N.S. ; Fulton, TorontO;
F. W. Campbell, Montreal; Robillard, Montreali
and David, Montreal. After correspondence be
tween Prof. Gross, of Philadelphia, and Dr. David,
of Montreal, as it was found it would be impossible
to hold the Confetence in September last, as sul'
gested by Prof. Gross, it has been decided, that i'
shall take place in Philadelphia, on Monday the

5 th of June next. We trust all the members Wio

attend as the meeting will not only be an interest'
ing one, but one which we think will be attended
with beneficial and important results.

NEw DoCToRs.-The Sanitarian, N.Y., saY5'
the time of the college commencements is a
hand, and the double-toned voice of the graduates
will soon be heard in the land. In a ltle while
hundreds of young men, pale.faced and thin-legge&'
will begin to discover that they have muc1 to learo
as they roam the world in search of a living.
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OPRNING FOR A MEDICAL MAN.-There is a

good opening for a medical man in Waldemar,
a Village on the Toronto Grey and Bruce Railway.
TIhere is no medical man within 8 miles.

CTJBEBS, IN INcONTINENCE OF URINE-Dr.
Wallace, of Ellery, N. Y., formerly one of the
field surgeons in Sherman's army, has used cubebs
'I the treatment of incontinence of urine, during
the past 8 years, with great success. He continues
the treatment in each case about two weeks.

ATONY OF THE BOWELs.-The following pres-
criPtioii las been found very serviceable, in case of
torpor of the bowels.

l.-Ext. Secal. cornut. fd. 3 viij.
Acid Phosp. dil. 3 ij.-M.

SI.-A teaspoonful three times a day.

MEMBRANOUS CROUP.-In an article in the
4fedical Record, N. Y., Dr. Vail states that in his
eaPerience, membranous croup is as amenable to
treathnent as remittent fever. He first gives from
lS to 30 grains of calomel and repeats it in 6 hours if
the bowels do not move. He also keeps the air
0f tle room /oaded with moisture, and heated to a
teliperature of 900 F. constantly.

ScIENcE REVOLVES IN CYcLES.-Talking of the
favorite taunt of the "stupid party," that science
revolves in cycles, and that doctrines disappear

d reappear, and definitions are created only to
fade and be revived with new meanings, Professor
'ulley, at the Royal Institution the other night,

replied by a very happy illustration. So, he said,
'flay a person, fixing his gaze on the nail of a char-
't-wheel, and limiting his narrow vision to it, pro-

mlaiIb that it does nothing but go round in a circle.
i true that it revolves in a circle ; but the

Whole wheel progresses, and the chariot advances.
AphINTMENTS.--Dr. Wallace of Spencerville,

48 been appointed medical superintendent of the
hillia Lunatic Asylum.

The following medical men have been appointed
tissiners in their respective districts accord-
tO the new License act :-J. Carbert, M.D.,
erin; R. Parker, M.D., Hastings N. R.; A.

't 1 iington, M.D., Huron N. R. ; L. Harvey,
to1 Lambton E. R.; A. McLean, M.D,, Lamb-

c .R. ; J. H. Comfort, M.D., Lincoln; W.
frei M D., Ontario S. R. ; J. F. Dowling, Ren
b1 l . R.; J. Ferguson, M.D., Russell; J. A.

g es, M. D., Renfrew N. R. ; W. W. Ogden,
'lToronto.

SANITARY BUREAU.-The establishment of a
Sanitary Bureau for the Dominion has again been
brought up in the House of Commons by Dr.
Brouse in an elaborate speech. He was ably
seconded by Drs. Christie, Landerkin and others in
the House, and succeeded in getting a committee
struck, before which this important matter will now
be brought. We have no doubt that there will be
a favorable report, and it remains to be seen
what action the Government and the House
will take in the matter. It is undoubtedly one of
the most important subjects which can engage
their attention and we are much surprised that the
Government should be so dilatory and negligent
about it.

TREATMENT OF DIPHTHERIA.-Dr. Kitchen, of
St. George, Ont., says that since the publication of
his paper on diphtheria in the January issue, he has
had 50 new cases with only one death, and that
this occurred under the " chlorine water "
treatment. This treatment was so highly spoken
of by Dr. Benson, of Chatham, N.B., that Dr. K.
was resolved to try it in his practice, but it lias
not been successful in his hands.

LEGAL, QUAcKERY.-A correspondent referring,
to certain itinerants, who are registered members
of the College of Physicians and Surgeons of
Ontario, says :

" If they are registered, is there nothing that can
be done to restrain their quacking propensities ? If
not, then all honorable practitioners should blush
to own any connection with an institution that
would lend a garb of legality to the most brazen
faced quackery and imposition. Truly the benefit
is inestimable, that we derive from the College of
Physicians and Surgeons. We paid large fees for
graduation and registration, and we are asked to
pay an annual tax-and ail for what purpose ? To
aliow unprincipled men who are registered, to quack
to their heart's content, and shield them by law. 0f
course, unregistered quacks are to be pros'ecuted,
but who does even that? "

This is another inçtance of the utter helplessness
of the Council to purge itself of unclean spirits, and
shows most forcibly, the desirability of seeking some
power fromn the Leg-isiature to strike such characters
from the roll. We have already mooted the ques-
tion in the LANcET once or twice, ai-d we wiil con-
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tinue to agitate the matter until we succeed in
drawing attention to it. A clause to that effect'
might have been inserted in the Bill a year ago when
before the House, but fôr the timidity of some of,
our friends. They were afraid it would endanger
the Bill. ,

To PHYSICIANS.-An* old established practice
with house, stables and all conveniences for sale,
in a prosperous village in one of the oldest and
most populous sections of Ontario. To a suitable
person this is a rare opportunity for immediate
entrance on a large and lucrative practice. For
terms and all particulars, address-E. S. G., IAN-
CET office.

CITRIc AcID IN THE TREATMENT OF CANCER-
In The British Medical Yournal of November
27th, John H. Wood, M.D., reports a case of can-
cer of the œsophagus and cardiac orifice of the
stomach, in which the symptoms were, for a time,
very much relieved by the use of citric acid in
large does, combining it, on Dr. Sidney Ringer's
plan, with wine of ipecac, in minim doses.

NEw ANTIPERIoDI.-The St. Louis Clin. Record

says,-in view of the antiperiodic properties of
salicylic acid, rivaling as it is claimed by some
quinia itself, may we not expect much from salicy-
late of quinia? Such a salt may not be found in
the American market, but it is being manufactured
by the French.

NEW INSTRUMENT FOR PAINLESS
HYPODERMIC INJECTIONS.

A painless method of hyp>dermic injections is
highly desirable. The ingenuity of the instrument
maker has placed within our reach an apparatus
for hypodermic injections, by which the latter are
rendered in fact perfectly painless. The instru-
ment is recommendable on account of the simple
contrivance for facilitating the parallel perforation
of the subcutaneous tissue, even'without grasping
a fold of skin. Physicians can readily make an
injection into their own arm, with this instrument,
without assisttnce from a second person. It is
known as Leiter's instrument. The construction

wounds inflicted with great rapidity, being almost
painless, which in this case proved to be true, by
actual repeated trials. A description of the in-
strument will show how this principle has been
successfully applied. The cut illustrates the ap-

paratus just after having been used;
it consists of three tubes, a, b and
c, which are shown with a slot, sO
that the interior mechanism may be
seen. The tube a contains a spiral
spring, d, which is drawn back to 9
by the trigger f, and set by moving
the latter slightly to the left. 3y
slight pressure to the right the spring
will expand with great force. The
tube c slides over the tube b, which
latter holds an ordinary hypodermic
syringe, it is attached to a by a
screw, is open at both ends, thA

f opening communicating with the
tube c being snaller than the s'
ringe. The tube c tapers towardU
the front and has an opening, of
size sufficient for allowing the ca-
ula of the syringe to pass through
readily. By the tapering end, the
instrument may be applied to the
skin in an acute angle so that the
needle enters not ir the depth of the
tissue but under the skin. On the
tube b there are graduations, accord"
ing to which the tube c may be ad
justed for allowing the needle tO
enter up to the desired depth. Th
tube b, with the tube c attached, is
screwed to a and the spring made
to expand, the spring will force the
syringe forward, the needle enter'
the tissue as far as allowed by th'
tube c, and then the fluid will be

evacuated uniformly. After a little practice thc
whole operation will last about two or threc
seconds. The syringe used with this apparatuS i$
an ordinary one, of one gramme capacity, and can
also be used without the apparatus, it is however
expressly made to fit it. It is made of hard rub-
ber, glass being too brittle to withstand the sudden
jar. In the adjustion of its parts, cement of ahf
kind are avoided, thus facilitating cleanliness Verf

of the instrument is based upon the principle of much. The only disadvantage of a hard nrbbe1 uh h nydsdatg fahr ib
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8yr.inge is that its contents can not be seen, and
Presence of air bubbles detected ; however, when,
hefore using the syringe, it is filled and emptied
several times after each other and thereupon imme-
diately filled, it will surely not contain air. The

fanulas of these syringes are made of steel, plati-
I1uln-lined inside and nickel-plated outside. The
i11strument may he obtained from J. Reynders &
Co., New York; price $8.50.

hURON MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

The second regular meeting of the Huron
edical Association, was held in Clinton, on Wed-

11esday, March îst, Dr. McLean, Vice-president,
1flthe chair. Dr. Hyndman, the President, was
Prevented by illness from being present.

Dr. Stewart, showed a boy, æt. 14, who from in-
fIcY has been troubled with spontaneous hæmor-
thages, taking place under the skin, and beneath
the ' Tucous membrane of the lips, tongue and
Cbeks. He is also subject to frequent attacks of
ePitaxis, and of bleeding frunmthe gums--never
hkd hrnorrhages from any other mucous surface.

subcutaneous hemorrhages, are principally
C0rlfined to the extremities. They are to be seen

ymg ir size from the most minute petechial
8pots to ecchymotic patches, 5 to 6 mnches in diam-

• A wound is not followed by more than an
rdiniaty loss of blood. He never had intermittent

e Does iot live in an aguish district. His
is not enlarged. There is no increase in

e lumber of the white blood cells, neither are
ere any pigment granules present in the blood.

hO1 taken for a long period had no beneficial
ct whatever, in arresting the hæmorrhages,

gOt also failed to do him any good.
brs. Stewart and Hurlburt, showed to the
lnciety, a young lady, affected with exophthalmic

&Qtre, where the administration of belladonna was
Owed by great amelioration of each of the triad

OI1bination of symptoms.

hr. Worthington of Clinton, read a very carefullly
prepared paper on the " The treatment o

"gnant Scarlet-fever by Cold."
gave the details of several cases where thi

of treatment was followed by very good re
jle.commernced the use of this remedy a

eary as the yéar 1853. He does not confine it

use to the more malignant cases, but would put it
in'to practice in cases of Scarlatina Anginosa,
when the temperature went above lc4°.

Dr. Stewart read a paper on some points in the
diagnosis and treatment of typhoid lever, based on
an analysis of 30 cases, attended during the latter
half of the year '74." The reading of this paper
was followed by a very interesting discussion on
t he antipyretic virtues of quinine.

Some of the members spoke highly of its value,
in large doses, from 30 to 40 grains, others prefer-
red doses varying from 5 to 25 grains, and one or
two were of the opinion that we could get along
better without it.

Drs. Burgess, Vercoe and Hurlburt, were ap-
pointed to read papers at the meeting, which will
be held in Goderich in June, '76.

COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS, QUE.-

A special meeting of the College of Physicians and
Surgeons of Lower Canada, was held on the
24th November, 1875, at the Laval University,
Que. The President, Dr. R. H. Russell, took the
chair at 1 i a.m. The Secretary, Dr. A. G. Bel-
leau, read a motion adopted at the last semi-an-
nual meeting of the Board of Governors convening
the present meeting, when on motion of the Hon.
Dr. J. J. Ross, seconded by Dr. A. H. David; the
following resolutions were unanimously adopted :-

ist. That this meeting is not in a position to
take action to-day on the merits of the projected
law submitted to the College by the Committee ap.
pointed to prepare amendments to the Medical
Act.

2nd. Therefore that the report of the said Com-
mittee be taken into consideration át the next
meeting of the Board of Governors.

3rd. That in the opinion of this meeting no
change should be made to the existing law with-
out the College has decided the nature of such
changes.

A. G. BELLEAU, Secretary.

ROYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS,
f KINGSTON.-The following gentlemen have passed

their primary and find examinations in this institu-
s tion :-Primary-G. H. Bowen, J. Day, T. H.

Dumble, F. L. S. Holmes, A. B. Houringan, R.
s Henderson, H. A. M. Hubbs, E. M. Higgins, L.
s F. Miller, E. C. McNichol, D. Phelan, and S. S.
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Scovill; Final-G. H. Care, R. A. Davies, A.
Kennedy, J. B. Murphy, S. Porter, and J. McGou.
rex.

TRINITY COLLEGE MEDICAL SCHOoL.-The fol-
lowing gentlemen have passed their primary and
final examinations in this University

For M.B.,:-W. A. Adams, W. J. Burns, W. J.
Douglass, A. Douglass, J. Fulton, W. C. Freeman,
W. W. Geikie, R. J. McKinnon, S. McArton, A.
McCurdy, J. McWilliams, A. R. Pingle, J. W.
Smith, W. S. Strangways, J. Stalker, J. P. Sive-
wright, A. B. Taylor, W. S. Washington. Prim-
ary :-T. H. Ashby, H. A. Bonnar, R. H. Barkwell,
A. Davidson, J. Dunfield, J. Fulton, P. L. Graham,
W. Honeywell, A. H. Miller, G. A.aMarlatt, T. M.
Miller, M. Macklin, C. T. 14¼cKeough, J. Mc-
Williams, H. Minshall, G. O'Connor, H. H. Pringle,
W. Parker, R. A. Ross, W. G. Stark, D. A. Stew-
art, R. M. Stephens, J. A. Sinclair, M. Sutton, W.
Tisdale, and W. E. Winskell.

Honor Men :-University Gold Medallist-J.
Fulton; University Silver do.-J. McWilliams;
Faculty Gold Medallist-W. J. Douglass; Faculty
Silver do.-J. Stalker.

Certificates of honor were awarded to the fol-
lowing gentlemen :-Final:-W. S. Washington,
J. W. Smith. A. Douglass and W. J. Burns. Pri-
mary: D. A. Stewart, R. M. Stêphens, J. Dunfield,
A. Davidson, R. A. Ross, M. Sutton, W. Tisdale,
W. Honeywell, J. M. Miller, W. G. Stark, J. A.
Sinclair and A. H. Miller. First Year's Scholar-
ship :-J. D. Bonnar and H. Meek. Second
Year's Scholarship :-H. A. Bonnar and G. T. Mc-
Keough.

D. A. Stewart receives the recommendation
of the Faculty to the Trustees of the Toronto
General Hospital, fo'r the position of resident
hospital assistant for one year. The Convocation
of the University of Trinity College, for conferring
degrees in medicine, will be held on the 14th inst.

MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS, by J. M. Da Costa, M.D.,
Jefferson Medical College. Fourth Edition re-
vised and enlarged. Philadelphia: J. B. Lip.
pincott & Co. Toronto : Willing and William-
son.
It is only necessary to announce to the reader

of the Lancet, that a new edition of this populai

work has been issued from the press this year

The author has made a number of additions and
changes in ail parts, but chiefly in the chapters or'
Nervous Diseases and on Fevers. The book still
continues to hold a foremost place among works
on this subject.

A MANUAL OF GENERAL PATHOLOG-, by Ernest
Wagner, M.D., Professor of Pathology in the
University of Leipzig, translated from the 6th
German edition, by Drs. Van Duyn and Seguin-
New York, Wm. Wood, & Co. Toronto: Willing
and Williamson.
This work is divided into four parts, i Nosology,

2 Etiology, 3 Pathological anatomy and Physio-
logy, and 4 Pathology of the blood, each Of
which is treated of in the most comprehensive
manner. The translators appear to have done fll
justice to the text, and the typographical ad
mechanical execution is all that could be desired-

The work contains a complete resune of the ele'
ments of medicine, and the matter is só arranged
as to be available for both the student and the
medical practitioner.

NOTE-BOOK ON CASES OF OVARIAN TUMORS, by '4,
Lennox, Hodge, M.D. Philadelphia: LindsaY
and Blakiston.

A DEFENCE OF DR. E. B. SPARHAM IN T0
FORM OF A MEDICo-LEGAL ENQUIRY. Brock
ville : Leavitt and Southworth.

On March 2nd, at Angus, Ont., the wife of
L. Nesbitt, M.D., of a son.

On Saturday, March 4, at the residence of the
bride's father by the Rev. John Fletcher, M.A-t
Hugh Spears, Esq., M.D., Toronto, to Constance,
N., youngest danghter of Col. Norris, 12th Bat'
tallion, LL.D., county of York.

At Sarnia, on the 12th March, of congestion 0
the brain, Thomas William Johnston, Esq., M.l-t
in the sixty-third year of his age.

At Truro, on the 24 th of February, Dr. MUirg

one of the oldest practitioners in the Province.

On the 28th of Feb., of inflammatory croùP?
- Henry, only son of Dr. Orton, M.P., Fergus, O" -
- aged 6 years.

At Melbourne, Quebec, on the i8th of Jan.,
congestion of the lungs, Andrew W. Himilt0l
M.D., son of Dr. Jas. Hamilton of Dundas.

At Hamilton, on the 23rd of March, David M
Intosh. M.D., suddenly of apoplexy.
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PURE COD-LIVER OIL,
fanufactured on the Sea-Shore, by HAZ ARD & CASWELL, from Fresh and Selected Livers.

The universal demand for Cod-Liver void of color odor, and fiavor-having aOil that can ho depended upon os strictly bland, fish-like, and, to most persons, not
Pure and scientifically prepared, having unpleasant taste. It is so sweet and pure
been long felt by the Medical Profession. that it can be retained by the stomach
we were induced to undertake its manu- when other kinds fail, and patients soon
facture at the Fishing Stations, where the become fond of it.fish are brought to land every few bours, The secret of making good Cod-Liverand the Livers consequently are in great Oil lies in the proper application of theDerfection. proper degree of heat; too much or too

This Oil is manufacturel by us on the fittle will serieusly injure the quality.
sea-shore, with the ggreatest care, from Great attention to cleanliness is abso-
fresh, healthy Livers, of the Cod only, lutely necessary to produce sweet Cod-
without the aid of any chernicals, by the Liver Oil. The rancid Oil found in the
Oimplest process and lowest temperature market is the make of manufacturera who
bYwhich the Oil can be separated from are careless about these matters.
the celis of the Livers. It is nearly de-

Prof. Parker. of New York, says: " I have tried almost every other manufacturer's Oil, and give yours the decided preference.
Prof. Hays, State Assayer of Maasachusetts, after a full analysis of it, says : "It is the best for foreign or domestie use."
After years of experimenting. the Medical Profession of Europe and America, who have studied the effects of different Cod-

Liver Oils, have unanimously decided the light straw-colored Cod-Liver Oil to be far superior to any of the brown O,18.
The Three Best Tonics of the Pharmacopœia: IRON-PHOSPHORUS-CALISAYA.

CASWELL, HAZARD & Ce. also call the attention of the Profession to their preparation of the above estimable Tonies,
&s combined in their elegant and palatable Ferero-Phospheraied Elixir of Calisaya Bark, a combination of the Pyrophosphate
of Iron and Calisaya never before attained, in which the nauseous inkiness of the Iron and astringency of the Calisaya are over-
come, without any injury to their active tonic principles and blended into a beautiful Amnber-colored CordIal, delicious to the taste
and acceptable to the most delicate stomach. This prparation is made' directly from the ROYAL CALISAYA BARK, not
from ITS ALKALIID8 OR TREIR 8ALTS-bein2 lunlike other preparations called "Elixir of Calisaya and Iron," which are imply an
Elixir ef Quinine and Iron. Our Elixir can be de ended upon as being a truc Elixir of Calisaya Bark with Iron. Each des-

ert-spoonful contains seven and a half grains Royal Calisaya Bark, and two grains Pyrophospihate of Iron.
Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir cf Callsayua Bark wthi Strychnla.-This preparation contains one grain of Strybenia added

to each pint of our Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark, greatly intensifying its tonic effect.
Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya with Bisnmuth, containing eight grains Ammonio-Citrate of Bismuth in each

table-spoonful of the Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark.

CASWELL, HAZARD à 0O., CEEKIsTS Ann DRUGGISTI, New York.

T. MORSON & SON,
31, 33 & 124 SOUTHAMPTON ROW, RUSSELL SQUARE, W.C.

WORKS: HORNSEY ROAD, N., & SUMMERFIELD WORKS, HOMERTON E., LONDON,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Pure Cheinicals and all New Medicines.
SPECIALTIES.

MORSON'S PEPSINE PREPARATIONS. (The Original English Manufacturers.)
MORSON'S PEPSINE PORCI, Pure.
MORSON'S PEPSINE POWDER, or POUDRE NUTRITIVE.
MORSON'S PEPSINE WINE.
MORSON'S PEPSINE LOZENGES.
MORSON'S PEPSINE GLOBULES.
MORSON'S PANCREATINE POWDER.
MORSON'S PANCREATIC EMULSION.
MORSON'S PANCREATIZED COD LIVER OIL.
MORSON'S SACCHARATED WHEAT PHOSPHATES.
MORSON'S CREOSOTE, from WOOD TAR. (The only English Makers.)

N.B.-Test of Purity-Insoluble in Price's Glycerine.
MORSON'S GELATINE. (The most economical substitute for Isinglass.)
MORSON'S CHLORODYNE.
MORSON'S EFFERVESCÎNG CITRATE OF MAGNESIA.
MORSON'S ARTIFICIAL ESSENCES for Flavoring.
MORSON'S MORPHIA SALTS.
MORSON'S CHLOROFORM, Pure and Meth.
MORSON'S SP. ETHER N-IT. P.B.
MORSON'S SP. AMMON. AR. P.B.
MORSON'S GINGERINE and ALOINE.

Sold Wholesale and Retail by aUl Chemists and Druggists throughout the World.
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BELLEVUE HOSPITAL
EDI C.L COL Ec-E,

CITY OF NEW YORK.

SESSIONS~ 0F 1875-76.

T HE COLLEGIATE YEAR in this Institution embraces a Preliminary Autumnal Term, the Regular Winter Sessils
and a Summer Session.

THE PRELIMINARY AUTUMNAL TERM for 1875-76 will,commence on Wednesday, September 15, 1875,
and continue until the opening of the Regular Session. During this term, instruction, consisting of didactic lectures OS
special subjects, and daily clinical lectures, will be given, as heretofore, by the eritire F aculty. Students designing to
attend the Regular Session are strongly recommended to attend the Preliminary Term, but attendance during the latter
is not required. During the Preliminary Term, clinical and didactic lectures will le given in precisely the same number and
ordep as in the Regular Session.

THE REGULAR SESSION will commence or. Wednesday, September 29, 1875, and end about the Ist of MarcI,
1876.

ISAAC E. TAYLOR, M.D., Emeritus Prof. of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and Children, and President of the College.
JAMES R. WOOD, M.D., LL.D., Emeritus Prof. of Surgery.
FORDYCE BARKER. M.D., Prof. of Clinical Midwifery and Diseases of Women.

AUSTIN FLINT, M.D., Prof. of the Principles and Practice of Medicine, and Clinical Medicine.
W. H. VAN BUREN, M.D., Prof. of Principles and Practice of Surgery with Diseases of the Genito-Urinary System and Clinical Surgl
LEWIS A. SAYRE, M.D., Prof. of Orthopedic Surgery, Fractures and Dislocations, and Clinical Surgery.
ALEXANDER B. MOTT, M.D., Prof. of Clinical and Operative Surgery.
WILLIAM T. LUSK, M. D., Prof. of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and Children, and Clinical Midwifery.
EDMUND R. PEASLEE M.D LL.D., Prof. of Gynaecology.
EDWARD G. JANEWAY, M. D., Lecturer on Materia Medica and Therapeuties, and Clinical Medicine.
AUSTIN FLINT Ja., MD., Prof. of Physiolqgy and Physiological Anatomy, and Secretary of the Faculty.
ALPHEUS B. CROSBY, M.D., Prof. of Descriptive and Surgical Anatony.
R. OGDEN DOREMUS, M.D., LL D., Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology.

PROFESSORS OF SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS, ETC.

HENRY D. NOYES M.D., Professor of Ophthalmology and Otology.
JOHN P. GRAY, M.D., Professor of Psychological Medicine and Medical Jurisprudence.
EDWARD L. KEYES M.D., Professor of Dermatology, and Adjunct to the Chair of Principles of Surgery, etc.
EDWARD G. JANEWAY, M.D., Professor of Pathological and Practical Anatomy. (Demonstrator of Anatomy.)

A distinctive feature of the method of instruction in this College is the union of clinical and didactic teaching.
the lectures are given within the Hospital grounds. During the Regular Winter Session, in addition to four didactIc
lectures on every week-day, except Saturday, two or three hours are daily allotted to clinical instruction. The uniOl O
clinical and didactic teaching will also be carried out in the Summer Session, nearly all of the teachers in this Faclty
being physicians and surgeons to the Bellevue Hospital.

The Summer Session will consist chiefly of,Recitations from Text-books. % This term continues from the middle 0'
March to the end of June. During this Session there will be daily recitations in all the Departments, held by a corps 2
examiners appointed by the regular Faculty. Regular clinics will also be held.

Fees for the Regular iession.

Fees for Tickets to all the Lectures during the Preliminary and Regular Tern, including Clinical Lectures........,140 00
Matriculation F'.. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 5 00
Demoustrator's Ticket (including material for dissection) .................................................... 10 00
Graduation Fee ............................................................................... 30 0

Fees for the Summer Session.

Matriculation (Ticket good for the following WInter)..... .............. ........................... $ 6 00
Recitations, Clinics, and Lectures........ ....... .................................... .................. 5000
Dissecting (Ticket valid for the following Winier)................ ...................................... 10 00

For the Annual Circu> and Catalogue, giving regulations for graduation and cther information, address the Secretary of the'COI<'

PROF. AUSTIN FLINT, JR.,
Bellevue Hospital Medical Colt5-*
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GEORGE TIIEMANN & 00.,
'. A. STOHLMANN. ESriIBLISHED 1826. BD. PPARRE

67 CHATHA1 STREET, NEW YORK,

MANUPACTUREIRS AND IMPORTERS oF

SURGICAIL INSTRUMENTS,
Apparatus fer Fractures, Dislocatlons and Deformities,

Latest Instruments for Local AnSesthesia, and for Applica-

tions to the Larynx, Posterior Nares, Eustachian Tube,

Uterus, Urethra, Bladder, &c., &c. Laryngoscopes,

Ophthalmoscopes, Endoscopes, Hypodermie Sy-

ringes, Fever Thermometers, &c. Surgical

Instruments of ail kinds made to order,

and the Latest Improvements and

Novelties prompfly supplied.

TWO SILVER MEDALS, AWARDED
BY THE

PARIS EXPOSITION OF 1867,
BEING THE ONLY SILVER MEDALS GRANTED TO

American Exhibitors of Surgical InstruLment&

Dr. Garratt's Electric Disk.
for local Weakness and chronic Pains--if worn by
night or day, as a flexible pad, self-applies a constant
fine Electric influence, of great power to cure weak
Nerves, Joints, Muscles or Organs, as weak Lunge.
Throat, Stomach or Back, Sluggish Liver, Rheumatic,
Heart, Asthma, Congestion in Neck, Head Pains
Weak Kidneys and Pelvic Organs.

Large best Disk, 5 by 8 inches, 24 poles, $2.50. Childrens, 2 by 5, 81Simple Disk, 50cts. Greatly improved in durability. Each Disk is
'rranted.

sicians 8 "Garratt's Disk li the only thing for this purpose'

Sold by Druggists and Surgical Instrument Dealers.
Sent by Mail on receipt of Price, by A. C. GARRA'r, M.D., (Electri-

e an) 6 Hamilton Place, Boston, Mass.

CUTLER'S
POOKET INALER

4bCarbolate of Iodine Iuhalants
A REMEDY for al NASAL, THROAT and LUNG Dis-

eases, affording relief in ome ease@ in a few minutes.

This instrument i gotten up on an entirely new principle,
and is well adapted to the treatment of al those diseases of
the air passages requiring efficient inhalation. It is endorsed
by many leading practitioners, and commends itself to al
desiring an apparatus.

Dr. George Hadley, Professor of Chemistry and Pharmacy
in the University of Buffalo, in s carefully considered report
upon its merits, concludes in these words :

" On the whole, this Inhaler seems to me, to accomplish its
purposes, by novel, yet by the most simple and effectuai
means ; to be philosophical in conception, and well carried
out in the execution."

Always ready, no danger of breaking or spilling, besides
being as safe and efficient in the hands of the novice as the
adept. Made of Hard Rubbe% it may be carried about the
person as handily as a pencil case, and used regardless of
time or place. Patented in the United States, Éngland and
Canada. Over 50,000 nnw in use in this country.

Price $2, including Inhalant for two montha' use. Neatly
ut up and sent by mail free, on receipt of price. Extra
ottles of Inhalant, 50c. Liberal discount to the trade.

Kept by all druggists. Send your address and receive our
descriptive circular, post-paid.

W. H. SMITH & 00.,
402 and 406 Michigan St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Samples to Physicians free by mail on receipt of $1.

TO MEDICAL MEN.

TnHE Property and Good-will of a Practice for Sale, in an
-- enterprising Village on a line of Railroad. Practice

established 16 years, and worth from $2,500 to $3,000 a-year.

Possession lst of April next. Satisfactory reasons for
selling.

Address " LNcWr Office," Toronto.

MIC RUStC OPY.
A RTHUR JUKES JOHNSON, M.B.. M.R.C.8.,, Eng., Fellow

Royal Microscopical Society of London, Lecturer on Microsoopy,
Trinity College, Toronto. Microscopical examinations of Diseases and
Excreta of the body; also, of Toxicological conditions In connexion
with Jurisprudence. Histological demonstrations to private pupils.

Yorkville, Toronto,

FIEST PEIER N F ARTIFIGIAL LIB S
SUIRGICA .L APPLIANCES.

A PPARATUS of every description made to order, for Paralysis, Hip-
joint Disease, Weak Ankles, Club Feet, &c.

JAMES AUTHORS,
'I Il 16 King Street Bast, Toronto.

,jTORONTO, Sept. I7, 1874.
I have much pleasure in being able to testify to the skill, ingenuity, and

excellence of workmanship shown in Mr. Authors' surgical appliances. They will bear comparison with those manufac-

tiired in any part of the world.
JAMES H. RICHARDSON, M.D., University cf Toronto, M.R.C.S. England.
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DR. J. COLLIS BROWNES CHLORODYNE
IS THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY GENUINE.

ADVICE TO INVALIDSn
If you wish to obtain quiet refreshing sleep, free from headache, relief from pain and anguisbto calm and assuage the weary achings of protracted disease, invigorate the nervous media, and

regulate the circulating systems of the body, you will provide yourself with a supply of thst
marvellous remedy discovered by DR. J. CoLLIs BROWNE (late Medical Staff), to which he gaîO
the name of

CHLORODYNE,
and which is admitted by the Profession to be the most wonderful and valuable remedy. over
discovered.

CHLORODYNE is admitted by the Profession to be the most wonderful and valuable remedY
ever discovered. b

CHLORODYNE is the best remedy for Coughs, Consumption, Bronchitis, Asthma.
CHLORODYNE effectually checks and arrests those too often fatal diseases-Diphtheria, Fever,

Croup, Ague.
CHLORODYNE acts like a charm in Diarrha, and is the orly ecific in Cholera and DysenterY
CHLORODYNE effectually cuts short all attacks of Epilepsy, llysteria, Palpitation, and Spastne.
CHLORODYNE is the only palliative in Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Gout, Cancer, ToothachO,

Meningitis, &c.
Extract from indian Economist.

"We direct the attention of medical men to a fact observed some years since by ourselves, and corroborated by Oursubsequent experience, that Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne is in many cases of Low Fever immensely superior to
Quinine in curative power. We cannot persuade ourselves that the true value of Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne laiproperly appraised in India. . .. . It may be given with absolute safety even to a child three days old. Were medioAlmen but to make a fair and exhaustive trial of it we are persuaded that it would work a revolution in the treatment of tWo'thirds of the diseases to which children are subject. Its curative power is simply amazing.""Earl Russell communicated to the College of Physicians that ho had received a despatch from Her Majeoty's Conle"'at Manilla, to the effect that Cholera had been raging fearfully, and that the ONLY remedy of any service was CHLO0'ODYNE."-See Lancet, Dec. 1, 1864.

From W. VEsALIUs PETTIGREW,. M.D., Hon. F.R.C.S., England.
Formerly Lecturer of Anatomy and Physiology at St. George's School of Medicine.

"I have no hesitation in stating, after a fair trial of Chlorodyne, that I have never met with any medicine so eg0is-clous as an Anti-Spasmodie and Sodative. I have tried it in Consumption, Asthma, Diarrha, and other diseaes, and 60
mont perfectly satisfied with the results."

From Dr. THONAS SANDIFORD, Passage West, Cork.
"I will thank you to send me a further supply of Chlorodyne. It was the most efficacious remedy I ever used, agord•ing relief in violent attacks of Spasme within a minute after being taken. One patient in particular, who has suffered for

years with periodical attacks of Spasms of a most painful nature, and unable to obtain relief from other remedies, sncb 10
opium, &c., finds nothing so prompt and efficacious as Chlorodyne.'

From Dr. B. J. BOULTON & Co., Horncastle.
"We have made pretty extensive use of Chlorodyne in our practice lately, and look upon it as an excellent ditOct

Sedative and Anti-Spasmodie. It seems to allay pain and irritation in whatever organ, and from whatever cause.induces a feeling of comfort and quietude not obtainable by any other remedy, and seems to possess this great advrantag
over aIl other sedatives, that it leaves no unpleasant after effects."

From J. C. BAKER, Esq., M.D., Bideford.
"It ie without doubt, the most valuable and certain Anodyne we have."

CAUTION.-BEWARE OF PIRACY AND IMITATIONS.
CAUTION.-The extraordinary medical reports on the efficacy of Chlorodyne render it of vital importance that th*public should obtain the genuine, which bears the words " Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne."Vice-Chancellor WOOn stated that Dr. J. COLLIS BaowNE was undoubtedly the Inventor of CHLORODYNE : that the

whole story of the Defendant, FREEMAN, was deliberately untrue.
Lord Chancellor Selborne and Lord Justice James stated that the defendant had made a deliberate misrepresentati"'

of the decision of Vice-Chancellor Wood.
Chemists throughout the lanl confirm this decision that Dr. J. C. BROWNE was the Inventor of CHLORODYNE.
Sold i» Bottles at la lid., 2s 9d., 4o 6d., each. None genuine without the words "Dr. J-

COLLIS BROWNE'S CHLORODYNE . on the Government Stamp. Overwhelming Medical
Testimony accompariies each boule.
SOLE MANUFACTURER-J T. DAVENPORT, 33 GREAT RUSsELL STREET, BLOOMsBURY, LONDO '
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PUT UP IN I lb., 51b., and 10 lb,2 CANS.
,seteSRt

Go
VIRTUS N K

(pETROLEO VIRTUS VALIDISSIMA,.)
Il The most efficacious virtuefrom Petroleum."

The Emollient and healing priciple frorn Petroleuin, highly purtjted and concentrated, without the use of chemicals. It has an

Absolute non-aflinity for oYgen or moisture a perfect band, soothing, oleaginous substance, applicable to the most sensitive con-

dition, even thie ny without the sliihtest irritation, and yet so homogeneous and dense as to exclude atmospheric action and other

inaliflo influence. ÎT IS A PERFECT APPLICATION.
WHN USED A suGICAL DRESSING, and the bandages adhere to the wound, the subseqent applications may be made upon the

exterior of the last fold, which it will penetrate at once, thus avoiding the danger of re-opening tho wound.

Feor BUNS AND SCwLDS it w INVALpeBLr It allays the aoute inflammation almost immediately, and thoroghly protects the

InJured parts from the action of the atmosphere. If used promptly ad ALONE, the wound heals rapidly. even in severe cases,

Without ay slougming and usuallY without leavng any scars For cuts, lacerated surfaces, aIl kinds of In.flammationpoisomng,

wd SKIN DISEAsEs GENRAlLY For Piles and diseases of the rectum, uterus and urethra, by injection. Hundreds of uses

for it are suggested to th physician who knows its positive virtue. It is incapable of decomposition. fermentation, or becoming

rancid on any sore, in any climate or teruperature.
Cosmoline cobines readily with White Wax for intments, Cerates with Sulphur, lodine, Bromine, etc., with Camphor, Guis,

Sins, etc. It domb net combie wtht proof spirits, mmonia 'or Caustic Alkalies. Coming from the sane primitive source as

abolie Acid, it bas a peculiar Rffinity for that valuable remedy, and forme a superior vehicle for it : on account of its simple and

positive character it is vastlysuperior to Oliv, Oil, Lard, etc., as a menstruum for other e terni applicatiois. As an emolient it is

Quperior to Glycerine, especaily the Rose perfumed. Its non-affinity for oxygen or moisture ren ers it a perfect protection against

rust when applied to surgical instruments.
P'.pared ezpreissly for Medial! Psxrposos by

M. IP. B" O UGir 3:T OlvT CIoO Ojc.,
To be had from all Retail Druggists. Samptes and Circulars furnished 215 South Front Street Philadelphia. Pa.

Elixir Ferri et Calcis Phosphatis Co. HORATIO G. KERN,
L.ACTO-PHOSPHATES. XUFÂOTUEER 0w

SURGICAL AND DENTAL
FORMULA 0F DR. DUSART, 0F PARIS. INSTRUMENTS, &c.

Comiound Elixir of Phosphates and Calisaya, ESTABLISHD 1837.

A Chemical Food and Nutritive Tonic. subscriber would again remlnd the Medical an&
T Dental Profession that ho still continues Wo manufac-

ture bis celebrated Instrumente, in aIl the varions branches

THIS elegant preparation combines with a sound Sherry Assidueus attention to the details of the business, which

Wine and Aromatices, in the form of an agreeable cor- an experience of thirty-flve years has afforded, han enabled.

dial, 2 gr#. Lacto-Phosphate of Lime 1 gr. Lacto-Phoaphate him te make many improvements in hie

of Iron, 1 gr. of Alkaloida of Calisaya Bark, Quinine, Quini-

dine, Chinchonine, and /ßfteen drope offree Phosphoric Acid toUnrivalled Extracting Forceps,
each half ounce. Both as regards their quality and adaptation to the purvoset

In cases cAvalescing from adynamio fevers, in all condi- for which they are intended, a desideratun whieh will be

tions of depraved nutrition from indigestion and mal-assimi- appreciated by ail wishing to purchase Instruments, that

lation of food, in nervous prostration from mental and physical are reliable and of long and well established reputation.

exertion, dissipation or bad habits, in chlorotic or anSmic

Women, and in the strumous diathesis in adults and children, ASPIRATORS.
-it is a combination of great reliability and efficacy, and it (A new Instrument.)
mnay be taken for a protracted period without becoming

repugnant to the patient. Aspirator, No. 1, Six Tubulated Needles, assorted. $2.00

When Strychnine is indicated the officinal solution of the Aspirator, No. 2,. . . .. . . ...... 18.00

Pharmacopoia may be added, each fluid drachm making the Aspirator, No. 3, "......... 12.00

64th of a grain to a half fluid ounce of the Elixir,-a valuable AU the Latest Irnprovements and Novelties.

combination in dyspepsia with constipation and headaches. Ail orders entrusted te hie care will ho promptly attended
This compound is propared with great care, and will be main- te.
tained of standard purity and strength. Prepared by / Catalogues furnished on applicti

T. B. WHEELER, MONTR]|L, D. C. RATIO G. KERN,

SOALD B Y ALL DR UG GISTS. Oct., 1873. No. 21 North Sixth St., Philadephi.

an eperenceof hiry-fie yarshas ffoded hasenaled

il
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THE HEALTH 'LIFT
IS BECOMING INDISPENSABLE AS AN ADJUNCT TO MEDICAL TREATMVENT, AND IS
NOW iN THE OFFICES OF MANY OF OUR LEADING PHYSICIANS. NO ONE THING,
WILL 50O GREATLY HELP THE DOCTOR IN RESTORING HIS PATIENTS. il IS
UNIVERSALLY RECOMMENDED BY THE MEDICAL PROFESSION.

SADDRESS FOR FULL PARTICULARS, F. G. WELCH, M.D., Manager,
AGENTS WANTED H EA L TH LIF- CO_. 46 EAST 14TH ST., NEW YORK.

Electrical Instruments for Medical Use.
We respeetfully refer to the following Eminent Physicians:

NEW YORK CITY.
BOSTON. Prof. W. A. Hammond, M.D.

Prof. Francis Minot, M.D.M.D.Prof. FracM.ot M.D. Poof. James R. Wood, M.D.
H. H. A. Beach. M.D.PILADELPIA.

CHICAGO. hof. Robert E. Rogers, M.D.
Prof. N. S. Davis, M.D.
Prof. James S. Jewell, M.D. CANADA.Dr. Theo. Mack, M.D., St. Ca-

tharines.DTROIT.Dr. Fife Fowler, .D., Kingt'l
Prof. Thea. A. McGraw, M.D. Dr. John R. Dilkson, M.».,
Prof. James F. Nofgs, M.D. D.BH.eon,
Prof. Albert B. Lyons, M.D.
Piof. Leartus Connor, M.D. rold.

,ý 1 Drs. Orton & Alexander, M.D.,
ST. LOUISFergus.
STf J . LUIS, .D Dr. A. Wolverton, M.D., HaSu-

Prof. J. K. Bauday, M.D.ilton.
Prof. Jas. B. Johnson, M.D. - - - Dr. J. Fulton, M.D., Toronto.

Galvano-Faradie Manufacturing Company,
16P7 EAST 3 4th STLEETe NEW AORK.

FOR SALE BY LYMAN BROS., TORONTO. Send for Catalogue, with a concise and practical. Guide for their u0e

Ff.JG OTTO R. Wood M.
(Successors to OTTO & REYNDERS.)

MANUFACTIJRERS AND IMPORTERS OF

Surgical rnstruments OrthopRdical Appliances
THIR RESER9VOIR9 TUHERMVOU~ETEBF.-The acivantages this Thermometer possesses over ail athtrs

consist in the Reservoir B, ini which the registering part of the mercury is collected, forming a body of oblong shaPl'e
The surface of this body being large in comparison to the contracted bore, makes it impossible to unite the register i.D•
the mercury in the bulb A.

These Thermometers are well seasoned hefore graduating, and, consequently, are as correct as they can be macle.

Four inch in flfths,$42
6 fi & I fouths,4.00

Five Ff Fw flfthsler 4.D.,i
Dr."thf JhRD , .

In ard Rubber or Boxwood Case, and will be forwarded on receipt of price.

F. G. OTTO & SONS PATENT TRDSS
Has been described in severa medical journals, and has since proved to ba bY

Vas far the best or any yet put before the profession.

SKELETONS, ANATOMICAL PRJPARATIONS, Tr

64 EHATHA STREET, NEW WORYO.

F.G .t Sos Gaet rs a. O8TENO D FO P OC NI T,

F. G. Otto & Sons' Patent Truss Pad. BEND «FOR PRICE LISTB,
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DRUGGIST-COR. QUEEN AND YONGE-STS.. TORONTO.

The following prices of a few of the leading requirements of the profession will serve as a guide to intending purchasers, subject to
%arket fluctuations, quality being esteemed of the first importance. Tinctures, Syrups and Liquors are kept in 8 oz. bottles, and the price
quoted includes the bottle. JW Terms Cash less 5 per cent. discount. Corrected to Feb. lst, 1876.

Acid, Carbolic.. .. ... . .. .. .. OZ.
Sulph. Ar.. ...... 8 oz. bot.
Hydrocyan............1

Armon. Carb.............. lb.
E&ther, Nit.............8 oz. ifot.

" Sulph.............. "
S Co........

Antim. Pot. Tart.. ......... os
Argenti Nit. fus.........
talan Copaib.. ........ 8 oz. bot.
Bismuth, Car....... oz.
Cerli Oxalas............
Chloral Hydrate.........
Chlorodyne ................
Chloroform................ lb.
Oinchon, Sul...............0.
Ergot, pulv.. ..........
Emp. pyto............... lb.
Ext. Belladon............... OZ.

Colocnth C0

$ c.
0 07
0 20
0 23
0 25
0 22
033
0 28
0 08
1 30
0 63
0 30
0 30
0 15
0 15
1 40
0 60
0 13
1 25
0 20
0 12

lodine, resub...........
Jalapin.. ......
Lin. Saponis............8
Liq. Ammon................

Arsenic............
Bismuth...........
Donovan...........
OpiiSed............
PotassS............

Mist. Ferri Co............ 8
Morph. Sul............

" Mur.............
01. Crotonis............

" Jecoris Asselli." Olivæ Opt.......
Opium.... ............

Powd.. .. .. .. ....
Pil. Aloes.............

é " et Ferri..
d de Myr ........

oz."b
oz. bot.

oz. bot.
oz.

lb.

oz.

gross.

$ c.
0 50
1 75
0 24
0 17
0 20
0 45
0 28
160,
0 17
0 20
4 50
4 50
0 25
0 25
0 30
0 70
0 85
0 30
0 30
0 38

............... O " Asaftd........... . 30
Hyosciam, Ang........ 20 d Cah. Co., U. S........ 45

" Sarza Co., Ang........ O 30 "ydrarg Mau.........lb 1 0
" Nucis Vom............ O 75 cc y subchlor. C grosa O 30
" Taraxacum ... 0.07 . .hei. Co....et. . 35

Pol. Buchu................ 50 Podophyllin, o 40
SSenna................ 30 Plumbi Acet..lb 2

Guma Aloes Soc.... .. ..... 90 Pos Acet.. 60
" ' " " puiv........ d 1"10 c 085
" Acacia, pulv' .. . 60 . ... Bro.id...... 90

Glycerine, pure...... ...... lb. 30 di Iodid... .. .... " 5 0
Perri, Am. Cit............ .. oz. 12 Pulv. Creta Co.. 75

et Quin. Cit.. 0.6. . .. 1"0
S Citro,phos............ lpecac..3

]Perrum Redact............. 15 2 40
flydrarg, Chor............ 1 Jalapa.. 2 0

C Creta.. 0 12 usa .............. 260

A full assortment cf Trusses, Shoulder Braces, Supporters, &c., &c., ai the lowesi rates.
lupply of reliable Vaccine-Scab", $2; HaIf-Scabs, *1- Enemas froh 75c.

Rad. Rhei. pulv.......... .. lb.
Santonine ................. o.
Sodie Bicarb...... ......... lb

" Potass. Tart.
Spir. Camphor.. ........ 8 oz. bot

" Ammon. Co ..
Syr. Aurant................

Codeia.
Ferrilod..
Strych. Phos. Co ......
Hypophos.........
Phosph. Co.......... "
Seneg .. ........... "
Scille ................

Tinct. Aconit.
" Arnica..
" Calumb.

Camph. Co.........
Cardam. Co..
Catechu ....
Cinchon Co ..
Colch. Sem......
Digital............
Ergot............
Ferri Perchlor........
Gentian Co.......... "
Hyosciam.........
lodine.
Nucis Vom....
Opii ..............

" Rhei Co.
" Valer.
" Verat Vir ............ o.

Ung. Hyd. Nit .............. ib." Zinbi..-.............. '
Vin. Ipecac... ........ 8 oz. bot

" Antim................. "

Arrangements have been made for a constant

DR. MARTIN'S COW-POX VIRUS Chromos. HEADQUARTERSFOR PORE1GN
AND AMERICAN CHROMO8. Dealers, Agents, Trunk and
Box-makers, Newspaper Publishers and Tea Stores, will find a
complete supply. Our new and brilliant specialties areAbsolutely Pure Non-Humflanlized Vaccine Virus, unequalled. Ou 9 x 11 Mounted Chromos outsell anything
in the market. Twelve samples for $1.00; one hundred for

Obtained by the method of $6.00. Illustrated Catalogue free. J. LATHAM & Co.,
419 Washington St., Boston, Mass. P.O. Box 2154.

TRUIE ANIMAL VACCINATION,
Instituted by Prof. Depaul of Paris, in April, 1866, from the
famous case of Spontaneous Cow-Pox at Beaugency, in
Prance, and inaugurated in America in September, 1870, by
br. Henry A. Martin, with virus and autograph instructions
fron the hand of Prof. Depaul. Our establishment ia by far
the largest and most perfect in the world.

LARGE IVORY "LANCET" POINTS, PACKAGES OF!

10....................................$2.00.

PRIMARY CRUSTS (SCABS), MOST CAREFULLY

SELECTED ...................... $5.00.

All Virus is fully warranted efficient. It will be packed
to go with perfect safety by mail. Full directions for use
accompany each package. Reiittances must accompany
order. Safe delivery of Virus insured.

DR. HENRY A. MARTIN & SON,
Boston Highlands, Mass.

MEDICAL
A MONTHLY JOURNAL Or

AND SURGICAL SCIENCE,

ÇRITICISM AND NEWS.

The indepindent organ of the Profession, and the largest
and most' widely circulated Medical Journal in Canada.

18ued prompty on the 1st of each month.

SubscrIption $3 per annum in advance> Single
copies 30 oents, for Sale by

WILLING & WILLIAMSON, TORONTO.

Al Communications containing Remitlances, Drafts or
Post-Office Orders, to be addressed to J. FULTON M.D.
Manager, Toronto.

$ c.
2 00
0 65
0 12
0 38
0 24
0 24
0 20
0 90
0 50
0 65
0 45
040
0 30
0 20
0 24
0 24
0 20
0 20
0 24
0 20
0 24
0 20
0 20
0 30
0 18
0 20
0 20
0 55
0 24
0 530 30
0 24
0 20
0 60
0 40
0 30
0 20
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SPINAL LEVERt,
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KECHANICAL SUPPORT
au the unqualiled endorsement *f over e

thouaand of the leading medical mèn of this
countryand Europe, and has been adoptea by
them in their practice.

PRACTITION ERS
epot tha e Medical Journals md t> us 16

SPINAL DEFORNITIES

which have gone through the whole catalogue of

othzr pLni Propi C orsetA, Âdomlna sup.

YIELD READILY

For lateral curvaiture of the 000e'0

The general action a to rever
body's negt u o depriye
gravity

Fig. No.

ing force.

7.

The above cut repreuents "
I.uaovzn AmoxnLx" SUI3WE3
wem= vg v ra1 weght, and c
rect nte truncal .er0l~, v..
Itu attacbment, BÂmeN'
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